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Preface

The purpose of this book is to present detailed fundamental information on a
global positioning system (GPS) receiver. Although GPS receivers are popu-
larly used in every-day life, their operation principles cannot be easily found
in one book. Most other types of receivers process the input signals to obtain
the necessary information easily, such as in amplitude modulation (AM) and
frequency modulation (FM) radios. In a GPS receiver the signal is processed
to obtain the required information, which in turn is used to calculate the user
position. Therefore, at least two areas of discipline, receiver technology and
navigation scheme, are employed in a GPS receiver. This book covers both
areas.

In the case of GPS signals, there are two sets of information: the civilian
code, referred to as the coarse/ acquisition (C/ A) code, and the classified mil-
itary code, referred to as the P(Y) code. This book concentrates only on the
civilian C/ A code. This is the information used by commercial GPS receivers
to obtain the user position.

The material in this book is presented from the software receiver viewpoint
for two reasons. First, it is likely that narrow band receivers, such as the GPS
receiver, will be implemented in software in the future. Second, a software
receiver approach may explain the operation better. A few key computer pro-
grams can be used to further illustrate some points.

This book is written for engineers and scientists who intend to study and
understand the detailed operation principles of GPS receivers. The book is at
the senior or graduate school level. A few computer programs written in Matlab
are listed at the end of several chapters to help the reader understand some of
the ideas presented.

I would like to acknowledge the following persons. My sincere appreciation
to three engineers: Dr. D. M. Akos from Stanford University, M. Stockmaster
from Rockwell Collins, and J. Schamus from Veridian. They worked with me
at the Air Force Research Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Force Base on the
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design of a software GPS receiver. This work made this book possible. Dr.
Akos also reviewed my manuscripts. I used information from several courses
on GPS receivers given at the Air Force Institute of Technology by Lt. Col.
B. Riggins, Ph.D. and Capt. J. Requet, Ph.D. Valuable discussion with Drs.
F. VanGraas and M. Braasch from Ohio University helped me as well. I am
constantly discussing GPS subjects with my coworkers, D. M. Lin and V. D.
Chakravarthy.

The management in the Sensor Division of the Air Force Research Labo-
ratory provided excellent guidance and support in GPS receiver research. Spe-
cial thanks are extended to Dr. P. S. Hadorn, E. R. Martinsek, A. W. White,
and N. A. Pequignot. I would also like to thank my colleagues, R. L. Davis,
S. M. Rodrigue, K. M. Graves, J. R. McCall, J. A. Tenbarge, Dr. S. W. Schnei-
der, J. N. Hedge Jr., J. Caschera, J. Mudd, J. P. Stephens, Capt. R. S. Parks,
P. G. Howe, D. L. Howell, Dr. L. L. Liou, D. R. Meeks, and D. Jones, for their
consultation and assistance.

Last, but not least, I would like to thank my wife, Susan, for her encourage-
ment and understanding.
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Notations and Constants

ae c 6378137 ± 2 m is the semi-major axis of the earth.
af 0 is the satellite clock correction parameter.
af 1 is the satellite clock correction parameter.
af 2 is the satellite clock correction parameter.
as is the semi-major axis of the satellite orbit
Dbi is the satellite clock error.
be c 6356752.3142 m is the semi-minor axis of the earth.
bs is the semi-minor axis of the satellite orbit
bu is the user clock bias error, expressed in distance, which is related to the

quantity but by bu c cbut.
but is the user clock error.
c c 2.99792458 × 108 meter/ sec is the speed of light.
Cic is the amplitude of the cosine harmonic correction term to the angle of

inclination.
Cis is the amplitude of the sine harmonic correction term to the angle of

inclination.
Crc is the amplitude of the cosine harmonic correction term to the orbit

radius.
Crs is the amplitude of the sine harmonic correction term to the orbit radius.
cs is the distance from the center of the ellipse to a focus.
Cuc is the amplitude of the cosine harmonic correction term to the argument

of latitude.
Cus is the amplitude of the sine harmonic correction term to the argument

of latitude.
DDi is the satellite position error effect on range.
E is called eccentric anomaly.
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ee c 0.0818191908426 is the eccentricity of the earth.
ep c 0.00335281066474 is the ellipticity of the earth.
es is the eccentricity of the satellite orbit.
F c −4.442807633 × 10−10 sec/ m1/ 2.
f I is the input frequency.
f 0 is the output frequency in baseband.
f s is the sampling frequency.
h is altitude.
i is the inclination angle at reference time.
idot is the rate of inclination angle.
DIi is the ionospheric delay error.
l is longitude.
L is geodetic latitude often used in maps.
Lc is geocentric latitude.
M is mean anomaly.
M0 is the mean anomaly at reference time.
Dn is the mean motion difference from computed value.
re c 6368 km is average earth radius.
r0 is the distance from the center of the earth to the point on the surface of

the earth under the user position.
r0i is the average radius of an ideal spherical earth.
rs is the average radius of the satellite orbit.
t is the GPS time at time of transmission corrected for transit time.
tc is the coarse GPS system time at time of transmission corrected for transit

time.
TGD is the satellite group delay differential.
DTi is the tropospheric delay error.
toc is the satellite clock correction parameter.
toe is the reference time ephemeris.
tp is the time when the satellite passes the perigee.
tsi is referred to as the true time of transmission from satellite i.
tt is the transit time (time for the signal from the satellite to travel to the

receiver).
tu is the time of reception.
vs is the speed of the satellite.
m c 3.986005 × 1014 meters3/ sec2 is the earth’s universal gravitational

parameter.
u i is the receiver measurement noise error.
Du i is the relativistic time correction.
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p c 3.1415926535898.
riT is the true value of pseudorange from user to satellite i.
ri is the measured pseudorange from user to satellite i
q is the argument of the perigee.
Q e(Q − a) is the modified right ascension angle.
Q e is the longitude of ascending node of orbit plane at weekly epoch.
Q er is the angle between the ascending node and the Greenwich meridian.
Q̇ is the rate of the right ascension.
Q̇ ie c 7.2921151467 × 10−5 rad/ sec is the WGS-84 value of the earth’s rota-

tion rate.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.1 INTRODUCTION(1–13)

This book presents detailed information in a compact form about the global
positioning system (GPS) coarse/ acquisition (C/ A) code receiver. Using the
C/ A code to find the user location is referred to as the standard position service
(SPS). Most of the information can be found in references 1 through 13. How-
ever, there is much more information in the references than the basics required
to understand a GPS receiver. Therefore, one must study the proper subjects
and put them together. This is a tedious and cumbersome task. This book does
this job for the reader.

This book not only introduces the information available from the references,
it emphasizes its applications. Software programs are provided to help under-
stand some of the concepts. These programs are also useful in designing GPS
receivers. In addition, various techniques to perform acquisition and tracking
on the GPS signals are included.

This book concentrates only on the very basic concepts of the C/ A code
GPS receiver. Any subject not directly related to the basic receiver (even if
it is of general interest, i.e., differential GPS receiver and GPS receiver with
carrier-aided tracking capacity) will not be included in this book. These other
subjects can be found in reference 1.

1.2 HISTORY OF GPS DEVELOPMENT(1,5,12)

The discovery of navigation seems to have occurred early in human history.
According to Chinese storytelling, the compass was discovered and used in wars
during foggy weather before recorded history. There have been many different
navigation techniques to support ocean and air transportation. Satellite-based
navigation started in the early 1970s. Three satellite systems were explored
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before the GPS programs: the U.S. Navy Navigation Satellite System (also
referred to as the Transit), the U.S. Navy’s Timation (TIMe navigATION), and
U.S. Air Force project 621B. The Transit project used a continuous wave (cw)
signal. The closest approach of the satellite can be found by measuring the
maximum rate of Doppler shift. The Timation program used an atomic clock
that improves the prediction of satellite orbits and reduces the ground control
update rate. The Air Force 621B project used the pseudorandom noise (PRN)
signal to modulate the carrier frequency.

The GPS program was approved in December 1973. The first satellite was
launched in 1978. In August 1993, GPS had 24 satellites in orbit and in Decem-
ber of the same year the initial operational capability was established. In February
1994, the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) declared GPS ready for aviation use.

1.3 A BASIC GPS RECEIVER

The basic GPS receiver discussed in this book is shown in Figure 1.1. The sig-
nals transmitted from the GPS satellites are received from the antenna. Through
the radio frequency (RF) chain the input signal is amplified to a proper ampli-
tude and the frequency is converted to a desired output frequency. An analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) is used to digitize the output signal. The antenna,
RF chain, and ADC are the hardware used in the receiver.

After the signal is digitized, software is used to process it, and that is why this
book has taken a software approach. Acquisition means to find the signal of a
certain satellite. The tracking program is used to find the phase transition of the
navigation data. In a conventional receiver, the acquisition and tracking are per-
formed by hardware. From the navigation data phase transition the subframes
and navigation data can be obtained. Ephemeris data and pseudoranges can be

FIGURE 1.1 A fundamental GPS receiver.
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obtained from the navigation data. The ephemeris data are used to obtain the
satellite positions. Finally, the user position can be calculated for the satellite
positions and the pseudoranges. Both the hardware used to collect digitized data
and the software used to find the user position will be discussed in this book.

1.4 APPROACHES OF PRESENTATION

There are two possible approaches to writing this book. One is a straightforward
way to follow the signal flow shown in Figure 1.1. In this approach the book
would start with the signal structure of the GPS system and the methods to pro-
cess the signal to obtain the necessary the information. This information would
be used to calculate the positions of the satellites and the pseudoranges. By
using the positions of the satellites and the pseudoranges the user position can
be found. In this approach, the flow of discussion would be smooth, from one
subject to another. However, the disadvantage of this approach is that readers
might not have a clear idea why these steps are needed. They could understand
the concept of the GPS operation only after reading the entire book.

The other approach is to start with the basic concept of the GPS from a
system designers’ point of view. This approach would start with the basic con-
cept of finding the user position from the satellite positions. The description
of the satellite constellation would be presented. The detailed information of
the satellite orbit is contained in the GPS data. In order to obtain these data,
the GPS signal must be tracked. The C/ A code of the GPS signals would then
be presented. Each satellite has an unique C/ A code. A receiver can perform
acquisition on the C/ A code to find the signal. Once the C/ A code of a certain
satellite is found, the signal can be tracked. The tracking program can produce
the navigation data. From these data, the position of the satellite can be found.
The relative pseudorange can be obtained by comparing the time a certain data
point arrived at the receiver. The user position can be calculated from the satel-
lite positions and pseudoranges of several satellites.

This book takes this second approach to present the material because it
should give a clearer idea of the GPS function from the very beginning. The
final chapter describes the overall functions of the GPS receiver and can be
considered as taking the first approach for digitizing the signal, performing
acquisition and tracking, extracting the navigation data, and calculating the user
position.

1.5 SOFTWARE APPROACH

This book uses the concept of software radio to present the subject. The soft-
ware radio idea is to use an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to change the
input signal into digital data at the earliest possible stage in the receiver. In
other words, the input signal is digitized as close to the antenna as possible.
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Once the signal is digitized, digital signal processing will be used to obtain
the necessary information. The primary goal of the software radio is minimum
hardware use in a radio. Conceptually, one can tune the radio through software
or even change the function of the radio such as from amplitude modulation
(AM) to frequency modulation (FM) by changing the software; therefore great
flexibility can be achieved.

The main purpose of using the software radio concept to present this subject
is to illustrate the idea of signal acquisition and tracking. Although using hard-
ware to perform signal acquisition and tracking can also describe GPS receiver
function, it appears that using software may provide a clearer idea of the sig-
nal acquisition and tracking. In addition, a software approach should provide a
better understanding of the receiver function because some of the calculations
can be illustrated with programs. Once the software concept is well understood,
the readers should be able to introduce new solutions to problems such as var-
ious acquisition and tracking methods to improve efficiency and performance.
At the time (December 1997) this chapter was being written, a software GPS
receiver using a 200 MHz personal computer (PC) could not track one satellite
in real time. When this chapter was revised in December 1998, the software
had been modified to track two satellites in real time with a new PC operat-
ing at 400 MHz. Although it is still impossible to implement a software GPS
receiver operating in real time, with the improvement in PC operating speed and
software modification it is likely that by the time this book is published a soft-
ware GPS receiver will be a reality. Of course, using a digital signal processing
(DSP) chip is another viable way to build the receiver.

Only the fundamentals of a GPS receiver are presented in this book. In order
to improve the performance of a receiver, fine tuning of some of the operations
might be necessary. Once readers understand the basic operation principles of
the receiver, they can make the necessary improvement.

1.6 POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES OF THE SOFTWARE APPROACH

An important aspect of using the software approach to build a GPS receiver
is that the approach can drastically deviate from the conventional hardware
approach. For example, the user may take a snapshot of data and process them
to find the location rather than continuously tracking the signal. Theoretically,
30 seconds of data are enough to find the user location. This is especially use-
ful when data cannot be collected in a continuous manner. Since the software
approach is in the infant stage, one can explore many potential methods.

The software approach is very flexible. It can process data collected from
various types of hardware. For example, one system may collect complex data
referred to as the inphase and quadrature-phase (I and Q) channels. Another
system may collect real data from one channel. The data can easily be changed
from one form to another. One can also generate programs to process complex
signals from programs processing real signals or vice versa with some simple
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modifications. A program can be used to process signals digitized with various
sampling frequencies. Therefore, a software approach can almost be considered
as hardware independent.

New algorithms can easily be developed without changing the design of the
hardware. This is especially useful for studying some new problems. For exam-
ple, in order to study the antijamming problem one can collect a set of digitized
signals with jamming signals present and use different algorithms to analyze it.

1.7 ORGANIZATION OF THE BOOK

This book contains nine chapters. Chapter 2 introduces the user position require-
ments, which lead to the GPS parameters. Also included in Chapter 2 is the basic
concept of how to find the user position if the satellite positions are known. Chap-
ter 3 discusses the satellite constellation and its impact on the GPS signals, which
in turn affects the design of the GPS receiver. Chapter 4 discusses the earth-cen-
tered, earth-fixed system. Using this coordinate system, the user position can be
calculated to match the position on every-day maps. The GPS signal structure is
discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses the hardware to collect data,
which is equivalent to the front end of a conventional GPS receiver. Changing the
format of data is also presented. Chapter 7 presents several acquisition methods.
Some of them can be used in hardware design and others are suitable for soft-
ware applications. Chapter 8 discusses two tracking methods. One uses the con-
ventional phase-locked loop approach and the other one is more suitable for the
software radio approach. The final chapter is a summary of the previous chapters.
It takes all the information in the first eight chapters and presents in it an order
following the signal flow in a GPS receiver.

Computer programs written in Matlab are listed at the end of several chap-
ters. Some of the programs are used only to illustrate ideas. Others can be used
in the receiver design. In the final chapter all of the programs related to design-
ing a receiver will listed. These programs are by no means optimized and they
are used only for demonstration purposes.
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CHAPTER TWO

Basic GPS Concept

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will introduce the basic concept of how a GPS receiver determines
its position. In order to better understand the concept, GPS performance require-
ments will be discussed first. These requirements determine the arrangement of
the satellite constellation. From the satellite constellation, the user position can
be solved. However, the equations required for solving the user position turn
out to be nonlinear simultaneous equations, which are difficult to solve directly.
In addition, some practical considerations (i.e., the inaccuracy of the user clock)
will be included in these equations. These equations are solved through a lin-
earization and iteration method. The solution is in a Cartesian coordinate system
and the result will be converted into a spherical coordinate system. However,
the earth is not a perfect sphere; therefore, once the user position is found, the
shape of the earth must be taken into consideration. The user position is then
translated into the earth-based coordinate system. Finally, the selection of satel-
lites to obtain better user position accuracy and the dilution of precision will
be discussed.

2.2 GPS PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS(1)

Some of the performance requirements are listed below:

1. The user position root mean square (rms) error should be 10–30 m.

2. It should be applicable to real-time navigation for all users including the
high-dynamics user, such as in high-speed aircraft with flexible maneu-
verability.

3. It should have worldwide coverage. Thus, in order to cover the polar
regions the satellites must be in inclined orbits.
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4. The transmitted signals should tolerate, to some degree, intentional
and unintentional interference. For example, the harmonics from some
narrow-band signals should not disturb its operation. Intentional jamming
of GPS signals is a serious concern for military applications.

5. It cannot require that every GPS receiver utilize a highly accurate clock
such as those based on atomic standards.

6. When the receiver is first turned on, it should take minutes rather than
hours to find the user position.

7. The size of the receiving antenna should be small. The signal attenuation
through space should be kept reasonably small.

These requirements combining with the availability of the frequency band
allocation determines the carrier frequency of the GPS to be in the L band (1–2
GHz) of the microwave range.

2.3 BASIC GPS CONCEPT

The position of a certain point in space can be found from distances measured
from this point to some known positions in space. Let us use some examples to
illustrate this point. In Figure 2.1, the user position is on the x-axis; this is a one-
dimensional case. If the satellite position S1 and the distance to the satellite x1

are both known, the user position can be at two places, either to the left or right
of S1. In order to determine the user position, the distance to another satellite
with known position must be measured. In this figure, the positions of S2 and
x2 uniquely determine the user position U.

Figure 2.2 shows a two-dimensional case. In order to determine the user
position, three satellites and three distances are required. The trace of a point
with constant distance to a fixed point is a circle in the two-dimensional case.
Two satellites and two distances give two possible solutions because two circles
intersect at two points. A third circle is needed to uniquely determine the user
position.

For similar reasons one might decide that in a three-dimensional case four
satellites and four distances are needed. The equal-distance trace to a fixed point
is a sphere in a three-dimensional case. Two spheres intersect to make a circle.
This circle intersects another sphere to produce two points. In order to determine
which point is the user position, one more satellite is needed.

FIGURE 2.1 One-dimensional user position.
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FIGURE 2.2 Two-dimensional user position.

In GPS the position of the satellite is known from the ephemeris data trans-
mitted by the satellite. One can measure the distance from the receiver to the
satellite. Therefore, the position of the receiver can be determined.

In the above discussion, the distance measured from the user to the satellite
is assumed to be very accurate and there is no bias error. However, the distance
measured between the receiver and the satellite has a constant unknown bias,
because the user clock usually is different from the GPS clock. In order to
resolve this bias error one more satellite is required. Therefore, in order to find
the user position five satellites are needed.

If one uses four satellites and the measured distance with bias error to mea-
sure a user position, two possible solutions can be obtained. Theoretically, one
cannot determine the user position. However, one of the solutions is close to the
earth’s surface and the other one is in space. Since the user position is usually
close to the surface of the earth, it can be uniquely determined. Therefore, the
general statement is that four satellites can be used to determine a user position,
even though the distance measured has a bias error.

The method of solving the user position discussed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6
is through iteration. The initial position is often selected at the center of the
earth. The iteration method will converge on the correct solution rather than
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the one in space. In the following discussion four satellites are considered the
minimum number required in finding the user position.

2.4 BASIC EQUATIONS FOR FINDING USER POSITION

In this section the basic equations for determining the user position will be pre-
sented. Assume that the distance measured is accurate and under this condition
three satellites are sufficient. In Figure 2.3, there are three known points at loca-
tions r1 or (x1, y1, z1), r2 or (x2, y2, z2), and r3 or (x3, y3, z3), and an unknown
point at ru or (xu, yu, zu). If the distances between the three known points to
the unknown point can be measured as r1, r2, and r3, these distances can be
written as

r1 c
f

(x1 − xu)2 + ( y1 − yu)2 + (z1 − zu)2

r2 c
f

(x2 − xu)2 + ( y2 − yu)2 + (z2 − zu)2

r3 c
f

(x3 − xu)2 + ( y3 − yu)2 + (z3 − zu)2 (2.1)

Because there are three unknowns and three equations, the values of xu, yu,
and zu can be determined from these equations. Theoretically, there should be

FIGURE 2.3 Use three known positions to find one unknown position.
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two sets of solutions as they are second-order equations. Since these equations
are nonlinear, they are difficult to solve directly. However, they can be solved
relatively easily with linearization and an iterative approach. The solution of
these equations will be discussed later in Section 2.6.

In GPS operation, the positions of the satellites are given. This information
can be obtained from the data transmitted from the satellites and will be dis-
cussed in Chapter 5. The distances from the user (the unknown position) to
the satellites must be measured simultaneously at a certain time instance. Each
satellite transmits a signal with a time reference associated with it. By measur-
ing the time of the signal traveling from the satellite to the user the distance
between the user and the satellite can be found. The distance measurement is
discussed in the next section.

2.5 MEASUREMENT OF PSEUDORANGE(2)

Every satellite sends a signal at a certain time tsi. The receiver will receive the
signal at a later time tu. The distance between the user and the satellite i is

riT c c(tu − tsi) (2.2)

where c is the speed of light, riT is often referred to as the true value of pseu-
dorange from user to satellite i, tsi is referred to as the true time of transmission
from satellite i, tu is the true time of reception.

From a practical point of view it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain the
correct time from the satellite or the user. The actual satellite clock time t′si and
actual user clock time t′u are related to the true time as

t′si c tsi + Dbi

t′u c tu + but (2.3)

where Dbi is the satellite clock error, but is the user clock bias error. Besides
the clock error, there are other factors affecting the pseudorange measurement.
The measured pseudorange ri can be written as(2)

ri c riT + DDi − c(Dbi − but) + c(DTi + DIi + u i + Du i) (2.4)

where DDi is the satellite position error effect on range, DTi is the tropospheric
delay error, DIi is the ionospheric delay error, u i is the receiver measurement
noise error, Du i is the relativistic time correction.

Some of these errors can be corrected; for example, the tropospheric delay
can be modeled and the ionospheric error can be corrected in a two-frequency
receiver. The errors will cause inaccuracy of the user position. However, the
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user clock error cannot be corrected through received information. Thus, it will
remain as an unknown. As a result, Equation (2.1) must be modified as

r1 c
f

(x1 − xu)2 + ( y1 − yu)2 + (z1 − zu)2 + bu

r2 c
f

(x2 − xu)2 + ( y2 − yu)2 + (z2 − zu)2 + bu

r3 c
f

(x3 − xu)2 + ( y3 − yu)2 + (z3 − zu)2 + bu

r4 c
f

(x4 − xu)2 + ( y4 − yu)2 + (z4 − zu)2 + bu (2.5)

where bu is the user clock bias error expressed in distance, which is related to
the quantity but by bu c cbut. In Equation (2.5), four equations are needed to
solve for four unknowns xu, yu, zu, and bu. Thus, in a GPS receiver, a min-
imum of four satellites is required to solve for the user position. The actual
measurement of the pseudorange will be discussed in Chapter 9.

2.6 SOLUTION OF USER POSITION FROM PSEUDORANGES

It is difficult to solve for the four unknowns in Equation (2.5), because they
are nonlinear simultaneous equations. One common way to solve the problem
is to linearize them. The above equations can be written in a simplified form
as

ri c
f

(xi − xu)2 + ( yi − yu)2 + (zi − zu)2 + bu (2.6)

where i c 1, 2, 3, and 4, and xu, yu, zu, and bu are the unknowns. The pseudo-
range ri and the positions of the satellites xi, yi, zi are known.

Differentiate this equation, and the result is

dri c (xi − xu)dxu + ( yi − yu)dyu + (zi − zu)dzuf
(xi − xu)2 + ( yi − yu)2 + (zi − zu)2

+ dbu

c (xi − xu)dxu + ( yi − yu)dyu + (zi − zu)dzu

ri − bu
+ dbu (2.7)

In this equation, dxu, dyu, dzu, and dbu can be considered as the only unknowns.
The quantities xu, yu, zu, and bu are treated as known values because one can
assume some initial values for these quantities. From these initial values a new
set of dxu, dyu, dzu, and dbu can be calculated. These values are used to modify
the original xu, yu, zu, and bu to find another new set of solutions. This new set
of xu, yu, zu, and bu can be considered again as known quantities. This process
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continues until the absolute values of dxu, dyu, dzu, and dbu are very small and
within a certain predetermined limit. The final values of xu, yu, zu, and bu are
the desired solution. This method is often referred to as the iteration method.

With dxu, dyu, dzu, and dbu as unknowns, the above equation becomes a
set of linear equations. This procedure is often referred to as linearization. The
above equation can be written in matrix form as






dr1

dr2

dr3

dr4





c 




a11 a12 a13 1
a21 a22 a23 1
a31 a32 a33 1
a41 a42 a43 1










dxu

dyu

dzu

dbu





(2.8)

where

ai1 c xi − xu

ri − bu
ai2 c yi − yu

ri − bu
ai3 c zi − zu

ri − bu
(2.9)

The solution of Equation (2.8) is






dxu

dyu

dzu

dbu





c 




a11 a12 a13 1
a21 a22 a23 1
a31 a32 a33 1
a41 a42 a43 1






−1






dr1

dr2

dr3

dr4





(2.10)

where [ ]−1 represents the inverse of the a matrix. This equation obviously does
not provide the needed solutions directly; however, the desired solutions can be
obtained from it. In order to find the desired position solution, this equation must
be used repetitively in an iterative way. A quantity is often used to determine
whether the desired result is reached and this quantity can be defined as

dv c
g

dx2
u + dy2

u + dz2
u + db2

u (2.11)

When this value is less than a certain predetermined threshold, the iteration will
stop. Sometimes, the clock bias bu is not included in Equation (2.11).

The detailed steps to solve the user position will be presented in the next
section. In general, a GPS receiver can receive signals from more than four
satellites. The solution will include such cases as when signals from more than
four satellites are obtained.
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2.7 POSITION SOLUTION WITH MORE THAN FOUR SATELLITES(3)

When more than four satellites are available, a more popular approach to solve
the user position is to use all the satellites. The position solution can be obtained
in a similar way. If there are n satellites available where n > 4, Equation (2.6)
can be written as

ri c
f

(xi − xu)2 + ( yi − yu)2 + (zi − zu)2 + bu (2.12)

where i c 1, 2, 3, . . . n. The only difference between this equation and Equation
(2.6) is that n > 4.

Linearize this equation, and the result is











dr1

dr2

dr3

dr4
...

drn











c










a11 a12 a13 1
a21 a22 a23 1
a31 a32 a33 1
a41 a42 a43 1

...
an1 an2 an3 1
















dxu

dyu

dzu

dbu





(2.13)

where

ai1 c xi − xu

ri − bu
ai2 c yi − yu

ri − bu
ai3 c zi − zu

ri − bu
(2.9)

Equation (2.13) can be written in a simplified form as

dr c adx (2.14)

where dr and dx are vectors, a is a matrix. They can be written as

dr c [dr1 dr2 · · · drn]T

dx c [dxu dyu dzu dbu]T

a c










a11 a12 a13 1
a21 a22 a23 1
a31 a32 a33 1
a41 a42 a43 1

...
an1 an2 an3 1











(2.15)
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where [ ]T represents the transpose of a matrix. Since a is not a square matrix,
it cannot be inverted directly. Equation (2.13) is still a linear equation. If there
are more equations than unknowns in a set of linear equations, the least-squares
approach can be used to find the solutions. The pseudoinverse of the a can be
used to obtain the solution. The solution is(3)

dx c [aTa]−1aTdr (2.16)

From this equation, the values of dxu, dyu, dzu, and dbu can be found. In general,
the least-squares approach produces a better solution than the position obtained
from only four satellites, because more data are used.

The following steps summarize the above approach:

A. Choose a nominal position and user clock bias xu0, yu0, zu0, bu0 to rep-
resent the initial condition. For example, the position can be the center
of the earth and the clock bias zero. In other words, all initial values are
set to zero.

B. Use Equation (2.5) or (2.6) to calculate the pseudorange ri. These ri val-
ues will be different from the measured values. The difference between
the measured values and the calculated values is dri.

C. Use the calculated ri in Equation (2.9) to calculate ai1, ai2, ai3.

D. Use Equation (2.16) to find dxu, dyu, dzu, dbu.

E. From the absolute values of dxu, dyu, dzu, dbu and from Equation (2.11)
calculate dv.

F. Compare dv with an arbitrarily chosen threshold; if dv is greater than the
threshold, the following steps will be needed.

G. Add these values dxu, dyu, dzu, dbu to the initial chosen position xu0,
yu0, zu0, and the clock bias bu0; a new set of positions and clock bias
can be obtained and they will be expressed as xu1, yu1, zu1, bu1. These
values will be used as the initial position and clock bias in the following
calculations.

H. Repeat the procedure from A to G, until dv is less than the threshold. The
final solution can be considered as the desired user position and clock
bias, which can be expressed as xu, yu, zu, bu.

In general, the dv calculated in the above iteration method will keep decreas-
ing rapidly. Depending on the chosen threshold, the iteration method usually can
achieve the desired goal in less than 10 iterations. A computer program (p2 1)
to calculate the user position is listed at the end of this chapter.
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2.8 USER POSITION IN SPHERICAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

The user position calculated from the above discussion is in a Cartesian coor-
dinate system. It is usually desirable to convert to a spherical system and label
the position in latitude, longitude, and altitude as the every-day maps use these
notations. The latitude of the earth is from −90 to 90 degrees with the equator
at 0 degree. The longitude is from −180 to 180 degrees with the Greenwich
meridian at 0 degree. The altitude is the height above the earth’s surface. If
the earth is a perfect sphere, the user position can be found easily as shown
in Figure 2.4. From this figure, the distance from the center of the earth to the
user is

r c
g

x2
u + y2

u + z2
u (2.17)

The latitude Lc is

Lc c tan−1 � zuf
x2

u + y2
u
� (2.18)

The longitude l is

FIGURE 2.4 An octet of an ideal spherical earth.
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l c tan−1 � yu

xu
� (2.19)

The altitude h is

h c r − re (2.20)

where re is the radius of an ideal spherical earth or the average radius of the
earth. Since the earth is not a perfect sphere, some of these equations need to
be modified.

2.9 EARTH GEOMETRY(4–6)

The earth is not a perfect sphere but is an ellipsoid; thus, the latitude and altitude
calculated from Equations (2.18) and (2.20) must be modified. However, the
longitude l calculated from Equation (2.19) also applies to the nonspherical
earth. Therefore, this quantity does not need modification. Approximations will
be used in the following discussion, which is based on references 4 through 6.
For an ellipsoid, there are two latitudes. One is referred to as the geocentric
latitude Lc, which is calculated from the previous section. The other one is the
geodetic latitude L and is the one often used in every-day maps. Therefore, the
geocentric latitude must be converted to the geodetic latitude. Figure 2.5 shows
a cross section of the earth. In this figure the x-axis is along the equator, the
y-axis is pointing inward to the paper, and the z-axis is along the north pole of
the earth. Assume that the user position is on the x-z plane and this assumption
does not lose generality. The geocentric latitude Lc is obtained by drawing a
line from the user to the center of the earth, which is calculated from Equation
(2.18).

The geodetic latitude is obtained by drawing a line perpendicular to the sur-
face of the earth that does not pass the center of the earth. The angle between
this line and the x is the geodetic latitude L. The height of the user is the dis-
tance h perpendicular and above the surface of the earth.

The following discussion is used to determine three unknown quantities from
two known quantities. As shown in Figure 2.5, the two known quantities are
the distance r and the geocentric latitude Lc and they are measured from the
ideal spherical earth. The three unknown quantities are the geodetic latitude
L, the distance r0, and the height h. All three quantities are calculated from
approximation methods. Before the actual calculations of the unknowns, let us
introduce some basic relationships in an ellipse.
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FIGURE 2.5 Geocentric and geodetic latitudes.

2.10 BASIC RELATIONSHIPS IN AN ELLIPSE(4–7)

In order to derive the relationships mentioned in the previous section, it is con-
venient to review the basic functions in an ellipse. Figure 2.6 shows an ellipse
which can be used to represent a cross section of the earth passing through the
polar axis.

Let us assume that the semi-major axis is ae, the semi-minor axis is be, and
the foci are separated by 2ce. The equation of the ellipse is

x2

a2
e

+
y2

b2
e
c 1 and

a2
e − b2

e c c2
e (2.21)

The eccentricity ee is defined as

ee c ce

ae
c
f

a2
e − b2

e

ae
or

be

ae
c
g

1 − e2
e (2.22)

The ellipticity ep is defined as
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FIGURE 2.6 A basic ellipse with accessory lines.

ep c ae − be

ae
(2.23)

where ae c 6378137 ± 2 m, be c 6356752.3142 m, ee c 0.0818191908426, and
ep c 0.00335281066474.(6,7) The value of be is calculated from ae; thus, the
result has more decimal points.

From the user position P draw a line perpendicular to the ellipse that inter-
cepts it at A and the x-axis at C. To help illustrate the following relation a circle
with radius equal to the semi-major axis ae is drawn as shown in Figure 2.6.
A line is drawn from point A perpendicular to the x-axis and intercepts it at E
and the circle at D. The position A(x, y) can be found as

x c OE c OD cos b c ae cos b

z c AE c DE
be

ae
c (ae sin b)

be

ae
c be sin b (2.24)

The second equation can be obtained easily from the equation of a circle x2 +
y2 c a2

e and Equation (2.21). The tangent to the ellipse at A is dz/ dx. Since line
CP is perpendicular to the tangent,
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tan L c − dx
dz

(2.25)

From these relations let us find the relation between angle b and L. Taking the
derivative of x and z of Equation (2.24), the results are

dx c −ae sin bdb

dz c be cos bdb (2.26)

Thus

tan L c − dx
dz

c ae

be
tan b c tan bf

1 − e2
e

(2.27)

From these relationships let us find the three unknowns.

2.11 CALCULATION OF ALTITUDE(5)

In the following three sections the discussion is based on reference 5. From
Figure 2.7 the height h can be found from the law of cosine through the triangle
OPA as

FIGURE 2.7 Altitude and latitude illustration.
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r 2 c r 2
0 − 2r0h cos(p − D0) + h2 c r 2

o + 2r0h cos D0 + h2 (2.28)

where r0 is the distance from the center of the earth to the point on the surface
of the earth under the user position. The amplitude of r can be found from
completing the square for r0 + h and taking the square root as

r c [(r0 +h)2 − 2r0h(1− cos D0)]1/ 2 c (r0 +h) [ 1 − 2hr0(1 − cos D0)
(r0 + h)2 ] 1/ 2

(2.29)

Since angle D0 is very small, it can be approximated as

1 − cos D0 ≈
D2

0

2
(2.30)

where D0 is the angle expressed in radians. The r value can be written as

r ≈ (r0 + h) [ 1 − 2hr0D2
0/ 2

(r0 + h)2 ] 1/ 2

c r0 + h − hr0D2
0

2(r0 + h)
(2.31)

At latitude of 45 degrees D0 (≈ 1/ 297 radian) becomes maximum. If D0 is
neglected, the result is

r ≈ r0 + h − r0hD2
0

2(r0 + h)
≈ r0 + h (2.32)

Using this result, if h c 100 km, and r0 c re c 6368 km (the average radius of
the earth), the error term calculated is less than 0.6 m. Thus

h c r − r0 (2.33)

is a good approximation. However, in this equation the value of r0 must be
evaluated, as discussed in Section 2.12.

2.12 CALCULATION OF GEODETIC LATITUDE(5–7)

Referring to Figure 2.7, the relation between angles L and Lc can be found from
the triangle OPC. From the simple geometry it can be seen that

L c Lc + D (2.34)
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If the angle D can be found, the relation between L and Lc can be obtained. To
find this angle, let us find the distance OC first. Combining Equations (2.24)
and (2.27), the following result is obtained:

OC c OE − CE c ae cos b − AE
tan L

c ae cos b − be sin b

tan L

c ae cos b[1 − (1 − e2
e)] c aee2

e cos b c e2
eOE (2.35)

where b is not shown in this figure but is shown in Figure 2.6.
From the triangle OPC and the law of sine, one can write

sin D
OC

c sin(p − L)
r

(2.36)

From Equation (2.35),

OC c e2
eOE c e2

er0 cos Lco (2.37)

but

Lco c L − D0 (2.38)

Therefore,

OC c e2
er0 cos(L − Do) c e2

er0(cos L cos D0 + sin L sin D0) (2.39)

From Equation (2.23), the ellipticity ep of the earth is

ep c ae − be

ae
(2.40)

The eccentricity and the ellipticity can be related as

e2
e c a2

e − b2
e

a2
e

c (ae − be)
ae

(ae + be)
ae

c ep
(2ae − ae + be)

ae
c ep(2− ep) (2.41)

Substituting Equations (2.39) and (2.41) into Equation (2.36), the result is

sin D c 2ep �1 −
ep

2 �
r0

r0 + h � 1
2

sin 2L cos D0 + sin2 L sin D0� (2.42)
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In the above equation the relation r c r0 + h is used. Since D and D0 are both
very small angles, the above equation can be written as

D c 2ep �1 −
ep

2 �
r0

r0 + h � 1
2

sin 2L + D0 sin2 L� (2.43)

The relations

sin D ≈ D; sin D0 ≈ D0 cos D0 ≈ 1 (2.44)

are used in obtaining the results of Equation (2.43). If the height h c 0, then
from Figure 2.7 D c D0. Using this relation Equation (2.43) can be written as

D0 [1 − 2ep �1 −
ep

2 � sin2 L] c ep �1 −
ep

2 � sin 2L or

D0 c ep sin 2L + e1 (2.45)

where

e1 c − e2
p

2
sin L + 2e2

p sin 2L sin2 L + . . . ≤ 1.6 arc − sec (2.46)

Substitute the approximation of D0 ≈ ep sin 2L into Equation (2.43) and the
result is

D c 2ep � 1 − ep

2 � � 1 − h
r0
� � 1

2
sin 2L + ep sin 2L sin2 L� (2.47)

or

D c ep sin 2L + e (2.48)

where

e c − e2
p

2
sin 2L − hep

r0
sin 2L + · · · (2.49)

This error is less than 4.5 arc-sec for h c 30 km. Using the approximate value
of D, the relation between angle L and Lc can be found from Equation (2.34)
as
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L c Lc + ep sin 2L (2.50)

This is a nonlinear equation that can be solved through the iteration method.
This equation can be written in a slightly different form as

Li + 1 c Lc + ep sin 2Li (2.51)

where i c 0, 1, 2, . . . . One can start with L0 c Lc. If the difference (Li + 1 − Li) is
smaller than a predetermined threshold, the last value of Li can be considered
as the desired one. It should be noted that during the iteration method Lc is a
constant that is obtained from Equation (2.18).

2.13 CALCULATION OF A POINT ON THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH(5)

The final step of this calculation is to find the value r0 in Equation (2.33). This
value is also shown in Figure 2.7. The point A (x, y) is on the ellipse; therefore,
it satisfies the following elliptic Equation (2.21). This equation is rewritten here
for convenience,

x2

a2
e

+
y2

b2
e
c 1 (2.52)

where ae and be are the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the earth. From
Figure 2.7, the x and y values can be written as

x c r0 cos Lco

y c r0 sin Lco (2.53)

Substituting these relations into Equation (2.52) and solving for r0, the result
is

r2
0 � cos2Lco

a2
e

+
sin2Lco

b2
e

� c r2
0 � b2

e cos2 Lco + a2
e(1 − cos2 Lco)

a2
eb2

e
� c 1 or

r2
0 c a2

eb2
e

a2
e [ 1 − �1 − b2

e

a2
e
� cos Lco]

c b2
e

1 − e2
e cos Lco

or

r0 c be �1 +
1
2

e2
e cos2 Lco + · · ·� (2.54)
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Use Equation (2.23) to replace be by ae, Equation (2.41) to replace ee by ep,
and L to replace Lco because L ≈ Lco, and then

r0 ≈ ae(1 − ep) [1 + �ep − e2
p

2 � cos2 L + · · ·]
≈ ae(1 − ep)(1 + ep − ep sin2 L + · · ·) (2.55)

In this equation the higher order of ep is neglected. The value of r0 can be
found as

r0 ≈ ae(1 − ep sin2 L) (2.56)

To solve for the latitude and altitude of the user, use Equation (2.51) to find
the geodetic latitude L first. Then use Equation (2.56) to find r0, and finally,
use Equation (2.33) to find the altitude. The result is

h ≈ r − r0 ≈
g

x2
u + y2

u + z2
u − ae(1 − ep sin2 L) (2.57)

2.14 SATELLITE SELECTION(1,8)

A GPS receiver can simultaneously receive signals from 4 up to 11 satellites,
if the receiver is on the surface of the earth. Under this condition, there are
two approaches to solve the problem. The first one is to use all the satellites to
calculate the user position. The other approach is to choose only four satellites
from the constellation. The usual way is to utilize all the satellites to calculate
the user position, because additional measurements are used. In this section and
section 2.15 the selection of satellites will be presented. In order to focus on
this subject only the four-satellite case will be considered.

If there are more than four satellite signals that can be received by a GPS
receiver, a simple way is to choose only four satellites and utilize them to solve
for the user position. Under this condition, the question is how to select the four
satellites. Let us use a two-dimensional case to illustrate the situation, because
it is easier to show graphically. In order to solve a position in a two-dimen-
sional case, three satellites are required considering the user clock bias. In this
discussion, it is assumed that the user position can be uniquely determined as
discussed in Section 2.3. If this assumption cannot be used, four satellites are
required.

Figure 2.8a shows the results measured by three satellites on a straight line,
and the user is also on this line. Figure 2.8b shows that the three satellites
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FIGURE 2.8 Three satellites are used to measure two-dimensional user position.
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and the user form a quadrangle. Two circles with the same center but different
radii are drawn. The solid circle represents the distance measured from the user
to the satellite with bias clock error. The dotted circle represents the distance
after the clock error correction. From observation, the position error in Figure
2.8a is greater than that in Figure 2.8b because in Figure 2.8a all three dotted
circles are tangential to each other. It is difficult to measure the tangential point
accurately. In Figure 2.8b, the three circles intersect each other and the point
of intersection can be measured more accurately. Another way to view this
problem is to measure the area of a triangle made by the three satellites. In
Figure 2.8a the total area is close to zero, while in Figure 2.8b the total area is
quite large. In general, the larger the triangle area made by the three satellites,
the better the user position can be solved.

The general rule can be extended to select the four satellites in a three-dimen-
sional case. It is desirable to maximize the volume defined by the four satellites.
A tetrahedron with an equilateral base contains the maximum volume and there-
fore can be considered as the best selection. Under this condition, one satellite
is at zenith and the other three are close to the horizon and separated by 120
degrees.(8) This geometry will generate the best user position estimation. If all
four satellites are close to the horizon, the volume defined by these satellites
and the user is very small. Occasionally, the user position error calculated with
this arrangement can be extremely large. In other words, the dv calculated from
Equation (2.11) may not converge.

2.15 DILUTION OF PRECISION(1,8)

The dilution of precision (DOP) is often used to measure user position accuracy.
There are several different definitions of the DOP. All the different DOPs are
a function of satellite geometry only. The positions of the satellites determine
the DOP value. A detailed discussion can be found in reference 8. Here only
the definitions and the limits of the values will be presented.

The geometrical dilution of precision (GDOP) is defined as

GDOP c 1
j

g
j 2

x + j 2
y + j 2

z + j 2
b (2.58)

where j is the measured rms error of the pseudorange, which has a zero mean,
j xj yj z are the measured rms errors of the user position in the xyz directions,
and jb is the measured rms user clock error expressed in distance.

The position dilution of precision is defined as

PDOP c 1
j

g
j 2

x + j 2
y + j 2

z (2.59)
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The horizontal dilution of precision is defined as

HDOP c 1
j

g
j 2

x + j 2
y (2.60)

The vertical dilution of precision is

VDOP c j z

j
(2.61)

The time dilution of precision is

TDOP c jb

j
(2.62)

The smallest DOP value means the best satellite geometry for calculating
user position. It is proved in reference 8 that in order to minimize the GDOP,
the volume contained by the four satellites must be maximized. Assume that
the four satellites form the optimum constellation. Under this condition the ele-
vation angle is 0 degree and three of the four satellites form an equilateral tri-
angle. The observer is at the center of the base of the tetrahedron. Under this
condition, the DOP values are: GDOP c f3 ≈ 1.73, PDOP c 2

f
2/ 3 ≈ 1.63,

HDOP c VDOP c 2/
f

3 ≈ 1.15, and TDOP c 1/
f

3 ≈ 0.58. These values can
be considered as the minimum values (or the limits) of the DOPs. In selecting
satellites, the DOP values should be as small as possible in order to generate
the best user position accuracy.

2.16 SUMMARY

This chapter discusses the basic concept of solving the GPS user position. First
use four or more satellites to solve the user position in terms of latitude, lon-
gitude, altitude, and the user clock bias as discussed in Section 2.5. However,
the solutions obtained through this approach are for a spherical earth. Since
the earth is not a perfect sphere, the latitude and altitude must be modified to
reflect the ellipsoidal shape of the earth. Equations (2.51) and (2.57) are used
to derive the desired values. These results are shown in Figure 2.9 as a quick
reference. Finally, the selection of satellites and the DOP are discussed.
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% p2 1.m
% Userpos.m use pseudorange and satellite positions to calculate user
position
% JT 30 April 96

% ***** Input data *****

sp(1:3, 1:nsat); % satellite position which has the following format

%sp c







x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2
x3 y3 z3
· · ·
xnn ynn znn








pr(1:nsat); % is the measured pseudo-range which has the format as
% prc[pr1 pr2 pr3 . . . prnn]T;

nncnsat; % is the number of satellites
% ***** Select initial guessed positions and clock bias *****
x guess c 0; y guess c 0; z guess c 0; bu c 0;
gu(1) c x guess; gu(2) c y guess; gu(3) c z guess;

% Calculating rao the pseudo-range as shown in Equation (2.1) the
% clock bias is not included
for j c 1:nsat

rao(j)c((gu(1)-sp(1,j))∧2+(gu(2)-sp(2,j))∧2+(gu(3)
-sp(3,j))∧2)∧.5;
end

% generate the fourth column of the alpha matrix in Eq. 2.15
alpha(:,4) c ones(nsat,1);
erroc1;
while erro¿.01;

for j c 1:nsat;
for k c 1:3;

alpha(j,k) c (gu(k)-sp(k,j))/(rao(j)); % find first
%3 columns of alpha matrix

end
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end
drao c pr - (rao + ones(1,nsat)*bu);%** find delta rao

% includes clock bias
dl c pinv(h)*drao’; % Equation (2.16)
bu c bu + dl(4); % new clock bias
for k c 1:3;

gu(k) c gu(k) + dl(k); %**find new position
end
errocdl(1)∧2+dl(2)∧2+dl(3)∧2; % find error
for j c 1:nsat;

rao(j)c((gu(1)-sp(1,j))∧2+(gu(2)-sp(2,j))∧2+(gu(3)-
sp(3,j))∧2)∧.5; % find new rao without clock bias

end
end

% ***** Final result in spherical coordinate system *****

xuser c gu(1); yuser c gu(2); zuser c gu(3); bias c bu;
rsp c (xuser∧2+yuser∧2+zuser∧2)∧.5; % radius of spherical earth

% Eq 2.17
Lc c atan(zuser/(xuser∧2+yuser∧2)∧.5); % latitude of spherical

% earth Eq 2.18
lsp c atan(yuser/xuser)*180/pi; % longitude spherical and flat

% earth Eq 2.19

% ***** Converting to practical earth shape *****

ec1/298.257223563;
LtempcLc;
erro1c1;
while erro1>1e-6; % calculating latitude by Eq. 2.51

LcLc+e*sin(2*Ltemp);
erro1cabs(Ltemp-L);
LtempcL;

end
LflpcL*180/pi; % latitude of flat earth
rec6378137;
hcrsp-re* (1-e*(sin(L)∧2)); % altitude of flat earth
lsp c lsp; % longitude of flat earth
upos c [xuser yuser zuser bias rsp Lflp lsp h]’;
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CHAPTER THREE

Satellite Constellation

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter assumes that the positions of the satellites are known.
This chapter will discuss the satellite constellation and the determination of the
satellite positions. Some special terms related to the orbital mechanics, such as
sidereal day, will be introduced. The satellite motion will have an impact on
the processing of the signals at the receiver. For example, the input frequency
shifts as a result of the Doppler effect. Such details are important for the design
of acquisition and tracking loops in the receiver. However, in order to obtain
some of this information a very accurate calculation of the satellite motion is not
needed. For example, the actual orbit of the satellite is elliptical but it is close
to a circle. The information obtained from a circular orbit will be good enough
to find an estimation of the Doppler frequency. Based on this assumption the
circular orbit is used to calculate the Doppler frequency, the rate of change of
the Doppler frequency, and the differential power level. From the geometry of
the satellite distribution, the power level at the receiver can also be estimated
from the transmission power. This subject is presented in the final section in this
chapter.

In order to find the location of the satellite accurately, a circular orbit is insuf-
ficient. The actual elliptical satellite orbit must be used. Therefore, the complete
elliptical satellite orbit and Kepler’s law will be discussed. Information obtained
from the satellite through the GPS receiver via broadcast navigation data such
as the mean anomaly does not provide the location of the satellite directly.
However, this information can be used to calculate the precise location of the
satellite. The calculation of the satellite position from these data will be dis-
cussed in detail.
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3.2 CONTROL SEGMENT OF THE GPS SYSTEM(1–3)

This section will provide a very brief idea of the GPS system. The GPS sys-
tem may be considered as comprising three segments: the control segment, the
space segment, and the user segment. The space segment contains all the satel-
lites, which will be discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. The user segment can
be considered the base of receivers and their processing, which is the focus of
this text. The control segment will be discussed in this section.

The control segment consists of five control stations, including a master con-
trol station. These control stations are widely separated in longitude around the
earth. The master control station is located at Falcon Air Force Base, Colorado
Springs, CO. Operations are maintained at all times year round. The main pur-
pose of the control stations is to monitor the performance of the GPS satellites.
The data collected from the satellites by the control stations will be sent to
the master control station for processing. The master control station is respon-
sible for all aspects of constellation control and command. A few of the oper-
ation objectives are presented here: (1) Monitor GPS performance in support
of all performance standards. (2) Generate and upload the navigation data to
the satellites to sustain performance standards. (3) Promptly detect and respond
to satellite failure to minimize the impact. Detailed information on the control
segment can be found in reference 3.

3.3 SATELLITE CONSTELLATION(3–9)

There are a total of 24 GPS satellites divided into six orbits and each orbit has four
satellites. Each orbit makes a 55-degree angle with the equator, which is referred
to as the inclination angle. The orbits are separated by 60 degrees to cover the
complete 360 degrees. The radius of the satellite orbit is 26,560 km and it rotates
around the earth twice in a sidereal day. Table 3.1 lists all these parameters.

The central body of the Block IIR satellite is a cube of approximately 6 ft
on each side.(8) The span of the solar panel is about 30 ft. The lift-off weight
of the spacecraft is 4,480 pounds and the on-orbit weight is 2,370 pounds.

TABLE 3.1 Characteristics of GPS Satellites

Constellation

Number of satellites 24
Number of orbital planes 6
Number of satellites per orbit 4
Orbital inclination 558
Orbital radius(7) 26560 km
Period(4) 11 hrs 57 min 57.26 sec
Ground track repeat sidereal day
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The four satellites in an orbit are not equally spaced. Two satellites are sepa-
rated by 30.0–32.1 degrees. The other two make three angles with the first two
satellites and these angles range 92.38–130.98 degrees.(9) The spacing has been
optimized to minimize the effects of a single satellite failure on system degra-
dation. At any time and any location on the earth, neglecting obstacles such as
mountains and tall buildings, a GPS receiver should have a direct line of sight
and be receiving signals from 4 to 11 satellites. A majority of the time a GPS
receiver can receive signals from more than four satellites. Since four satellites
are the minimum required number to find the user position, this arrangement can
provide user position at any time and any location. For this 24-satellite constel-
lation with a 5-degree elevation mask angle, more than 80% of the time seven
or more satellites are in view.(9) A user at 35 degrees latitude corresponds to
the approximate worst latitude where momentarily there are only four satellites
in view (approximately .4% of the time).

The radius of the earth is 6,378 km around the equator and 6,357 km passing
through the poles, and the average radius can be considered as 6,368 km. The
radius of the satellite orbit is 26,560 km, which is about 20,192 km (26,560 −
6,368) above the earth’s surface. This height agrees well with references 6 and
9. This height is approximately the shortest distance between a user on the sur-
face of the earth and the satellite, which occurs at around zenith or an elevation
angle of approximately 90 degrees. Most GPS receivers are designed to receive
signals from satellites above 5 degrees. For simplicity, let us assume that the
receiver can receive signals from satellites at the zero-degree point. The distance
from a satellite on the horizon to the user is 25,785 km (

f
26, 5602 − 6, 3682).

These distances are shown in Figure 3.1.
From the distances in Figure 3.1 one can see that the time delays from the

satellites are in the range of 67 ms (20,192 km/ c) to 86 ms (25,785 km/ c),
where c is the speed of light. If the user is on the surface of the earth, the
maximum differential delay time from two different satellites should be within
19 (86–67) ms. In this figure, the angle a is approximately 76.13 degrees and
the angle b is approximately 13.87 degrees. Therefore, the transmitting antenna
on the satellite need only have a solid angle of 13.87 degrees to cover the earth.
However, the antenna for the L1 band is 21.3 degrees and the antenna for the
L2 band is 23.4 degrees. Both are wider than the minimum required angle. The
solid angle of 21.3 degrees will be used in Section 3.13 to estimate the power
to the receiver. The antenna pattern will be further discussed in Section 5.2.

3.4 MAXIMUM DIFFERENTIAL POWER LEVEL FROM DIFFERENT

SATELLITES

From Figure 3.1 one can calculate the relative power level of the received sig-
nals on the surface of the earth. The transmitting antenna pattern is designed to
directly aim at the earth underneath it. However, the distances from the receiver
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FIGURE 3.1 Earth and circular satellite orbit.

to various satellites are different. The shortest distance to a satellite is at zenith
and the farthest distance to a satellite is at horizon. Suppose the receiver has an
omnidirectional antenna pattern. Since the power level is inversely proportional
to the distance square, the difference in power level can be found as

Dp c 10 log � 257852

201922 � ≈ 2.1dB (3.1)

It is desirable to receive signals from different satellites with similar strength.
In order to achieve this goal, the transmitting antenna pattern must be properly
designed. The beam is slightly weaker at the center to compensate for the power
difference.

3.5 SIDEREAL DAY(10,11)

Table 3.1 indicates that the satellite rotates around the earth twice in a side-
real day. The sidereal day is slightly different from an apparent solar day. The
apparent day has 24 hours and it is the time used daily. The apparent solar
day is measured by the time between two successive transits of the sun across
our local meridian, because we use the sun as our reference. A sidereal day is
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FIGURE 3.2 Configuration of apparent solar day and sidereal day.

the time for the earth to turn one revolution. Figure 3.2 shows the difference
between the apparent solar day and a sidereal day. In this figure, the effect is
exaggerated and it is obvious that a sidereal day is slightly shorter than a solar
day. The difference should be approximately equal to one day in one year which
corresponds to about 4 min (24 × 60/ 365) per day. The mean sidereal day is
23 hrs, 56 min, 4.09 sec. The difference from an apparent day is 3 min, 55.91
sec. Half a sidereal day is 11 hrs, 58 min, 2.05 sec. This is the time for the
satellite to rotate once around the earth. From this arrangement one can see
that from one day to the next a certain satellite will be at approximately the
same position at the same time. The location of the satellite will be presented
in the next section.

3.6 DOPPLER FREQUENCY SHIFT

In this section, the Doppler frequency shift caused by the satellite motion both
on the carrier frequency and on the coarse/ acquisition (C/ A) code will be dis-
cussed. This information is important for performing both the acquisition and
the tracking of the GPS signal.

The angular velocity dv/ dt and the speed vs of the satellite can be calculated
from the approximate radius of the satellite orbit as
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dv

dt
c 2p

11 × 3600 + 58 × 60 + 2.05
≈ 1.458 × 10−4 rad/ s

vs c rsdv

dt
≈ 26560 km × 1.458 × 10−4 ≈ 3874 m/ s (3.2)

where rs is the average radius of the satellite orbit. In 3 min, 55.91 sec, the
time difference between an apparent solar day and the sidereal day, the satellite
will travel approximately 914 km (3,874 m/ s × 235.91 sec). Referenced to the
surface of the earth with the satellite in the zenith direction, the corresponding
angle is approximately .045 radian (914/ 20.192) or 2.6 degrees. If the satellite
is close to the horizon, the corresponding angle is approximately .035 radian
or 2 degrees. Therefore, one can consider that the satellite position changes
about 2–2.6 degrees per day at the same time with respect to a fixed point
on the surface of the earth. In Figure 3.3, the satellite is at position S and the
user is at position A. The Doppler frequency is caused by the satellite velocity
component vd toward the user where

vd c vs sin b (3.3)

FIGURE 3.3 Doppler frequency caused by satellite motion.
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FIGURE 3.4 Velocity component toward the user versus angle v .

Now let us find this velocity in terms of angle v . Using the law of cosine in
triangle OAS, the result is

AS2 c r 2
e + r 2

s − 2rers cos a c r 2
e + r 2

s − 2rers sin v (3.4)

because of a + v c p/ 2. In the same triangle, using the law of sine, the result
is

sin b

sin a
c sin b

cos v
c re

AS
(3.5)

Substituting these results into Equation (3.3), one obtains

vd c vsre cos v

AS
c vsre cos vf

r 2
e + r 2

s − 2rers sin v
(3.6)

This velocity can be plotted as a function v and is shown in Figure 3.4.
As expected, when v c p/ 2, the Doppler velocity is zero. The maximum
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Doppler velocity can be found by taking the derivative of vd with respect to v
and setting the result equal to zero. The result is

dvd

dv
c vre[rers sin2 v − (r 2

e + r 2
s ) sin v + rers]

(r 2
e + r 2

s − 2rers sin v)3/ 2
c 0 (3.7)

Thus sin v can be solved as

sin v c re

rs
or v c sin−1 � re

rs
� ≈ 0.242 rad (3.8)

At this angle v the satellite is at the horizontal position referenced to the
user. Intuitively, one expects that the maximum Doppler velocity occurs when
the satellite is at the horizon position and this calculation confirms it. From
the orbit speed, one can calculate the maximum Doppler velocity vdm, which
is along the horizontal direction as

vdm c vsre

rs
c 3874 × 6368

26560
≈ 929 m/ s ≈ 2078 miles/ h (3.9)

This speed is equivalent to a high-speed military aircraft. The Doppler fre-
quency shift caused by a land vehicle is often very small, even if the motion
is directly toward the satellite to produce the highest Doppler effect. For the
L1 frequency ( f c 1575.42 MHz), which is modulated by the C/ A signal, the
maximum Doppler frequency shift is

f dr c f rvdm

c
c 1575.42 × 929

3 × 108
≈ 4.9 KHz (3.10)

where c is the speed of light. Therefore, for a stationary observer, the maximum
Doppler frequency shift is around ±5 KHz.

If a vehicle carrying a GPS receiver moves at a high speed, the Doppler
effect must be taken into consideration. To create a Doppler frequency shift of
±5 KHz by the vehicle alone, the vehicle must move toward the satellite at about
2,078 miles/ hr. This speed will include most high-speed aircraft. Therefore, in
designing a GPS receiver, if the receiver is used for a low-speed vehicle, the
Doppler shift can be considered as ±5 KHz. If the receiver is used in a high-
speed vehicle, it is reasonable to assume that the maximum Doppler shift is ±10
KHz. These values determine the searching frequency range in the acquisition
program. Both of these values are assumed an ideal oscillator and sampling
frequency and further discussion is included in Section 6.15.

The Doppler frequency shift on the C/ A code is quite small because of the
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low frequency of the C/ A code. The C/ A code has a frequency of 1.023 MHz,
which is 1,540 (1575.42/ 1.023) times lower than the carrier frequency. The
Doppler frequency is

f dc c f cvh

c
c 1.023 × 106 × 929

3 × 108
≈ 3.2 Hz (3.11)

If the receiver moves at high speed, this value can be doubled to 6.4 Hz. This
value is important for the tracking method (called block adjustment of syn-
chronizing signal or BASS program), which will be discussed in Chapter 8.
In the BASS program, the input data and the locally generated data must be
closely aligned. The Doppler frequency on the C/ A code can cause misalign-
ment between the input and the locally generated codes.

If the data is sampled at 5 MHz (referred to as the sampling frequency), each
sample is separated by 200 ns (referred to as the sampling time). In the tracking
program it is desirable to align the locally generated signal and the input signal
within half the sampling time or approximately 100 ns. Larger separation of
these two signals will lose tracking sensitivity. The chip time of the C/ A code
is 977.5 ns or 1/ (1.023 × 106) sec. It takes 156.3 ms (1/ 6.4) to shift one cycle
or 977.5 ns. Therefore, it takes approximately 16 ms (100 × 156.3/ 977.5) to
shift 100 ns. In a high-speed aircraft, a selection of a block of the input data
should be checked about every 16 ms to make sure these data align well with
the locally generated data. Since there is noise on the signal, using 1 ms of data
may not determine the alignment accurately. One may extend the adjustment of
the input data to every 20 ms. For a slow-moving vehicle, the time may extend
to 40 ms.

From the above discussion, the adjustment of the input data depends on the
sampling frequency. Higher sampling frequency will shorten the adjustment
time because the sampling time is short and it is desirable to align the input
and the locally generated code within half the sampling time. If the incoming
signal is strong and tracking sensitivity is not a problem, the adjustment time
can be extended. However, the input and the locally generated signals should be
aligned within half a chip time or 488.75 ns (977.5/ 2). This time can be consid-
ered as the maximum allowable separation time. With a Doppler frequency of
6.4 Hz, the adjustment time can be extended to 78.15 ms (1/ 2 × 6.4). Detailed
discussion of the tracking program will be presented in Chapter 8.

3.7 AVERAGE RATE OF CHANGE OF THE DOPPLER FREQUENCY

In this section the rate of change of the Doppler frequency will be discussed.
This information is important for the tracking program. If the rate of change
of the Doppler frequency can be calculated, the frequency update rate in the
tracking can be predicted. Two approaches are used to find the Doppler fre-
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quency rate. A very simple way is to estimate the average rate of change of the
Doppler frequency and the other one is to find the maximum rate of change of
the Doppler frequency.

In Figure 3.4, the angle for the Doppler frequency changing from maximum
to zero is about 1.329 radians (p/ 2 − v c p/ 2 − 0.242). It takes 11 hrs, 58 min,
2.05 sec for the satellite to travel 2p angle; thus, the time it takes to cover 1.329
radians is

t c (11 × 3600 + 58 × 60 + 2.05)
1.329

2p
c 9113 sec (3.12)

During this time the Doppler frequency changes from 4.9 KHz to 0, thus, the
average rate of change of the Doppler frequency df dr can be simply found as

df dr c 4900
9113

≈ 0.54 Hz/ s (3.13)

This is a very slow rate of change in frequency. From this value a tracking
program can be updated every few seconds if the frequency accuracy in the
tracking loop is assumed on the order of 1 Hz. The following section shows
how to find the maximum frequency rate of change.

3.8 MAXIMUM RATE OF CHANGE OF THE DOPPLER FREQUENCY

In the previous section the average rate of change of the Doppler frequency is
estimated; however, the rate of change is not a constant over that time period.
In this section we try to find the maximum rate of change of the frequency. The
rate of change of the speed vd can be found by taking the derivative of vd in
Equation (3.6) with respect to time. The result is

dvd

dt
c dvd

dv

dv

dt
c vre[rers sin2 v − (r 2

e + r 2
s ) sin v + rers]

(r 2
e + r 2

s − 2rers sin v)3/ 2

dv

dt
(3.14)

In deriving this equation, the result of Equation (3.7) is used. The result of
this equation is shown in Figure 3.5 and the maximum rate of change of the
frequency occurs at v c p/ 2.

The corresponding maximum rate of change of the speed is

dvd

dt

|
|
|
| max

c vredv/ dtf
r 2

e + r 2
x − 2rerx

|
|
|
|
| v cp/ 2

≈ 0.178 m/ s2 (3.15)
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FIGURE 3.5 The rate of change of the speed versus angle v .

In this equation, only the magnitude is of interest, thus, the sign is neglected.
The corresponding rate of change of the Doppler frequency is

df dr | max c dvd

dt
f r

c
c 0.178 × 1575.42 × 106

3 × 108
c 0.936 Hz/ s (3.16)

This value is also very small. If the frequency accuracy measured through the
tracking program is assumed on the order of 1 Hz, the update rate is almost
one second, even at the maximum Doppler frequency changing rate.

3.9 RATE OF CHANGE OF THE DOPPLER FREQUENCY DUE TO USER

ACCELERATION

From the previous two sections, it is obvious that the rate of change of the
Doppler frequency caused by the satellite motion is rather low; therefore, it
does not affect the update rate of the tracking program significantly.

Now let us consider the motion of the user. If the user has an acceleration
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of 1 g (gravitational acceleration with a value of 9.8 m/ s2) toward a satellite,
the corresponding rate of change of the Doppler frequency can be found from
Equation (3.15) by replacing dvc/ dt by g. The corresponding result obtained
from Equation (3.16) is about 51.5 Hz/ s. For a high-performance aircraft, the
acceleration can achieve several g values, such as 7 g. The corresponding rate of
change of the Doppler frequency will be close to 360 Hz/ s. Comparing with the
rate of change of the Doppler frequency caused by the motions of the satellite
and the receiver, the acceleration of the receiver is the dominant factor.

In tracking the GPS signal in a software GPS receiver two factors are used
to update the tracking loop: the change of the carrier frequency and the align-
ment of the input and the locally generated C/ A codes. As discussed in Section
3.5, the input data adjustment rate is about 20 ms due to the Doppler frequency
on the C/ A code. If the carrier frequency of the tracking loop has a band-
width of the order of 1 Hz and the receiver accelerates at 7 g, the tracking
loop must be updated approximately every 2.8 ms (1/ 360) due to the carrier
frequency change. This might be a difficult problem because of the noise in
the received signal. The operation and performance of a receiver tracking loop
greatly depends on the acceleration of the receiver.

3.10 KEPLER’S LAWS(11,12)

In the previous section, the position of a satellite is briefly described. This infor-
mation can be used to determine the differential power level and the Doppler
frequency on the input signal. However, this information is not sufficient to
calculate the position of a satellite. To find the position of a satellite, Kepler’s
laws are needed. The discussion in this section provides the basic equations to
determine a satellite position.

Kepler’s three laws are listed below (see Chapter 1 in ref. 11):

First Law: The orbit of each planet is an ellipse with the sun at a focus.

Second Law: The line joining the planet to the sun sweeps out equal areas
in equal times.

Third Law: The square of the period of a planet is proportional to the cube
of its mean distance from the sun.

These laws also apply to the motion of the GPS satellites. The satellite orbit
is elliptical with the earth at one of the foci. Figure 3.6 shows the orbit of a GPS
satellite. The center of the earth is at F and the position of the satellite is at S.
The angle n is called the actual anomaly. In order to illustrate the basic concept,
the shape of the ellipse is overemphasized. The actual orbit of the satellite is
very close to a circle. The point nearest to the prime focus is called the perigee
and the farthest point is called the apogee.

Kepler’s second law can be expressed mathematically as (Figure 3.6)
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FIGURE 3.6 Elliptical orbit of a satellite.

t − tp

A1
c T

pasbs
(3.17)

where t presents the satellite position at time t, tp is the time when the satellite
passes the perigee, A1 is the area enclosed by the lines t c t, t c tp, and the
ellipse, T is the period of the satellite, as and bs are the semi-major and semi-
minor axes of the orbit, and pasbs is the total area of the ellipse. This equation
states that the time to sweep the area A1 is proportional to the time T to sweep
the entire area of the ellipse.

The third law can be stated mathematically as

T 2

a3
s
c 4p2

m
≡

4p2

GM
(3.18)

where m c GM c 3.986005 × 1014 meters3/ sec2 (ref. 12) is the gravitational
constant of the earth. Thus, the right-hand side of this equation is a constant. In
this equation the semi-major axis as is used rather than the mean distance from
the satellite to the center of the earth. In reference 11 it is stated that as can be
used to replace the mean distance because the ratio of as to the mean distance
rs is a constant. This relationship can be shown as follows. If one considers the
area of the ellipse orbit equal to the area of a circular orbit with radius rs, then
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pasbs c pr 2
s or

as

rs
c rs

bs
(3.19)

Since as, bs, rs are constants, as and rs is related by a constant.

3.11 KEPLER’S EQUATION(11,13)

In the following paragraphs Kepler’s equation will be derived and the mean
anomaly will be defined. The reason for this discussion is that the information
given by the GPS system is the mean anomaly rather than the actual anomaly
that is used to calculate the position of a satellite.

In order to perform this derivation, a few equations from the previous chapter
will be repeated here. The eccentricity is defined as

es c
f

a2
s − b2

s

as
≡

cs

as
(3.20)

where cs is the distance from the center of the ellipse to a focus. For an ellipse,
the es value is 0 < es < 1. When as c bs, then es c 0, which represents a circle.
The eccentricity es can be obtained from data transmitted by the satellite.

In Figure 3.7 an elliptical satellite orbit and a fictitious circular orbit are
shown. The center of the earth is at F and the satellite is at S. The area A1 is
swept by the satellite from the perigee point to the position S. This area can be
written as

A1 c area PSV − A2 (3.21)

In the previous chapter Equation (2.24) shows that the heights of the ellipse
and the circle can be related as

QP
SP

c as

bs
(3.22)

Therefore, the area PSV can be obtained from area PQV as

area PSV c bs

as
area PQV c bs

as
(area OQV − area OQP)

c bs

as [ 1
2

a2
s E − 1

2
a2

s sin E cos E] c asbs

2
(E − sin E cos E )

(3.23)
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FIGURE 3.7 Fictitious and actual orbits.

where the angle E is called eccentric anomaly. The area of triangle A2 is

A2 c 1
2

SP × PF c 1
2

bs

as
QP × PF c 1

2
bs

as
as sin E(cs − as cos E )

c bs

2
sin E(esas − as cos E ) c asbs

2
(es sin E − sin E cos E ) (3.24)

In the above equation, the relation in Equation (3.20) is used. Substituting
Equations (3.23) and (3.24) into (3.21) the area A1 is

A1 c asbs

2
(E − es sin E ) (3.25)

Substituting this result into Equation (3.17), Kepler’s second law, the result is

t − tp c A1T
pasbs

c T
2p

(E − es sin E ) c
i

a3
s

m
(E − es sin E ) (3.26)
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The next step is to define the mean anomaly M and from Equation (3.26)
the result is

M ≡ (E − es sin E ) c h m

a3
s

(t − tp) (3.27)

If one defines the mean motion n as the average angular velocity of the satellite,
then from Equation (3.18) the result is

n c 2p

T
c h m

a3
s

(3.28)

Substituting this result into Equation (3.27) the result is

M ≡ (E − es sin E ) c n(t − tp) (3.29)

This is referred to as Kepler’s equation. From this equation one can see that M
is linearly related to t; therefore, it is called the mean anomaly.

3.12 TRUE AND MEAN ANOMALY

The information obtained from a GPS satellite is the mean anomaly M. From
this value, the true anomaly must be obtained because the true anomaly is used
to find the position of the satellite. The first step is to obtain the eccentric
anomaly E from the mean anomaly, Equation (3.29) relates M and E. Although
this equation appears very simple, it is a nonlinear one; therefore, it is difficult
to solve analytically. This equation can be rewritten as follows:

E c M + es sin E (3.30)

In this equation, es is a given value representing the eccentricity of the satel-
lite orbit. Both es and M can be obtained from the navigation data of the satel-
lite. The only unknown is E. One way to solve for E is to use the iteration
method. A new E value can be obtained from a previous one. The above equa-
tion can be written in an iteration format as

Ei + 1 c M + es sin Ei (3.31)

where Ei + 1 is the present value and Ei is the previous value. One common
choice of the initial value of E is E0 c M. This equation converges rapidly
because the orbit is very close to a circle. Either one can define an error signal
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as Eerr c Ei + 1 − Ei and end the iteration when Eerr is less than a predetermined
value, or one can just iterate Equation (3.31) a fixed number of times (i.e., from
5 to 10).

Once the E is found, the next step is to find the true anomaly n . This relation
can be found by referring to Figure 3.7.

cos E c OP
as

c cs − PF
as

c cs + r cos n

as
(3.32)

Now let us find the distance r in terms of angle n . From Figure 3.6, applying
the law of cosine to the triangle GSF, the following result is obtained

r′2 c r 2 + 4rcs cos n + 4c 2
s (3.33)

where r and r′ are the distance from the foci G and F to the point S. For an
ellipse,

r′ + r c 2as (3.34)

Substituting this relation into Equation (3.33), the result is

r c a2
s − c2

s

as + cs cos n
c as(1 − e2

s )
1 + es cos n

(3.35)

Substituting this value of r into Equation (3.32) the result is

cos E c es + cos n

1 + es cos n
(3.36)

Solve for n and the result is

cos n c cos E − es

1 − es cos E
(3.37)

This solution generates multiple solutions for n because cos n is a multival-
ued function. One way to find the correct value of n is to keep these angles E
and n in the same half plane. From Figure 3.7 one can see that the angles E
and n are always in the same half plane.

Another approach to determine n is to find the sin n .(13) If one takes the
square on both sides of the above equation, the result is
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cos2 n c 1 − sin2 n c (cos E − es)2

(1 − es cos E )2
(3.38)

Solve for sinn and the result is

sin n c f1 − e2
s sin E

1 − es cos E
(3.39)

The n can be found from Equations (3.37) and (3.39) and they are designated
as n1 and n2 where

n1 c cos−1 � cos E − es

1 − es cos E �
n2 c sin−1 �

f
1 − es sin E

1 − es cos E � (3.40)

The n1 value calculated from Matlab is always positive for all E values and n2

is positive for E c 0 to p and negative for E c p to 2p as shown in Figure 3.8.

FIGURE 3.8 n1 and n2 versus E.
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Thus, the true anomaly can be found as

n c n1 sign(n2) (3.41)

where sign(n2) provides the sign of n2; therefore, it is either +1 or −1. It is
interesting to note that to find the true anomaly only M and es are needed.
Although the semi-major axis as appears in the derivation, it does not appear
in the final equation.

3.13 SIGNAL STRENGTH AT USER LOCATION(1,8,14–16)

In this section the signal strength at the user location will be estimated. The
signal strength can be obtained from the power of the transmitting antenna, the
beam width of the antenna, the distance from the satellite to the user, and the
effective area of the receiving antenna. The power amplifier of the transmitter
is 50 w(8) (or 17 dBw). The input to the transmitting antenna is 14.3 dBw.(8)

The difference might be due to impedance mismatch or circuit loss.
The gain of the transmitting antenna can be estimated from the beam width

(or solid angle) of the antenna. The solid angle is denoted as v , which is 21.3
degrees. The area on the surface of a sphere covered by the angle v can be
obtained from Figure 3.9 as

FIGURE 3.9 Area facing solid angle v .
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Area c ∫
v

0
2p(r sin v)rdv c 2pr 2 ∫

v

0
sin vdv

c 2pr 2(− cos v) | v0 c 2pr 2(1 − cos v) (3.42)

The ratio of this area to the area of the sphere can be considered as the gain of
the transmitting antenna, which can be written as

G c 4pr 2

2pr 2(1 − cos v) | 21.30
≈

2
0.683

≈ 29.28 ≈ 14.7 dB (3.43)

Using 14.3 dBw as the input to the antenna, the output of the antenna should
be 29 dBw (14.3 + 14.7). However, the transmitting power level is listed as
478.63 w,(14,15) which corresponds to 26.8 dBw. This difference between the
power levels might be due to efficiency of the antenna and the accuracy of the
solid angle of the antenna because the power cannot be cut off sharply at a
desired angle.

If the receiving antenna has a unit gain, the effective area is(16)

Ae f f c l2

4p
(3.44)

where l is the wavelength of the receiving signal.
The received power is equal to the power density multiplied by the effective

area of the receiving antenna. The power density is equal to the radiating power
divided by the surface of the sphere. The receiving power can be written as

Pr c PtAe f f

4pR2
su
c Pt

4pR2
su

l2

4p
c Ptl

2

(4pRsu)2
(3.45)

where Rsu is the distance from the satellite to the user. Assume Rsu c 25785 ×
103 m, which is the farthest distance as shown in Figure 3.1. Using 478.63 W
as the transmitting antenna and the wavelength l c 0.19 m, the receiving power
Pr calculated from the above equation is 1.65 × 10−16 w (or −157.8 dBw). If
the loss through the atmosphere is taken into consideration, the received power
is close to the minimum required value of −160 dBw.

The power level at the receiver is shown in Figure 3.10. It is a function
of the elevation angle.(1) At zenith and horizon, the powers are at −160 dBw.
The maximum power level is −158 dBw, which occurs at about 40 degrees. If
the receiving antenna is taken into consideration, the received power will be
modified by its antenna pattern.
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FIGURE 3.10 Power level versus elevation angle.

3.14 SUMMARY

This chapter discusses the orbits of the GPS satellite. The orbit is elliptical but
it is very close to a circle. Thus, the circular orbit is used to figure the power
difference to the receiver and the Doppler frequency shift. This information is
important for tracking the satellite. In order to find the position of a satellite the
actual elliptical satellite orbit must be used. To discuss the motion of the satellite
in the elliptical-shaped orbit, Kepler’s laws are introduced. Three anomalies are
defined: the mean M, the eccentric E, and the true n anomalies. Mean anomaly
M and eccentricity es are given from the navigation data of the satellite. Eccen-
tric anomaly E can be obtained from Equation (3.30). True anomaly n can be
found from Equations (3.40) and (3.41). Finally, the receiving power at the user
location is estimated.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Earth-Centered, Earth-Fixed
Coordinate System

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter the motion of the satellite is briefly discussed. The true
anomaly is obtained from the mean anomaly, which is transmitted in the navi-
gation data of the satellite. In all discussions, the center of the earth is used as
a reference. In order to find a user position on the surface of the earth, these
data must be related to a certain point on or above the surface of the earth.
The earth is constantly rotating. In order to reference the satellite position to a
certain point on or above the surface of the earth, the rotation of the earth must
be taken into consideration. This is the goal of this chapter.

The basic approach is to introduce a scheme to transform the coordinate sys-
tems. Through coordinate system transform, the reference point can be moved
to the desired coordinate system. First the direction cosine matrix, which is used
to transform from one coordinate system to a different one, will be introduced.
Then various coordinate systems will be introduced. The final transform will
put the satellite in the earth-centered, earth-fixed (ECEF) system. Finally, some
perturbations will be discussed. The major portion of this discussion is based
on references 1 and 2.

In order to perform the transforms, besides the eccentricity es and mean
anomaly M, additional data are obtained from the satellite. They are the semi-
major of the orbit as, the right ascension angle Q , the inclination angle i, and
the argument of the perigee q. Their definitions will also be presented in this
chapter.
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4.2 DIRECTION COSINE MATRIX(1–3)

In this section, the direction cosine matrix will be introduced. A simple two-
dimensional example will be used to illustrate the idea, which will be extended
into a three-dimensional one without further proof. Figure 4.1 shows two two-
dimensional systems (x1, y1) and (x2, y2). The second coordinate system is
obtained from rotating the first system by a positive angle a. A point p is used
to find the relation between the two systems. The point p is located at (X1,
Y1) in the (x1, y1) system and at (X2, Y2) in the (x2, y2) system. The relation
between (X2, Y2) and (X1, Y1) can be found from the following equations:

X2 c X1 cos a + Y1 sin a c X1 cos(X1 on X2) + Y1 cos(Y1 on X2)

Y2 c −X1 sin a + Y1 cos a c X1 cos(X1 on Y2) + Y1 cos(Y1 on Y2) (4.1)

In matrix form this equation can be written as

FIGURE 4.1 Two coordinate systems.
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[ X2

Y2 ] c [ cos(X1 on X2) cos(Y1 on X2)
cos(X1 on Y2) cos(Y1 on Y2) ] [ X1

Y1 ] (4.1)

The direction cosine matrix is defined as

C 2
1 ≡ [ cos(X1 on X2) cos(Y1 on X2)

cos(X1 on Y2) cos(Y1 on Y2) ] (4.2)

This represents that the coordinate system is transferred from system 1 to sys-
tem 2.

In a three-dimensional system, the directional cosine can be written as

C 2
1 ≡ [ cos(X1 on X2) cos(Y1 on X2) cos(Z1 on X2)

cos(X1 on Y2) cos(Y1 on Y2) cos(Z1 on Y2)
cos(X1 on Z2) cos(Y1 on Z2) cos(Z1 on Z2) ] (4.3)

Sometimes it is difficult to make one single transform from one coordinate
to another one, but the transform can be achieved in a step-by-step manner. For
example, if the transform is to rotate angle a around the z-axis and rotate angle
b around the y-axis, it is easier to perform the transform in two steps. In other
words, the directional cosine matrix can be used in a cascading manner. The
first step is to rotate a positive angle a around the z-axis. The corresponding
direction cosine matrix is

C 2
1 c [ cos a sin a 0−sin a cos a 0

0 0 1 ] (4.4)

The second step is to rotate a positive angle b around the x-axis; the corre-
sponding direction cosine matrix is

C3
2 c [ 1 0 0

0 cos b sin b

0 −sin b cos b
] (4.5)

The overall transform can be written as
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C3
1 c C3

2C 2
1 c [ 1 0 0

0 cos b sin b

0 −sin b cos b
] [ cos a sin a 0−sin a cos a 0

0 0 1 ]
c [ cos a sin a 0−sin a cos b cos a cos b sin b

sin a sin b −cos a sin b cos b
] (4.6)

It should be noted that the order of multiplication is very important; if the order
is reversed, the wrong result will be obtained.

Suppose one wants to transform from coordinate system 1 to system n
through system 2, 3, . . . n − 1. The following relation can be used:

Cn
1 c Cn

n − 1 · · · C3
2C 2

1 (4.7)

In general, each Ci
i − 1 represents only one single transform. This cascade method

will be used to obtain the earth-centered, earth-fixed system.

4.3 SATELLITE ORBIT FRAME TO EQUATOR FRAME TRANSFORM(1,2)

The coordinate system used to describe a satellite in the previous chapter can
be considered as the satellite orbit frame because the center of the earth and
the satellite are all in the same orbit plane. Figure 4.2 shows such a frame, and
the x-axis is along the direction of the perigee and the z-axis is perpendicular
to the orbit plane. The y-axis is perpendicular to the x and z axes to form a
right-hand coordinate system. The distance r from the satellite to the center of
the earth can be obtained from Equation (3.35) as

r c as(1 − e2
s )

1 + es cos n
(4.8)

where as is the semi-major of the satellite orbit, es is the eccentricity of the satel-
lite orbit, n is the true anomaly, which can be obtained from previous chapter.
The value of cos n can be obtained from Equation (3.37) as

cos n c cos E − es

1 − es cos E
(4.9)

where E is the eccentric anomaly, which can be obtained from Equation (3.30).
Substituting Equation (4.9) into Equation (4.8) the result can be simplified

as
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FIGURE 4.2 Orbit frame.

r c as(1 − es cos E ) (4.10)

The position of the satellite can be found as

x c r cos n

y c r sin n

z c 0 (4.11)

This equation does not reference any point on the surface of the earth but refer-
ences the center of the earth. It is desirable to reference to a user position that
is a point on or above the surface of the earth.

First a common point must be selected and this point must be on the surface
of the earth as well as on the satellite orbit. The satellite orbit plane intercepts
the earth equator plane to form a line. An ascending node is defined along
this line toward the point where the satellite crosses the equator in the north
(ascending) direction. The angle q between the perigee and ascending node in
the orbit plane is referred to as the argument of the perigee. This angle infor-
mation can be obtained from the received satellite signal. Now let us change
the x-axis from the perigee direction to the ascending node. This transform can
be accomplished by keeping the z-axis unchanged and rotating the x-axis by
the angle q as shown in Figure 4.3. In Figure 4.3 the y-axis is not shown. The
xi-axis and the zi-axis are perpendicular and the yi-axis is perpendicular to the
xizi plane. The corresponding direction cosine matrix is
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FIGURE 4.3 Earth equator and orbit plane.

C 2
1 c [ cos q −sin q 0

sin q cos q 0
0 0 1 ] (4.12)

In this equation the angle q is in the negative direction; therefore the sin q
has a different sign from Equation (4.4). This rotation changes the x1-axis to
x2-axis.

The next step is to change from the orbit plane to the equator plane. This
transform can be accomplished by using the x2-axis as a pivot and rotate angle
i. This angle i is the angle between the satellite orbit plane and the equator
plane and is referred to as the inclination angle. This inclination angle is in the
data transmitted by the satellite. The corresponding direction cosine matrix is

C3
2 c [ 1 0 0

0 cos i −sin i
0 sin i cos i ] (4.13)

The angle i is also in the negative direction. After this transform, the z3-axis is
perpendicular to the equator plane rather than the orbit of the satellite and the
x3-axis is along the ascending point.

There are six different orbits for the GPS satellites; therefore, there are six
ascending points. It is desirable to use one x-axis to calculate all the satellite
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positions instead of six. Thus, it is necessary to select one x-axis; this subject
will be discussed in the next section.

4.4 VERNAL EQUINOX(2)

The vernal equinox is often used as an axis in astrophysics. The direction of the
vernal equinox is determined by the orbit plane of the earth around the sun (not
the satellite) and the equator plane. The line of intersection of the two planes,
the ecliptic plane (the plane of the earth’s orbit) and the equator, is the direction
of the vernal equinox as shown in Figure 4.4.

On the first day of spring a line joining from the center of the sun to the
center of the earth points in the negative direction of the vernal equinox. On
the first day of autumn a line joining from the center of the sun to the center
of the earth points in the positive direction of the vernal equinox as shown in
Figure 4.5.

The earth wobbles slightly and its axis of rotation shifts in direction slowly
over the centuries. This effect is known as precession and causes the line-of-
intersection of the earth’s equator and the ecliptic plane to shift slowly. The
period of the precession is about 26,000 years, so the equinox direction shifts
westward about 50 (360 × 60 × 60/ 26000) arc-seconds per year and this is a
very small value. Therefore, the vernal equinox can be considered as a fixed
axis in space.

Again referring to Figure 4.3, the x3-axis of the last frame discussed in the
previous section will be rotated to the vernal equinox. This transform can be
accomplished by rotating around the z3-axis an angle Q referred to as the right
ascension. This angle is in plane of the equator. The direction cosine matrix is

FIGURE 4.4 Vernal equinox.
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FIGURE 4.5 Earth orbit around the sun.

C4
3 c [ cos Q −sin Q 0

sin Q cos Q 0
0 0 1 ] (4.14)

This last frame is often referred to as the earth-centered inertia (ECI) frame.
The origin of the ECI frame is at the earth’s center of mass. In this frame the
z4-axis is perpendicular to the equator and the x4-axis is the vernal equinox
and in the equator plane. This frame does not rotate with the earth but is fixed
with respect to stars. In order to reference a certain point on the surface of the
earth, the rotation of the earth must be taken into consideration. This system is
referred to as the earth-centered, earth-fixed (ECEF) frame.

4.5 EARTH ROTATION(1,2)

In this section two goals will be accomplished. The first one is to take care
of the rotation of the earth. The second one is to use GPS time for the time
reference.

First let us consider the earth rotation. Let the earth turning rate be Q̇ ie and
define a time ter such that at ter c 0 the Greenwich meridian aligns with the
vernal equinox. The vernal equinox is fixed by the Greenwich meridian rotates.
Referring to Figure 4.6, the following equation can be obtained
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FIGURE 4.6 Rotation of the earth.

Q er c Q − Q̇ ieter (4.15)

where Q er is the angle between the ascending node and the Greenwich meridian,
the earth rotation rate Q̇ ie c 7.2921151467 × 10−5 rad/ sec. When ter c 0, Q er c
Q , this means that the Greenwich meridian and the vernal equinox are aligned.

If the angle Q er is used in Equation (4.14) to replace Q , the x-axis will
be rotating in the equator plane. This x-axis is the direction of the Greenwich
meridian. Using this new angle in Equation (4.14) the result is

C4
3 c [ cos Q er −sin Q er 0

sin Q er cos Q er 0
0 0 1 ] (4.16)

In this equation the rotation of the earth is included, because time is included
in Equation (4.15). Using this time ter in the system, every time the Greenwich
meridian is aligned with the vernal equinox, ter c 0. The maximum length of this
time is a sidereal day, because the Greenwich meridian and the vernal equinox
are aligned once every sidereal day.

The time ter should be changed into the GPS time t. The GPS time t starts
at Saturday night at midnight Greenwich time. Thus, the maximum GPS time
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is seven solar days. It is obvious that the time base ter and the GPS time t are
different. A simple way to change the time ter to GPS time t is a linear shift
of the time base as

ter c t + Dt (4.17)

where Dt can be considered as the time difference between the time based on
ter and the GPS time t. Substituting this equation into Equation (4.15), the result
is

Q er c Q − Q̇ ieter c Q − Q̇ iet − Q̇ ieDt ≡ Q − a − Q̇ iet ≡ Q e − Q̇ iet

where Q e ≡ Q − a and a ≡ Q̇ ieDt (4.18)

The reason for changing to this notation is that the angle Q − a is considered as
one angle Q e, and this information is given in the GPS ephemeris data. How-
ever, this relation will be modified again in Section 4.7 and the final result will
be used to find Q er in Equation (4.16). Before the modification of Q e, let us
first find the overall transform.

4.6 OVERALL TRANSFORM FROM ORBIT FRAME TO EARTH-CENTERED,

EARTH-FIXED FRAME

In order to transform the positions of the satellites from the satellite orbit frame
to the ECEF frame, there need to be two intermediate transforms. The overall
transform can be obtained from Equation (4.7). Substituting the results from
Equations (4.16), (4.13), and (4.12) into (4.7), the following result is obtained:

[ x4
y4
z4

] c C4
3C3

2C 2
1 [ r cos n

r sin n

0 ]
c [ cos Q er −sin Q er 0

sin Q er cos Q er 0
0 0 1 ] [ 1 0 0

0 cos i −sin i
0 sin i cos i ] [ cos q −sin q 0

sin q cos q 0
0 0 1 ] [ r cos n

r sin n

0 ]
c [ cos Q er −sin Q er cos i sin Q er sin i

sin Q er cos Q er cos i −cos Q er sin i
0 sin i cos i ] [ cos q −sin q 0

sin q cos q 0
0 0 1 ] [ r cos n

r sin n

0 ]
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c [ cos Q er cos q − sin Q er cos i sin q −cos Q er sin q − sin Q er cos i cos q sin Q er sin i
sin Q er cos q + cos Q er cos i sin q −sin Q er sin q + cos Q er cos i cos q −cos Q er sin i

sin i sin q sin i cos q cos i ]
. [ r cos n

r sin n

0 ]
c [ r cos Q er cos(n + q) − r sin Q er cos i sin(n + q)

r sin Q er cos(n + q) + r cos Q er cos i sin(n + q)
r sin i sin(n + q) ] (4.19)

This equation gives the satellite position in the earth-centered, earth-fixed coor-
dinate system.

In order to calculate the results in the above equation, the following data are
needed: (1) as: semi-major axis of the satellite orbit; (2) M: mean anomaly; (3)
es: eccentricity of the satellite orbit; (4) i: inclination angle; (5) q: argument of
the perigee; (6) Q -a: modified right ascension angle; (7) GPS time. The first three
constants are used to calculate the distance r from the satellite to the center of the
earth and the true anomaly n as discussed in Section 3.12. The three values i, q,
and Q -a are used to transform from the satellite orbit frame to the ECEF frame.
In order to find Q er in the above equation the GPS time is needed.

4.7 PERTURBATIONS

The earth is not a perfect sphere and this phenomenon affects the satellite orbit.
In addition to the shape of the earth, the sun and moon also have an effect on
the satellite motion. Because of these factors the orbit of the satellite must be
modified by some constants. The satellites transmit these constants and they
can be obtained from the ephemeris data.

Equation (4.19) is derived based on the assumption that the orbit of the satel-
lite is elliptical; however, the orbit is not a perfect elliptic. Thus, the parameters
in the equations need to be modified. This section presents the results of the
correction terms.

In Equation (4.15) the right ascension Q will be modified as

Q e Q + Q̇ (t − toe) (4.20)

where t is the GPS time, toe is the reference time for the ephemeris, and Q̇ is
the rate of change of the right ascension. In this equation it is implied that the
right ascension is not a constant, but changes with time. The ephemeris data
transmitted by the satellite contain toe and Q̇ . Substituting this equation into
Equation (4.18), the result is

Q er c Q − a + Q̇ (t − toe) − Q̇ iet ≡ Q e + Q̇ (t − toe) − Q̇ iet (4.21)
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where Q e is contained in the ephemeris data.
The mean motion in Equation (3.28) must be modified as

n e n + Dn c
h

m

a3
s

+ Dn (4.22)

where Dn is the correction term that is contained in the ephemeris data. The
mean anomaly must be modified as

M c M0 + n(t − toe) (4.23)

where M0 is the mean anomaly at reference time, which can be obtained from
the ephemeris data. This value M will be used to find the true anomaly n .

There are six constants Cus, Cuc, Crs, Crc, Cis, and Cic and they are used to
modify n + q, r, and i in Equation (4.19) respectively. Let us introduce a new
variable f as

f ≡ n + q (4.24)

The correction term to n + q is

d(n + q) ≡ df c Cus sin 2f + Cuc cos 2f (4.25)

and the new n + q is

n + q e n + q + d(n + q) (4.26)

The correction to distance r is

dr c Crs sin 2f + Crc cos 2f (4.27)

and the new r is

r e r + dr (4.28)

The correction to inclination i is

di c Cis sin 2f + Cic cos 2f (4.29)

and the new inclination i is

i e i + di (4.30)
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Substituting these new values into Equation (4.19) will produce the desired
results.

4.8 CORRECTION OF GPS SYSTEM TIME AT TIME OF

TRANSMISSION(5,6)

In Equations (4.21) and (4.23) the GPS time is used, and this time is often referred
to at the time of transmission. (This section discusses only the correction of this
time. The actual obtaining of the time of transmission will be discussed in Sec-
tion 9.10.) The signals from the satellites are transmitted at the same time except
for the clock error in each satellite. The time of receiving tu is the time the signal
arrives at the receiver. The relation between the t and tu is

tu c t + ri/ c

t c tu − ri/ c (4.31)

where ri is the pseudorange from satellite i to the receiver and c is the speed of
light. Since the pseudorange from each satellite to the receiver is different, the
time of receiving is different. However, in calculating user position, one often
uses one value for time. The time of receiving tu is a reasonable selection. If
a time of receiving tu is used as a reference, from the above equation the time
of transmission from various satellites is different. The time of transmission is
the receiving time minus the transit time. This time is represented by t and is
referred to as the time of transmission corrected for the transit time.

The t value must be corrected again from many other factors. However, in
order to correct t, the t value must first be known. This requirement makes the
correction process difficult. To simplify this process, let tc represent the coarse
GPS system time at time of transmission corrected by transit time. The value
tc can be obtained from time of the week (TOW), which will be presented in
Section 5.9. For the present discussion, let us assume that the tc value is already
obtained. The time tk shall be the actual total time difference between the time
tc and the epoch time toe and must account for the beginning or end of the week
crossovers. That is, the following adjustments must be made on tc:

If tk c tc − toe > 302400 then tk c tk − 604800 or tc e tc − 604800

If tk c tc − toe < −302400 then tk c tk + 604800 or tc e tc + 604800

(4.32)

where toe can be obtained from ephemeris data, 302,400 is the time of half a
week in seconds. The time of a week in seconds is 604,800 (7 × 24 × 3600).

The following steps can be used to correct the GPS time t. From Equation
(4.22), the mean motion is calculated as
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n c
h

m

a3
s

+ Dn (4.33)

where m c 3.986005 × 1014 meters3/ sec2 is the earth’s universal gravitational
parameter and is a constant,

f
as and Dn are obtained from ephemeris data.

From this n value the mean anomaly can be found from Equation (4.23) as

M c M0 + n(tc − toe) (4.34)

where M0 is in the ephemeris data. In this equation tc is used instead of t as t
is not derived yet.

The eccentric anomaly E can be found from Equations (3.29) or (3.30)
through iteration as

E c M + es sin E (4.35)

where es is eccentricity of the satellite orbit, which can be obtained from the
ephemeris data. Let us define a constant F as

F c −2
f

m

c 2
c −4.442807633 × 10−10 sec/ (meter)1/ 2 (4.36)

where m is the earth’s universal gravitational parameter and c is the speed of
light. The relativistic correction term is

Dtr c Fes
f

as sin E (4.37)

The overall time correction term is

Dt c af 0 + af 1(tc − toc) + af 2(tc − toc)2 + Dtr − TGD (4.38)

where TGD, toc, af 0, af 1, af 2 are clock correction terms and TGD is to account
for the effect of satellite group delay differential. They can be obtained in the
ephemeris data. The GPS time of transmission t corrected for transit time can
be corrected as

t c tc − Dt (4.39)

This is the time t that will be used for the following calculations.
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4.9 CALCULATION OF SATELLITE POSITION(5,6)

This section uses all the information from the ephemeris data to obtain a satellite
position in the earth-centered, earth-fixed system. These calculations require the
information obtained from both Chapters 3 and 4; therefore, this section can be
considered as a summary of the two chapters.

Equation (4.19) is required to calculate the position of the satellite. In this
equation there are five known quantities: r, n + q, i, and Q er. These quantities
appear on the right side of the equation and the results represent the satellite
position. Let us find these five quantities.

First let us find the value of r from Equation (4.10) as

r c as(1 − es cos E ) (4.40)

In this equation, the value E must be calculated first from ephemeris data. In
order to find the r value the following steps must be taken:

1. Use Equation (4.22) to calculate n where m is a constant; as and Dn can
be obtained from the ephemeris data.

2. Use Equation (4.34) to calculate M where M0 and toe can be obtained from
ephemeris data and tc can be obtained from the discussion in Section 9.10.

3. The value of E can be found from Equation (4.35), where es can be
obtained from the ephemeris data. The iteration method will be used in
this operation.

4. Once E is obtained, the value of r can be found from Equation (4.40).

In the above four steps, the first three steps are to find the value of E. Once
E is calculated, Equations (4.36)–(4.39) can be used to find the corrected GPS
time t.

Now let us find the true anomaly n . This value can be found from Equations
(3.40) and (3.41) as

n1 c cos−1 � cos E − es

1 − e2
s cos E �

n2 c sin−1 �
f

1 − e2
s sin E

1 − es cos E �
n c n1 sign(n2) (4.41)

The argument q can be found from the ephemeris data. Using the definition
in Equation (4.24), the value of f is
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f ≡ n + q (4.42)

The following correction terms are needed

df c Cus sin 2f + Cuc cos 2f

dr c Crs sin 2f + Crc cos 2f

di c Cis sin 2f + Cic cos 2f (4.43)

where the Cus, Cuc, Crs, Crc, Cis, Cir are from ephemeris data:

fe f + df

r e r + dr (4.44)

The inclination angle i can be obtained from the ephemeris data and be corrected
as

i e i + di + idot(t − toe) (4.45)

where idot can be obtained from the ephemeris data. The last term to be found
is

Q er c Q e + Q̇ (t − toe) − Q̇ iet (4.46)

where the earth rotation rate Q̇ ie is a constant, Q e, Q̇ , and toe are obtained from
the ephemeris data. It should be noted that the corrected GPS time t is used in
the above two equations.

Once all the necessary parameters are obtained, the position of the satellite
can be found from Equation (4.19) as

[ x
y
z ] c [ r cos Q er cos f − r sin Q er cos i sin f

r sin Q er cos f + r cos Q er cos i sin f

r sin i sin f
] (4.47)

The satellite position calculated in this equation is in the ECEF frame. There-
fore the satellite position is a function of time. From the x, y, z, and the pseudo-
range of more than four satellites the user’s position can be found from results
in Chapter 2. The actual calculation of the pseudorange is discussed in Sec-
tion 9.9.

4.10 COORDINATE ADJUSTMENT FOR SATELLITES

Using the earth-centered, earth-fixed coordinate system implies that the earth’s
rotation is taken into consideration. The satellite position calculated from Sec-
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tion 4.9 is based on the GPS time of transmission t corrected for transit time.
However, the user position is calculated at the time of receiving. Since the satel-
lite and user positions are calculated at different times, they are in different
coordinate systems. This will cause an error in the user position. As discussed
in Section 3.3., if the user is on the equator of the earth and an approximate
signal traveling time of 76 ms is assumed, the user position is moved about 36
m (2p × 6368 × 103 × 76/ (24 × 3600 × 103)) due to the rotation of the earth.

In order to obtain the correct user position, a single coordinate system should
be used. Since the user position is measured at the time of receiving, it is appro-
priate to use this time in the coordinate system. The satellite position calculated
should be referenced to this time. This correction does not mean to change the
satellite position, but only changes the coordinate system of the satellites.

In order to reference the GPS time at the time of receiving, the coordinate
system of each satellite must be separately modified. Using the time of receiving
as reference, the time of transmission of satellite i in the new coordinate system
is the time of receiving minus the transition time as shown in Equation (4.31).
The transit time cannot be determined before the user position is calculated
because of the unknown user clock bias. Only when the user position is obtained
can the pseudorange be found. Once the user position is found, the pseudorange
can be found from the user position to the satellite position. The earth rotation
appears only in Equation (4.46). Equations (4.46) and (4.47) are used in the
operation.

The following steps can be taken to improve user position accuracy.

1. From the satellite and user position the transit time tt can be found as

tt c f(x − xu)2 + ( y − yu)2 + (z − zu)2/ c (4.48)

where x, y, z, and xu, yu, zu are the coordinates of the satellite and the
user respectively, c is the speed of light.

2. Use the transit time to modify the angle Q er in Equation (4.46) as

Q er e Q er − Q̇ ie tt (4.49)

3. Use the new value of Q er in Equation (4.47) to calculate the position of
the satellite x, y, and z.

4. The above operations should be performed on every satellite. From these
values a new user position xu, yu, zu will be calculated.

5. Repeat steps 1, 2, 3, and 4 again to obtain a new set of x, y, and z. When
the old and new sets are within a predetermined value, the new set can be
considered as the position of the satellite in the new coordinate system.
It usually requires calculating the x, y, and z values only twice.

6. These new x, y, and z values will be used to find the user position.
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4.11 EPHEMERIS DATA(4–6)

In the previous sections several constants and many ephemeris data are used
in the calculations. This section lists all these constants and the ephemeris data
used in the calculations. The details of the ephemeris data transmitted by the
satellites will be presented in the next chapter.

The constants are listed as follows:(4)

m c GM c 3.986005 × 1014 meters3/ sec2, which is the WGS-84 value of the
earth’s universal gravitational parameter.

Q̇ ie c 7.2921151467 × 10−5 rad/ sec, which is the WGS-84 value of the
earth’s rotational rate.

p c 3.1415926535898.
c c 2.99792458 × 108 meter/ sec, which is the speed of light.

The ephemeris data are:

M0: mean anomaly at reference time.
Dn: mean motion difference from computed value.f

as: square root of the semi-major axis of the satellite orbit.
es: eccentricity of the satellite orbit.
TGD, toc, af 0, af 1, af 2: clock correction parameters.
toe: reference time ephemeris.
Cus, Cuc: amplitude of the sine and cosine harmonic correction term to the

argument of latitude, respectively.
Crs, Crc: amplitude of the sine and cosine harmonic correction term to the

orbit radius, respectively.
Cis, Cic: amplitude of the sine and cosine harmonic correction term to the

angle of inclination, respectively.
Q e: longitude of ascending node of orbit plane at weekly epoch.
Q̇ : rate of the right ascension.
i: inclination angle at reference time.
q: argument of perigee.
idot: rate of inclination angle.

4.12 SUMMARY

This chapter takes the satellite position calculated in Chapter 3 and transforms
it into an earth-centered, earth-fixed coordinate system because this coordinate
references a fixed position on or above the earth. Since the satellite orbit cannot
be described perfectly by an elliptic, corrections must be made to the position
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of the satellite. The information for correction is contained in the ephemeris
data transmitted by the satellite. This information can be obtained if the GPS
signal is decoded. The GPS time t at time of transmission needs to be corrected
for the transit time as well as from the ephemeris data. Obtaining the coarse
GPS time tc at time of transmission corrected for transit time will be discussed
in Section 9.7. Finally, the coordinate system of the satellite must be adjusted
to accommodate the transit time.
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CHAPTER FIVE

GPS C/ A Code Signal Structure

5.1 INTRODUCTION(1,2)

In the previous chapters user positions are calculated. In order to perform the
user position calculation, the positions of the satellites and pseudoranges to
the satellites must be measured. Many parameters are required to calculate the
positions of the satellites and they are transmitted in the satellite signals.

This chapter provides the details associated with the GPS signals. Spilker(1,2)

not only gives a very good discussion on the signal, it also gives the rea-
sons these signals are selected. The discussion in this chapter is limited to the
fundamentals of the signals, such that a receiver design can be based on the
signals.

There are basically two types of signals: the coarse (or clear)/ acquisition
(C/ A) and the precision (P) codes. The actual P code is not directly transmitted
by the satellite, but it is modified by a Y code, which is often referred to as
the P(Y) code. The P(Y) code is not available to civilian users and is primarily
used by the military. In other words, the P(Y) code is classified. The P(Y) code
has similar properties of the P code. In order to receive the P(Y) code, one must
have the classified code. Therefore, only the fundamentals of the P code will
be mentioned in this book. The discussion will be focused on the C/ A code.
In general, in order to acquire the P(Y) code, the C/ A code is usually acquired
first. However, in some applications it is desirable to acquire the P(Y) code
directly, which is known as direct Y acquisition.

The radio frequency (RF) of the C/ A code will be presented first, then the
C/ A code. The generation of the C/ A code and its properties will be presented
because they are related closely to acquiring and tracking the GPS signals.
Finally, the data carried by the signals will be presented. The applications of
the data will be briefly discussed.
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5.2 TRANSMITTING FREQUENCY(1–4)

The GPS signal contains two frequency components: link 1 (L1) and link 2
(L2). The center frequency of L1 is at 1575.42 MHz and L2 is at 1227.6 MHz.
These frequencies are coherent with a 10.23 MHz clock. These two frequencies
can be related to the clock frequency as

L1 c 1575.42 MHz c 154 × 10.23 MHz

L2 c 1227.6 MHz c 120 × 10.23 MHz

These frequencies are very accurate as their reference is an atomic frequency
standard. When the clock frequency is generated, it is slightly lower than 10.23
MHz to take the relativistic effect into consideration. The reference frequency
is off by(3)

−4.567 × 10−3 Hz, which corresponds to a fraction of −4.4647 ×
10−10 (−4.567 × 10−3/ 10.23 × 106). Therefore, the reference frequency used by
the satellite is 10.229999995433 MHz (10.23 × 106

− 4.567 × 10−3) rather than
10.23 MHz. When a GPS receiver receives the signals, they are at the desired
frequencies. However, the satellite and receiver motions can produce a Doppler
effect as discussed in Section 3.5. The Doppler frequency shift produced by the
satellite motion at L1 frequency is approximately ±5 KHz.

The signal structure of the satellite may be modified in the future. However,
at the present time, the L1 frequency contains the C/ A and P(Y) signals, while
the L2 frequency contains only the P(Y) signal. The C/ A and P(Y) signals in
the L1 frequency are in quadrant phase of each other and they can be written
as:

SL1 c ApP(t)D(t) cos(2pf 1t + f) + AcC(t)D(t) sin(2pf 1t + f) (5.1)

where SL1 is the signal at L1 frequency, Ap is the amplitude of the P code, P(t)
c ±1 represents the phase of the P code, D(t) c ±1 represents the data code,
f 1 is the L1 frequency, f is the initial phase, Ac is the amplitude of the C/ A
code, C(t) c ±1 represents the phase of the C/ A code. These terms will be
further discussed in the following sections. In this equation the P code is used
instead of the P(Y) code. The P(Y), C/ A, and the carrier frequencies are all
phase locked together.

The minimum power levels of the signals must fulfill the values listed in
Table 5.1 at the receiver. These power levels are very weak and the spectrum
is spread, therefore they cannot be directly observed from a spectrum analyzer.
Even when the signal is amplified to a reasonable power level, the spectrum of
the C/ A code cannot be observed because the noise is stronger than the signal.

As discussed in Section 3.3, the received power levels at various points on
the earth are different. The maximum difference is about 2.1 dB between a point
just under the satellite and a point tangential to the surface of the earth. In order
to generate a uniform power over the surface of the earth, the main beam pattern
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TABLE 5.1 Power Level of GPS Signals

P C/ A

L1 −133 dBm −130 dBm
L2 −136 dBm −136 dBm*

*Presently not in L2 frequency.

of the transmitting antenna is slightly weaker at the center to compensate for the
user at the edge of the beam. The resulting power level versus elevation angle
is shown in Figure 3.10. The maximum power is −128 dBm, which occurs at
about 40 degrees. Of course, the receiving antenna pattern also contributes to
the power level of the receiver. Usually the receiving antenna has a higher gain
in the zenith direction. This incorporates the ability of attenuating multipath
but loses gain to signals from lower elevation angles. As discussed in Sections
3.3 and 3.10, the minimum required beam width of the transmitting antenna
to cover the earth is 13.87 degrees. The beam width of the antenna(2) is 21.3
degrees, which is wider than needed to cover the earth as shown in Figure 5.1.

If the user is in an aircraft, as long as it is in the main beam of the GPS
signal and not in the shadow of the earth it can receive the signal. The signals
generated by the satellite transmitting antenna are right-hand polarized. There-

FIGURE 5.1 GPS signal main beam.
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fore, the receiver antenna should be right-hand polarized to achieve maximum
efficiency.

5.3 CODE DIVISION-MULTIPLE ACCESS (CDMA) SIGNALS

A signal S can be written in the following form:

S c A sin (2pf t + f) (5.2)

where A is the amplitude, f is the frequency, f is the initial phase. These three
parameters can be modulated to carry information. If A is modulated, it is
referred to as amplitude modulation. If f is modulated, it is frequency mod-
ulation. If f is modulated, it is phase modulation.

The GPS signal is a phase-modulated signal with f c j ,p; this type of phase
modulation is referred to as bi-phase shift keying (BPSK). The phase change
rate is often referred to as the chip rate. The spectrum shape can be described
by the sinc function (sinx/ x) with the spectrum width proportional to the chip
rate. For example, if the chip rate is 1 MHz, the main lobe of the spectrum has
a null-to-null width of 2 MHz. Therefore, this type of signal is also referred to
as a spread-spectrum signal. If the modulation code is a digital sequence with a
frequency higher than the data rate, the system can be called a direct-sequence
modulated system.

A code division multiple access (CDMA) signal in general is a spread-spec-
trum system. All the signals in the system use the same center frequency. The
signals are modulated by a set of orthogonal (or near-orthogonal) codes. In order
to acquire an individual signal, the code of that signal must be used to correlate
with the received signal. The GPS signal is CDMA using direct sequence to
bi-phase modulate the carrier frequency. Since the CDMA signals all use the
same carrier frequency, there is a possibility that the signals will interfere with
one another. This effect will be more prominent when strong and weak signals
are mixed together. In order to avoid the interference, all the signals should
have approximately the same power levels at the receiver. Sometimes in the
acquisition one finds that a cross-correlation peak of a strong signal is stronger
than the desired peak of a weak signal. Under this condition, the receiver may
obtain wrong information.

5.4 P CODE(1,2)

The P code is bi-phase modulated at 10.23 MHz; therefore, the main lobe of the
spectrum is 20.46 MHz wide from null to null. The chip length is about 97.8 ns
(1/ 10.23 MHz). The code is generated from two pseudorandom noise (PRN)
codes with the same chip rate. One PRN sequence has 15,345,000 chips, which
has a period of 1.5 seconds, the other one has 15,345,037 chips, and the dif-
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ference is 37 chips. The two numbers, 15,345,000 and 15,345,037, are relative
prime, which means there are no common factors between them. Therefore, the
code length generated by these two codes is 23,017,555.5 (1.5 × 15,345,037)
seconds, which is slightly longer than 38 weeks. However, the actual length of
the P code is 1 week as the code is reset every week. This 38-week-long code
can be divided into 37 different P codes and each satellite can use a differ-
ent portion of the code. There are a total of 32 satellite identification numbers
although only 24 of them are in the orbit. Five of the P code signals (33–37)
are reserved for other uses such as ground transmission. In order to perform
acquisition on the signal, the time of the week must be known very accurately.
Usually this time is found from the C/ A code signal that will be discussed in
the next section. The navigation data rate carried by the P code through phase
modulation is at a 50 Hz rate.

5.5 C/ A CODE AND DATA FORMAT(1,2,5)

The C/ A code is a bi-phase modulated signal with a chip rate of 1.023 MHz.
Therefore, the null-to-null bandwidth of the main lobe of the spectrum is 2.046
MHz. Each chip is about 977.5 ns (1/ 1.023 MHz) long. The transmitting band-
width of the GPS satellite in the L1 frequency is approximately 20 MHz to
accommodate the P code signal; therefore, the C/ A code transmitted contains
the main lobe and several sidelobes. The total code period contains 1,023 chips.
With a chip rate of 1.023 MHz, 1,023 chips last 1 ms; therefore, the C/ A code
is 1 ms long. This code repeats itself every millisecond. The spectrum of a C/ A
code is shown in Figure 5.2.

In order to find the beginning of a C/ A code in the received signal only a
very limited data record is needed such as 1 ms. If there is no Doppler effect
on the received signal, then one millimeter of data contains all the 1,023 chips.
Different C/ A codes are used for different satellites. The C/ A code belongs to
the family of Gold codes,(5) which will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 5.3 shows the GPS data format. The first row shows a C/ A code with
1,023 chips; the total length is 1 ms. The second row shows a navigation data
bit that has a data rate of 50 Hz; thus, a data bit is 20 ms long and contains
20 C/ A codes. Thirty data bits make a word that is 600 ms long as shown in
the third row. Ten words make a subframe that is 6 seconds long as shown in
row four. The fifth row shows a page that is 30 seconds long and contains 5
subframes. Twenty-five pages make a complete data set that is 12.5 minutes
long as shown in the sixth row. The 25 pages of data can be referred to as a
superframe.

The parameters mentioned in Section 4.10 are contained in the first three
subframes of a page. If one can receive the information of these three subframes
from four or more satellites, the user location can be found. Theoretically, one
can take a minimum of about 18 seconds of data from four satellites and be
able to calculate the user position. However, the subframes from each satellite
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FIGURE 5.2 Spectrum of a C/ A code.

will not reach the receiver at the same time. Besides, one does not know when
the beginning of subframe 1 will be received. A guaranteed way to receive the
first three subframes is to take 30 seconds (or one page) of data. Thus, one can
take a minimum of 30 seconds of data and calculate the user position.

5.6 GENERATION OF C/ A CODE(1,2,6)

The GPS C/ A signals belong to the family of Pseudorandom noise (PRN)
codes known as the Gold codes. The signals are generated from the product
of two 1,023-bit PRN sequence G1 and G2. Both G1 and G2 are generated by
a maximum-length linear shift register of 10 stages and are driven by a 1.023
MHz clock. Figure 5.4 shows the G1 and G2 generators. Figure 5.4a shows the
G1 generator and Figures 5.4b and 5.4c show the G2 generator. Figure 5.4c is
a simplified notation of Figure 5.4b.

The basic operating principles of these two generators are similar; therefore,
only G2 will be discussed in detail. A maximum-length sequence (MLS) gener-
ator can be made from a shift register with proper feedback. If the shift register
has n bits, the length of the sequence generated is 2n

− 1. Both shift generators
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FIGURE 5.3 GPS data format.

in G1 and G2 have 10 bits, thus, the sequence length is 1,023 (210
− 1). The

feedback circuit is accomplished through modulo-2 adders.
The operating rule of the modulo-2 adder is listed in Table 5.2. When the

two inputs are the same the output is 0, otherwise it is 1. The positions of the
feedback circuit determine the output pattern of the sequence. The feedback
of G1 is from bits 3 and 10 as shown in Figure 5.4a and the corresponding
polynomial can be written as G1: 1 + x3 + x10. The feedback of G2 is from
bits 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10 as shown in Figure 5.4b and the corresponding polynomial
is G2: 1 + x2 + x3 + x6 + x8 + x9 + x10.

In general, the output from the last bit of the shift register is the output of
the sequence as shown in Figure 5.4a. Let us refer to this output as the MLS
output. However, the G2 generator does not use the MLS output as the output.
The output is generated from two bits which are referred to as the code phase
selections through another modulo-2 adder as shown in Figures 5.4b and c. This
G2 output is a delayed version of the MLS output. The delay time is determined
by the positions of the two output points selected.
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FIGURE 5.4 G1, G2 maximum-length sequence generators.

Figure 5.5 shows the C/ A code generator. Another modulo-2 adder is used
to generate the C/ A code, which uses the outputs from G1 and G2 as inputs.
The initial values of the two shift registers G1 and G2 are all 1’s and they must
be loaded in the registers first. The satellite identification is determined by the

TABLE 5.2 Modulo-2 Addition

Input 1 Input 2 Output

0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
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FIGURE 5.5 C/ A code generator.

two output positions of the G2 generator. There are 37 unique output positions.
Among these 37 outputs, 32 are utilized for the C/ A codes of 32 satellites,
but only 24 satellites are in orbit. The other five outputs are reserved for other
applications such as ground transmission.

Table 5.3 lists the code phase assignments. In this table there are five
columns and the first column gives the satellite ID number, which is from 1
to 32.

The second column gives the PRN signal number; and it is from 1 to 37.
It should be noted that the C/ A codes of PRN signal numbers 34 and 37 are
the same. The third column provides the code phase selections that are used to
form the output of the G2 generator. The fourth column provides the code delay
measured in chips. This delay is the difference between the MLS output and the
G2 output. This is redundant information of column 3, because once the code
phase selections are chosen this delay is determined. The last column provides
the first 10 bits of the C/ A code generated for each satellite. These values can be
used to check whether the generated code is wrong. This number is in an octal
format.

The following example will illustrate the use of the information listed in
Table 5.3. For example, in order to generate the C/ A code of satellite 19, the
3 and 6 tabs must be selected for the G2 generator. With this selection, the G2
output sequence is delayed 471 chips from the MLS output. The last column is
1633, which means 1 110 011 011 in binary form. If the first 10 bits generated
for satellite 19 do not match this number, the code is incorrect.
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TABLE 5.3 Code Phase Assignments

Satellite ID GPS PRN Code Phase Code Delay First 10 Chips
Number Signal Number Selection Chips C/ A Octal

1 1 2 ⊕ 6 5 1440
2 2 3 ⊕ 7 6 1620
3 3 4 ⊕ 8 7 1710
4 4 5 ⊕ 9 8 1744
5 5 1 ⊕ 9 17 1133
6 6 2 ⊕ 10 18 1455
7 7 1 ⊕ 8 139 1131
8 8 2 ⊕ 9 140 1454
9 9 3 ⊕ 10 141 1626

10 10 2 ⊕ 3 251 1504
11 11 3 ⊕ 4 252 1642
12 12 5 ⊕ 6 254 1750
13 13 6 ⊕ 7 255 1764
14 14 7 ⊕ 8 256 1772
15 15 8 ⊕ 9 257 1775
16 16 9 ⊕ 10 258 1776
17 17 1 ⊕ 4 469 1156
18 18 2 ⊕ 5 470 1467
19 19 3 ⊕ 6 471 1633
20 20 4 ⊕ 7 472 1715
21 21 5 ⊕ 8 473 1746
22 22 6 ⊕ 9 474 1763
23 23 1 ⊕ 3 509 1063
24 24 4 ⊕ 6 512 1706
25 25 5 ⊕ 7 513 1743
26 26 6 ⊕ 8 514 1761
27 27 7 ⊕ 9 515 1770
28 28 8 ⊕ 10 516 1774
29 29 1 ⊕ 6 859 1127
30 30 2 ⊕ 7 860 1453
31 31 3 ⊕ 8 861 1625
32 32 4 ⊕ 9 862 1712
** 33 5 ⊕ 10 863 1745
** 34* 4 ⊕ 10 950 1713
** 35 1 ⊕ 7 947 1134
** 36 2 ⊕ 8 948 1456
** 37* 4 ⊕ 10 950 1713

*34 and 37 have the same C/ A code.
**GPS satellites do not transmit these codes; they are reserved for other uses.
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A computer program (p5 1) is listed at the end of this chapter to generate
both the MLS and G2 output sequences. The program takes columns 3 and 4
of Table 5.3 as inputs and checks the time delay. If the correct data are used
as inputs, the output will show “OK,” otherwise, it will show “not match.”

A program (p5 2) can be used to generate the C/ A code. The program is an
extension of the program (p5 1) to include the two maximum-length sequence
generators. In the program, the delay time listed in Table 5.3 is used as input
to generate the G2 signal rather than using the code phase selections in column
3. The first 10 bits of the generated C/ A code should be compared with the
result listed in the last column of Table 5.3.

5.7 CORRELATION PROPERTIES OF C/ A CODE(1,2)

One of the most important properties of the C/ A codes is their correlation result.
High autocorrelation peak and low cross-correlation peaks can provide a wide
dynamic range for signal acquisition. In order to detect a weak signal in the
presence of strong signals, the autocorrelation peak of the weak signal must be
stronger than the cross-correlation peaks from the strong signals. If the codes
are orthogonal, the cross correlations will be zero. However, the Gold codes
are not orthogonal but near orthogonal, implying that the cross correlations are
not zero but have small values.

The cross correlation of the Gold code is listed in Table 5.4.(1)

TABLE 5.4 Cross Correlation of Gold Code

Number of Shift Normalized Cross Probability of
Code Period Register Stages Correlation Level Level

P c 2n
− 1 n c odd
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FIGURE 5.6 Auto and cross correlation of C/ A code.

For the C/ A code n c even c 10, thus, P c 1023. Using the relations in the above
table, the cross-correlation values are: −65/ 1023 (occurrence 12.5%), −1/ 1023
(75%), and 63/ 1023 (12.5%). The autocorrelation of the C/ A codes of satellite
19 and the cross correlation of satellites 19 and 31 are shown in Figures 5.6a
and 5.6b respectively. These satellites are arbitrarily chosen.

In Figure 5.6a, the maximum of the autocorrelation peak is 1023, which
equals the C/ A code length. The position of the maximum peak is deliberately
shifted to the center of the figure for a clear view. The rest of the correlation
has three values 63, −1, and −65. The cross-correlation shown in Figure 5.6b
also has three values 63, −1, −65.

These are the values calculated by using equations in Table 5.4. The difference
between the maximum of the autocorrelation to the cross correlation determines
the processing gain of the signal. In order to generate these figures, the outputs
from the C/ A code generator must be 1 and −1, rather than 1 and 0. The mathe-
matical operation to generate these figures will be discussed in the Section 7.7.

5.8 NAVIGATION DATA BITS(2,3,7)

The C/ A code is a bi-phase coded signal which changes the carrier phase
between 0 and p at a rate of 1.023 MHz. The navigation data bit is also bi-
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phase code, but its rate is only 50 Hz, or each data bit is 20 ms long. Since the
C/ A code is 1 ms, there are 20 C/ A codes in one data bit. Thus, in one data
bit all 20 C/ A codes have the same phase. If there is a phase transition due to
the data bit, the phases of the two adjacent C/ A codes are different by ±p. This
information is important in signal acquisition. One can perform signal acquisi-
tion on two consecutive 10 ms of data. Between two consecutive sets of 10 ms
of data there is at most one navigation data bit phase transition. Therefore, one
set of these data will have no data bit phase transition and coherent acquisition
should produce the desired result. Thirty data bits make a navigation word and
10 words make a subframe. Figure 5.3 shows these relations.

The GPS time is given by the number of seconds in one week and this value
is reset every week at the end/ start of a week. At end/ start of a week the cyclic
paging to subframes 1 through 5 will restart with subframe 1 regardless of which
subframe was last transmitted prior to end/ start of week. The cycling of the 25
pages will restart with page 1 of each of the subframes, regardless of which page
was the last to be transmitted prior to the end/ start of week. All upload and
page cutovers will occur on frame boundaries (i.e., modulo 30 seconds relative
to end/ start of week). Accordingly, new data in subframes 4 and 5 may start
to be transmitted with any of the 25 pages of these subframes.

In the following sections the navigation data will be discussed. Only the lim-
ited information used to determine the user position will be included. Detailed
information can be found in references 3 and 7.

5.9 TELEMETRY (TLM) AND HAND OVER WORD (HOW)(2,3,7)

As previously mentioned, five subframes make a page. The first two words of all
the subframes are the telemetry (TLM) and hand over word (HOW). Each word
contains 30 bits and the message is transmitted from bit 1 to bit 30. These two
words are shown in Figure 5.7. The TLM word begins with an 8-bit preamble,
followed by 16 reserved bits and 6 parity bits. The bit pattern of the preamble
is shown in this figure. The bit pattern of the preamble will be used to match
the navigation data to detect the beginning of a subframe.

The HOW word can be divided into four parts.

1. The first 17 bits (1–17) are the truncated time of week (TOW) count that
provides the time of the week in units of 6 seconds. The TOW is the
truncated LSB of the Z count, which will be discussed in the next sec-
tion.

2. The next two bits (18, 19) are flag bits. For satellite configuration 001
(block II satellite) bit 18 is an alert bit and bit 19 is antispoof. Satellites
are procured in blocks. Most block I satellites are experimental ones and
all the satellites in orbit are from block II. When bit 18 c 1, it indicates that
the satellite user range accuracy may be worse than indicated in subframe
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FIGURE 5.7 TLM and HOW words.

1 and the user uses the satellite at the user’s own risk. Bit 19 c 1 indicates
the antispoof mode is on.

3. The following three bits (20–22) are the subframe ID and their values are
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 or (001, 010, 011, 100, and 101) to identify one of the
five subframes. These data will be used for subframe matching.

4. The last 8 bits (23–30) are used for parity bits.

5.10 GPS TIME AND THE SATELLITE Z COUNT(3)

GPS time is used as the primary time reference for all GPS operation. GPS
time is referenced to a universal coordinated time (UTC). The GPS zero time is
defined as midnight on the night of January 5/ morning of January 6, 1980. The
largest unit used in stating GPS time is one week, defined as 604,800 seconds
(7 × 24 × 3600). The GPS time may differ from UTC because GPS time is
a continuous time scale, while UTC is corrected periodically with an integer
number of leap seconds. The GPS time scale is maintained to be within one
ms of UTC (modulo of one second). This means the two times can be different
by an integer number of seconds. A history of the difference of UTC and GPS
time will be shown in Section 5.14.

In each satellite, an internally derived 1.5-second epoch, the Z count, provides
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FIGURE 5.8 Z count and TOW count.

a convenient unit for precise counting and communication time. The Z count has
29 bits consisting of two parts: the 19 least-significant bits (LSBs) referred to as
the time of the week (TOW) and the 10 most-significant bits (MSBs) as the week
number. In the actual data transmitted by the satellite, there are only 27 Z count
bits. The 10-bit week number is in the third word of subframe 1. The 17-bit TOW
is in the HOW in every subframe as discussed in the previous section. The two
LSBs are implied through multiplication of the truncated Z count.

The TOW count has a time unit of 1.5 sec and covers one week of time.
Since one week has 604,800 seconds, the TOW count is from 0 to 403,199
because 604,800/ 1.5 c 403,200. The epoch occurs at approximately midnight
Saturday night/ Sunday morning, where midnight is defined as 0000 hours on
the UTC scale, which is nominally referenced to the Greenwich Meridian. Over
the years, the occurrence of the zero-state epoch differs by a few seconds from
0000 hours on the UTC scale. The 17-bit truncated version of the TOW count
covers a whole week and the time unit is 6 sec (1.5 sec × 4), which equals one
subframe time. This truncated TOW is from 0 to 100, 799, because 604,800/ 6
c 100,800.

The timeline is shown in Figure 5.8. In Figure 5.8 the Z count is at the
end and start of a week as shown in the upper part of the figure. The TOW
count consists of the 17 MSBs of the actual 19-bit TOW count at the start
of the next subframe as shown in the lower part of the figure. It is impor-
tant to note that since the TOW count shows the start of the next sub-
frame its value is 1 rather than 0 at the end and start of the week. Multi-
plying the truncated 17-bit TOW count by 4 converts to the actual 19-bit
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TOW count as shown in Figure 5.8. This operation changes the truncated TOW
from 0 to 100,799 to from 0 to 403,199, the full range of the Z count.

The 10 MSBs of the Z count is the week number (WN). It represents the
number of weeks from midnight on the night of January 5, 1980/ morning of
January 6, 1980. The total range of WN is from 0 to 1023. At the expiration
of GPS week, the GPS week number will roll over to zero. Users must add
the previous 1,024 weeks into account when converting from GPS time to a
calendar date.

5.11 PARITY CHECK ALGORITHM(3,7)

In this section the operation of parity bits will be discussed. From Figure 5.9
(in the following section) one can see that each word has 30 bits and 6 of these
are parity bits. These parity bits are used for parity check and to correct the
polarity of the navigation bits. If the parity check fails, the data should not be
used. In order to check parity, 8 parity bits are used. The additional two bits
are the last two bits (also the last two parity bits) from the previous word.

Let Di represent the data bits in a word received by a receiver where i c 1, 2,
3, . . . , 24 represent the source data and i c 25, 26, . . . , 30 represent the parity
bits. The parity encoding equations are listed in Table 5.5, where D*

29 and D*
30

are the twentyninth and thirtieth data of the previous word, ⊕ is the modulo-2
addition and its operation rule is listed in Table 5.2, D25 through D30 are the
parity data.

TABLE 5.5 Parity Encoding Equations

d1 c D1 ⊕ D*30

d2 c D2 ⊕ D*30

d3 c D3 ⊕ D*30
...

d24 c D24 ⊕ D*30

D25 c D*29 ⊕ d1 ⊕ d2 ⊕ d3 ⊕ d5 ⊕ d6 ⊕ d10 ⊕ d11 ⊕ d12 ⊕ d13 ⊕ d14 ⊕ d17 ⊕ d18
⊕d20 ⊕ d23

D26 c D*30 ⊕ d2 ⊕ d3 ⊕ d4 ⊕ d6 ⊕ d7 ⊕ d11 ⊕ d12 ⊕ d13 ⊕ d14 ⊕ d15 ⊕ d18 ⊕ d19
⊕d21 ⊕ d24

D27 c D*29 ⊕ d1 ⊕ d3 ⊕ d4 ⊕ d5 ⊕ d7 ⊕ d8 ⊕ d12 ⊕ d13 ⊕ d14 ⊕ d15 ⊕ d16 ⊕ d19
⊕d20 ⊕ d22

D28 c D*30 ⊕ d2 ⊕ d4 ⊕ d5 ⊕ d6 ⊕ d8 ⊕ d9 ⊕ d13 ⊕ d14 ⊕ d15 ⊕ d16 ⊕ d17 ⊕ d20
⊕d21 ⊕ d23

D29 c D*30 ⊕ d1 ⊕ d3 ⊕ d5 ⊕ d6 ⊕ d7 ⊕ d9 ⊕ d10 ⊕ d14 ⊕ d15 ⊕ d16 ⊕ d17 ⊕ d18
⊕d21 ⊕ d22 ⊕ d24

D30 c D*29 ⊕ d3 ⊕ d5 ⊕ d6 ⊕ d8 ⊕ d9 ⊕ d10 ⊕ d11 ⊕ d13 ⊕ d15 ⊕ d19 ⊕ d22
⊕d23 ⊕ d24
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In using Table 5.5, the first 24 calculations must be carried out first. The
purpose is to generate a new set of data di for i c 1 to 24. If D*

30 c 0, then
from the relation in Table 5.2 di c Di (for i c 1 to 24), which means there is
no sign change. If D*

30 c 1, then Di c 0 changes to di c 1 and Di c 1 changes
to di c 0 (for i c 1 to 24). This operation changes the signs of the source bits.
These values of di are used to check the parity relation given through D25 to
D30.

In a receiver the polarity of the navigation data bits is usually arbitrarily
assigned. The operations listed in Table 5.5 can automatically correct the polar-
ity. If D*

30 c 0, the polarity of the next 24 data bits does not change. If the D*
30

c 1, the polarity of the next 24 data will change. This operation takes care of
the polarity of the bit pattern.

The equations listed in Table 5.5 can be calculated from a matrix operation.
This matrix is often referred as the parity matrix and defined as(7)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

H c










1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1









(5.3)

This matrix matches the last six equations in Table 5.5. If a certain di is present
a 1 will be placed in the matrix. If a certain di does not exist, a zero will
be placed in the matrix. Note that each row in H is simply a cyclic shift of
the previous row except for the last row. In order to use the parity matrix,
the following property must be noted. The similarity between modulo-2 and
multiplication of +1 and −1 must be found first. The results in Table 5.2 are
listed in Table 5.6 again for comparison.

It appears that in order to use +1, −1 multiplication to replace the modulo-2
addition the input should be converted as 0 e +1 and 1 e −1. This operation
can extend to more than two inputs. This designation contradicts the conven-
tional approach from 0 e −1 and 1 e +1. The following steps can be taken
to check parity:

1. Arbitrarily represent the data Di by 1 and 0 and change 1 e −1 and 0
e +1.

2. Change the signs of Di (i c 1 to 24) by multiplying them with D*
30. These

new data are as di for i c 1 to 24.
3. These values of di for i c 1 to 24 are used to multiply each row of the

H matrix element by element. The results are 6 rows and each row has
24 elements. Each element can be one of the three values +1, 0, and −1.
The nonzero terms, which are +1 and −1, are multiplied together and the
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TABLE 5.6 Comparison of Modulo-2 Addition and +1, −1 Multiplication

Modulo-2 Addition Multiplication

Input 1 Input 2 Output Input 1 Input 2 Output

0 0 0 +1 +1 +1
0 1 1 +1 −1 −1
1 0 1 −1 +1 −1
1 1 0 −1 −1 +1

new results should be either +1 or −1. These new results are multiplied
either by D*

29 or D*
30 according to last six equations in Table 5.5.

4. The final results should equal to [D25 D26 D27 D28 D29 D30].
5. The last step is to convert +1, −1 back to 0 and 1 for further processing.

Subframe matching will be discussed in Section 9.4. A program with sub-
frame matching and parity check will be listed at the end of Chapter 9.

5.12 NAVIGATION DATA FROM SUBFRAME 1(3,7)

The data contained in the first three subframes are shown in Figure 5.9. The
minimal parameters required to calculate the user position are contained in these
three subframes.

The data used for calculations of locations of the satellites and the user are
discussed below.

1. Week number (61–70): These ten bits are discussed in Section 5.9. Thus
represents the MSB of the Z counts and indicates the number of weeks
from midnight on the night of January 5, 1980/ morning of January 6,
1980. Users must count the rollover if it is over 1,023 weeks.

2. User range accuracy (73–76): These four bits give the predicted user
range accuracy and its value N ranges from 0–15. The accuracy value X
is:
• If N is 6 or less, X c 2(1 + N/ 2) (rounded-of-values N c 1, X c 2.8; N c

3, X c 5.7; N c 5, X c 11.3).
• If N is 6 or more, but less than 15, X c 2(N − 2).
• N c 15 will indicate the absence of an accuracy prediction and will

advise the user to use that satellite at the user’s risk.
3. Satellite health (77–82): These six bits represent the health indication of

the transmitting satellite. The MSB (bit 77) indicates a summary of the
health of the navigation data, where bit 77 equals:
0 c All navigation data are OK.
1 c Some or all navigation data are bad.
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TABLE 5.7 Codes for Health of Satellite Signal Components

MSB LSB

0 0 0 0 0 e All signals OK.
1 1 1 0 0 e Satellite is temporarily out—do not use this

satellite during current pass.
1 1 1 0 1 e Satellite will be temporarily out–use with caution.
1 1 1 1 0 e Spare
1 1 1 1 1 e More than one combination would be required to

describe anomalies.
All other combinations e Satellite experiencing code modulation and/ or

signal level transmission problem—modulation
navigation data valid; however, user may
experience intermittent tracking problems if
satellite is acquired.

The five LSBs indicate the health of the signal components in Table 5.7.
Additional satellite health data are given in subframes 4 and 5. The data
given in subframe 1 may differ from that shown in subframes 4 and/ or
5 of other satellites, since the latter may be updated at a different time.

4. Issue of data, clock (IODC) (83–84 MSB, 211–218 LSB): These 10-bit
IODC data indicate the issue number of the data set and thereby provide
the user with a convenient means of detecting any change in the correc-
tion parameters. The transmitted IODC will be different from any value
transmitted by the satellite during the preceding seven days. The rela-
tionship between IODC and IODE (in both subframes 2 and 3) will be
discussed in the next section.

5. Estimated group delay differential TGD (197–204): This eight-bit infor-
mation is a clock correction term to account for the effect of satellite
group delay differential. It is used in Equation (4.38).

6. Satellite clock correction parameters: This subframe also contains the
four additional satellite clock correction parameters: toc (219–234), af 0

(271–292), af 1 (249–264), and af 2 (241–248). They are used in Equation
(4.37).

7. In subframe 1 there are some reserved data fields and their locations are
71–72; 91–114; 121–144; 151–174; 181–196. All reserved data fields sup-
port valid parity within their respective words.

The ephemeris parameters in subframe 1 are listed in Table 5.8.

5.13 NAVIGATION DATA FROM SUBFRAMES 2 AND 3(3,7)

Figures 5.9b and c show the following ephemeris data contained in subframes
2 and 3:
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TABLE 5.8 Ephemeris Parameters in Subframe 1

Number Scale
of Factor Effective

Parameter Location Bits (LSB) Range** Units

WN: Week number 61-70 10 1 week
Satellite accuracy 73–76 4
Satellite health 77–82 6 1
IODC: Issue of data, clock 83–84 10

211–218
TGD: Satellite group delay

differential 197–204 8* 2−31 seconds
toe: Satellite clock correction 219–234 16 24 604,784 seconds
af 2: Satellite clock correction 241–248 8* 2−55 sec/ sec2

af 1: Satellite clock correction 249–264 16* 2−43 sec/ sec
af 0: Satellite clock correction 271–292 22* 2−31 seconds

*Parameters so indicated are two’s complement, with the sign bit (+ or − ) occupying the MSB.
**Unless otherwise indicated in this column, effective range is the maximum range attainable with
indicated bit allocation and scale factor.

1. The issue of data, ephemeris (IODE): This parameter has 8 bits and is in
both subframes 2 (61–68) and 3 (271–278). The IODE equals the 8 LSB
of the IODC, which has 10 bits. The IODE provides the user with a con-
venient means for detecting any change in the ephemeris representation
parameters. The transmitted IODE will be different from any value trans-
mitted by the satellite during the preceding six hours. Whenever these
three terms, two IODEs from subframes 2, 3 and the 8 LSBs of the IODC,
do not match, a data set cutover has occurred and new data must be col-
lected.

Any change in the subframe 2 and 3 data will be accomplished in con-
cert with a change in both IODE words. Cutovers to new data will occur
only on hour boundaries except for the first data set of a new upload.
The first data set may be cut in at any time during the hour and therefore
may be transmitted by the satellite for less than one hour. Additionally,
the toe value for at least the first data set transmitted by a satellite after
an upload will be different from that transmitted prior to the cutover.

2. The rest of the ephemeris data: These are listed in Tables 5.9 and 5.10.

3. Spare and reserved data fields: In subframe 2 bit 287 is reserved and bits
288–292 are spared. All spare and reserved data fields support valid parity
within their respective words. Contents of spare data fields are alternating
ones and zeros until they are allocated for a new function. Users are cau-
tioned that the contents of spare data fields can change without warning.
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TABLE 5.9 Ephemeris Parameters in Subframe 2

Number Scale
of Factor Effective

Parameter Location Bits (LSB) Range Units

IODE 61–68 8 (see text)
Crs: Amplitude of 69–84 16 2−5 meters

the sine harmonic
correction terms to
the orbit radius

Dn: Mean motion 91–106 16* 2−43 semicircles/
difference from sec
computed value

M0: Mean anomaly at 107–114; 32* 2−31 semicircle
reference time 121–144

Cuc: Amplitude of the 151–166 16* 2−29 radians
cosine harmonic
correction term to the
argument of latitude
of argument oflatitude

es: Eccentricity 167–174; 32 2−33 dimensionless
181–204 0.03

Cus: Amplitude of the 211–226 16* 2−29 radians
sine harmonic correc-
tion term to the argu-
ment of latitudef
as: Square root of 227–234; 32 2−19 meters1/ 2

the semimajor axis 241–264
toe: Reference time

ephemeris 277–286 16 24 604,784 seconds

5.14 NAVIGATION DATA FROM SUBFRAMES 4 AND 5—SUPPORT

DATA(3,7,8)

Both subframes 4 and 5 are subcommutated 25 times each. The 25 versions
of these subframes are referred to as pages 1 to 25 of each superframe. With
the possible exception of “spare” pages and explicit repeats, each page contains
different data in words 3 through 10, which are from bits 91–300. Subframe 4
has six different formats but only five of them are shown in Figure 5.10a. Five
pages, 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, are in one format. Six pages, 12, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, are
in one format. Page 18 is in one format. Page 25 is in one format, and pages
13, 14, 15, and 17 are in one format. There are a total of 17 pages. Pages 2, 3,
4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are not shown because they have the same format as page
1 through 24 of subframe 5. Subframe 5 has two different formats as shown in
Figure 5.10b.

The information in subframes 4 and 5 and its applications are listed below:
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TABLE 5.10 Ephemeris Parameters in Subframe 3

Number Scale
of Factor Effective

Parameter Location Bits (LSB) Range Units

Cic: Amplitude of the 61–76 16* 2−29 radians
cosine harmonic
correction term to
angle of inclination

Q e: Longitude of 77–84;
ascending node of orbit 91–114 32* 2−31 semicircles
plane at weekly epoch

Cis: Amplitude of the 121–136 16* 2−29 radians
sine harmonic correction
term to angle of inclina-
tion

i0: Inclination angle at 137–144; 32* 2−31 semicircles
reference time 151–174

Crc: Amplitude of the 181–196 16* 2−5 meters
sine harmonic correction
term to the orbit radius

q: Argument of perigee 197–204; 32* 231 semicircles
211–234

Q̇ : Rate of right 241–264 24* 2−43 semicircles/
ascension sec

IDOE 271–278 (see text)
idot: Rate of inclination 279–292 14* 2−43 semicircles/

angle sec

1. Subframe 4:

• Pages 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 contain the almanac data for satellite
25 through 32. These pages may be designated for other functions. The
satellite ID of that page defines the format and content.

• Page 17 contains special messages.

• Page 18 contains ionospheric and universal coordinated time (UTC).

• Page 25 contains antispoof flag, satellite configuration for 32 satellites,
and satellite health for satellites 25–32.

• Pages 1, 6, 11, 12, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24 are reserved.

• Pages 13, 14, and 15 are spares.

2. Subframe 5:

• Pages 1–24 contain almanac data for satellites 1 through 24.

• Page 25 contains satellite health for satellites 1 through 24, the almanac
reference time, and the almanac reference week number.
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TABLE 5.11 UTC Parameters

Parameter** Number of Bits Scale Factor Effective Range*** Units

A0 32* 2−30 seconds
A1 24* 2−50 sec/ sec
DtLS 8 1 seconds
tot 8 212 602,112 seconds
W Nr 8 1 weeks
W NLSF 8 1 weeks
DN 8**** 1 7 days
DtLSF 8* 1 seconds

*Parameters so indicated are two’s complement, with the sign bit (+ or − ) occupying the MSB.
**See Figure 5.9a for bit allocation in subframe 4.
***Unless otherwise indicated in this column, effective range is the maximum range attainable
with indicated bit allocation and scale factor.
****Right justified.

3. Almanac data: The almanac parameters provided in subframes 4 and 5
are: es, toa, Q̇ ,

f
as, Q e, q, M0, af 0, and af 1. The almanac data are much

less accurate than the detailed ephemeris data of subframes 2 and 3. How-
ever, the almanac data are valid for longer periods of time and do not
require frequency updates.

4. Translation of GPS time to UTC time: In page 18 of subframe 4 the
parameters in Table 5.11 are included.

The GPS/ UTC time relationship is given by:(3,7)

tUTC c (tE − DtUTC){modulo 86400 seconds} (5.4)

where tUTC is in seconds and

DtUTC c DtLS + A0 + A1[tE − tot + 604800(W N − W Nt)] seconds (5.5)

tE: GPS time as estimated by the user on the basis of correcting tSV for
factors given in the subframe 1 clock correction discussion as well as
for ionospheric and satellite (dither) effects.

tSV: effective satellite pseudorange code phase time at message of trans-
mission time.

DtLS: delta time due to leap seconds.

A0, A1: constant and first-order terms of polynomial.

tot: reference time for UTC data.

W N: current week number (derived from subframe 1).

W Nt: UTC reference week number.
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The estimated GPS time (tE) is in seconds relative to end/ start of week.
The reference time for UTC data (tot) is referenced to the start of that
week whose number (W Nt) is given in bits (227–234) of page 18 sub-
frame 4 representing the 8 LSB of the week. The user must account for
the truncated nature of the week number.

Whenever the user’s current time falls within the time span of DN +
3/ 4 to DN + 5/ 4, proper accommodation of the leap second event with a
possible week number transition is provided by the following expression
for UTC:

tUTC c W[modulo(86400 + DtLSF − DtLS)] seconds (5.6)

where

W c (tE − DtUTC − 43200)[modulo 86400] + 43200 seconds (5.7)

The definition of DtUTC given in Equation (5.4) applies throughout the
transition period. Note that when a leap second is added, unconventional
time values of the form 23 : 59 : 60.xxx are encountered. Some user equip-
ment may be designed to approximate UTC by decrementing the running
count of time within several seconds after the event, thereby promptly
returning to a proper time indication. Whenever a leap second event is
encountered, the user equipment must consistently implement carries or
borrows into any year/ week/ day counts. Table 5.12 gives the past history
of the difference between the GPS and the UTC times.(8) In 19 years the
difference is 13 seconds.

TABLE 5.12 Difference Between GPS and UTC Times

Date GPS-UTC Time (sec)

6 Jan 1980 0 (Start of GPS system time)
1 Jul 1981 1
1 Jul 1982 2
1 Jul 1983 3
1 Jul 1985 4
1 Jan 1988 5
1 Jan 1990 6
1 Jan 1991 7
1 Jul 1992 8
1 Jul 1993 9
1 Jul 1994 10
1 Jan 1996 11
1 Jul 1997 12
1 Jan 1999 13
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The tendency is that most of the modern navigation equipment uses
GPS time as the time base. Therefore, the translation from GPS time to
UTC time may no longer be needed in modern equipment.

5. Ionospheric data: In page 18 subframe 4, there are eight ionospheric
data: a0 (69–76), a1 (77–84), a2 (91–98), a3 (99–106), b0 (107–114),
b1 (121–128), b2 (129–136), b3 (137–144). These data can be used to
correct the time received from the satellite for ionospheric effect. The
applications of these data are discussed in the next section.

5.15 IONOSPHERIC MODEL(3,7–10)

The atmosphere around the earth will affect the traveling speed of the GPS sig-
nal and cause measurement errors. These errors should be corrected. For GPS
application, the atmosphere is usually divided into two portions: the ionosphere
and the troposphere. Troposphere is the closer of the two to the surface of the
earth while ionosphere is above the troposphere. The troposphere contains neu-
tral particles and ionosphere contains free ions. The ionosphere will cause a
code delay but a carrier phase advance.(10) This section presents a correction
model for the ionospheric error.

Besides the selectivity availability (SA), which will be discussed in the next
section, the ionospheric effect can cause one of the most significant position
errors in a GPS receiver. If a receiver operates on both the L1 and L2 frequen-
cies, such as in a military receiver, the time delay Dt1 at frequency L1 caused
by the ionospheric effect can be calculated as(9)

Dt1 c
f 2

2

f 2
1 − f 2

2

d(Dt) (5.8)

where f 1 and f 2 are the frequencies at L1 and L2 respectively, d(Dt) is the
measured time difference between frequencies f 1 and f 2 from the same satellite.
This Dt1 can be considered as the measured value.

In most commercial GPS receivers only the L1 frequency is available. The
ionospheric data collected from subframe 4 can be used to reduce the iono-
spheric effect; this is often referred to as the single-frequency ionospheric
model. Using this model one can reduce the user root mean square (rms) posi-
tion error caused by ionospheric effect at least by 50 percent.(7)

The ionospheric model is(3,7)

Tiono c





T ∗ [ 5.0 ∗ 10−9 + (AMP) �1 − x2

2
+

x4

24 � ] if |x | < 1.57

T ∗ (5.0 ∗ 10−9) if |x | ≥ 1.57






(sec)

(5.9)
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where Tiono is the addition delay time and

AMP c








3

∑
n c 0

anf
n
m if AMP ≥ 0

if AMP < 0 AMP c 0









(sec) (5.10)

x c 2p(t − 50400)
PER

(radians) (5.11)

PER c








3

∑
n c 0

bnf
n
m if PER ≥ 72, 000

if PER < 72, 000 PER c 72, 000









(sec) (5.12)

T c 1.0 + 16.0[0.53 − y]3 (5.13)

where an and bn with (n c 0, 1, 2, 3) are the ionospheric data obtained from
the satellite and y is the elevation angle between the user and satellite.

Other equations that must be solved are

fm c fi + 0.064 cos(li − 1.617)(semicircles) (5.14)

li c lu +
w cos A
cos fi

(semicircle) (5.15)

fi c {Lu + w cos A if |fi | ≤ 0.416
+0.416 if fi > +0.416
−0.416 if fi < −0.401

} (semicircle) (5.16)

w c 0.00137
y + 0.11

+ 0.022(semicircle) (5.17)

t c 4.32 ∗ 104li + GPS time(sec) (5.18)

where 0 ≤ t < 86400; therefore, if t ≥ 86400 seconds, subtract 86400 seconds;
if t < 0 seconds, add 86400 seconds.

The terms used in computation of ionospheric delay are as follows:

Satellite-Transmitted Terms

an: The coefficients of a cubic equation representing the amplitude of the
vertical delay (4 coefficients—8 bits each).

bn: the coefficients of a cubic equation representing the period of the model
(4 coefficients—8 bits each).
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Receiver-Generated Terms

y: elevation angle between the user and satellite (semicircles).
A: azimuth angle between the user and satellite, measured clockwise positive

from true North (semicircles).
Lu: user geodetic latitude (semicircle).
lu: user geodetic longitude (semicircle).
GPS time: receiver-computed system time.

Computed Terms

x: phase (radians).
T: obliquity factor (dimensionless).
t: local time (sec).
fm: geomagnetic latitude of the earth projection of the ionospheric intersec-

tion point (mean ionospheric height assumed 350 km) (semicircle).
li: geomagnetic latitude of the earth projection of the ionospheric intersec-

tion point (semicircle).
fi: geomagnetic latitude of the earth projection of the ionospheric intersec-

tion point (semicircle).
w: earth’s central angle between user position and earth projection of iono-

spheric intersection point (semicircles).

5.16 TROPOSPHERIC MODEL(11)

Compared with the ionospheric effect, the tropospheric effect is about an order
of magnitude less. The satellites do not transmit any data to correct for the
tropospheric effect. There are many models to correct the error. Here only a
simple model will be presented. The delay in meters is given by:(11)

D c 2.47
sin y + 0.0121

meters (5.19)

where y is the elevation angle between the user and satellite.

5.17 SELECTIVITY AVAILABILITY (SA) AND TYPICAL POSITION

ERRORS(8,12–15)

The selectivity availability is aimed to degrade the performance of the GPS.
It was put in effect on March 25, 1990. In accordance with the current pol-
icy of the U.S. Department of Defense, the signal available from the GPS is
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TABLE 5.13 Observed GPS Positioning Errors with Typical

Standard Positioning Service (SPS) Receiver(15)

Typical Range Error Magnitude
Error Source (meters 1j )

Selective availability 24.0
Ionospheric* 7.0
Tropospheric** 0.7
Satellite clock & ephemeris 3.6
Receiver noise 1.5

*After applying Ionospheric model. Actual values can range between
approximately 1–30 m.
**After applying tropospheric model.

actually a purposefully degraded version of the C/ A code. The signal degrada-
tion is achieved by dithering the satellite clock frequency and providing only
a coarse description of the satellite ephemeris. This policy, known as selective
availability, effectively raises the value of the user range error by a factor of
four or more. The selectivity availability affects only the performance of a GPS
receiver, it does not impact the design of the receiver. A Presidential Decision
Directive (PDD) released in March 1996 states that the selectivity availability
will be turned off within 10 years.

Some typical position errors caused by different effects are listed below. The
distance error given in meters for one standard deviation (1j ) is listed in the
Table 5.13.

5.18 SUMMARY

In this chapter the C/ A code signal of the L1 frequency is discussed. The radio
frequency and the C/ A code length are important information for performing
acquisition and tracking by a receiver. The navigation data are in five subframes.
In order to obtain the data, the beginning of the subframe must be found. There
are parity data that must be checked before the data can be used. The infor-
mation in the first three subframes is enough to find the user position. The
information in the fourth and fifth subframes is support data. Ionospheric and
tropospheric models are introduced to improve receiver accuracy. Selectivity
availability is introduced in the L1 C/ A code signal to deliberately degrade the
user position accuracy.
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% p5 1.m generates MLS and G2 outputs and checks their delay time

% input
% k1, k2: positions of two taps
% k3: delay time
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%
kcinput(’enter [k1 k2 k3] c ’);
inp1c-ones(1,10); % initial condition of register
for jc1:1023;

mlsout(j)cinp1(10); % MLS output
modulocinp1(2)*inp1(3)*inp1(6)*inp1(8)*inp1(9)*inp1(10);
inp1(2:10)cinp1(1:9);
inp1(1)cmodulo;
g2(j)cinp1(k(1))*inp1(k(2)); % G2 output

end
if mlsoutccg2([k(3):1023 1:k(3)-1])

disp(’OK’)
else
disp(’not match’)

end
% p5 2.m generates one of the 32 C/A codes written by D. Akos, modified
by J. Tsui
svnumcinput (’enter the satellite number c ’); % the Satellite’s ID
number
% ca : a vector containing the desired output sequence
% the g2s vector holds the appropriate shift of the g2 code to generate
% the C/A code (ex. for SV#19 - use a G2 shift of g2s(19)c471)
g2s c [5;6;7;8;17;18;139;140;141;251;252;254;255;256;257;258;
469;470;471; ...
472;473;474;509;512;513;514;515;516;859;860;861;862];
g2shiftg2s(svnum,1);
% Generate G1 code

% load shift register
reg c -1*ones(1,10);

%
for i c 1:1023,

g1(i) c reg(10);
slave1 c reg(3)*reg(10);
reg(1,2:10) c reg(1:1:9);
reg(1) c save1;

end,
%
% Generate G2 code
%

load shift register
reg c -1*ones(1,10);

%
for i c 1:1023,

g2(i) c reg(10);
save2 c reg(2)*reg(3)*reg(6)*reg(8)*reg(9)*reg(10);
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reg(1,2:10) c reg(1:1:9);
reg(1) c save2;

end,
%
% Shift G2 code
%
g2tmp(1,1:g2shift)cg2(1,1023-g2shift+1:1023);
g2tmp(1,g2shift+1:1023)cg2(1,1:1023-g2shift);
%
g2 c g2tmp;

%
% Form single sample C/A code by multiplying G1 and G2
%
ss ca c g1.*g2;
ca c ss ca;
% Change to 1 0 outputs
ind1cfind(cacc-1);
ind2cfind(cacc1);
ca(ind1)cones (1,length(ind1));
ca(ind2)czeros (1,length(ind2));
ca(1:10) %print first 10 bits
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CHAPTER SIX

Receiver Hardware
Considerations

6.1 INTRODUCTION(1)

This chapter discusses the hardware of the receiver. Since the basic design of
GPS receiver in this book is software oriented, the hardware presented here
is rather simple. The only information needed for a software receiver is the
sampled data. These sampled or digitized data will be stored in memory to
be processed. For postprocessing the memory size dictates the length of data
record. A minimum of 30 seconds of data is needed to find the user position
as mentioned in Section 5.5. In real-time processing the memory serves as a
buffer between the hardware and the software signal processing. The hardware
includes the radio frequency (RF) chain and analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
Thus, the signal processing software must be capable of processing the digitized
data in the memory at a real-time rate. Under this condition, the size of the
memory determines the latency allowable for the signal processing software.

This chapter will include the discussion of the antenna, the RF chain, and the
digitizers. Two types of designs will be discussed. One is a single channel to
collect real data and the other is an in-phase and quadrature phase (I-Q) chan-
nel to collect complex data. In both approaches, the input signals can be either
down-converted to a lower intermediate frequency (IF) before digitization or
directly digitized at the transmitted frequency. The relation between the sam-
pling frequency and the input frequency will be presented. Some suggestions
on the sampling frequency selection will be included. Two hardware setups to
collect real data will be discussed in detail as examples. The impact of the
number of digitized bits will also be discussed.

A digital band folding technique will be discussed that can alias two or more
narrow frequency bands into the baseband. This technique can be used to alias
the L1 and L2 bands of the GPS into the baseband, or to alias the GPS L1
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frequency and the Russian Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS)
signals into the baseband. If one desires, all three bands, L1, L2, and the
GLONASS, can be aliased into the baseband. With this arrangement the digi-
tized signal will contain the information from all three input bands.

One of the advantages of a software receiver is that the receiver can pro-
cess data collected with various hardware. For example, the data can be real or
complex with various sampling frequencies. A simple program modification in
the receiver should be able to use the data. Or the data can be changed from
real to complex and complex to real such that the receiver can process them.

6.2 ANTENNA(2–4)

A GPS antenna should cover a wide spatial angle to receive the maximum num-
ber of signals. The common requirement is to receive signals from all satellites
about 5 degrees above the horizon. Combining satellites at low elevation angles
and high elevation angles can produce a low value of geometric dilution of pre-
cision (GDOP) as discussed in Section 2.15. A jamming or interfering signal
usually comes from a low elevation angle. In order to minimize the interfer-
ence, sometimes an antenna will have a relatively narrow spatial angle to avoid
signals from a low elevation angle. Therefore, in selecting a GPS antenna a
trade-off between the maximum number of receiving satellites and interference
must be carefully evaluated.

If an antenna has small gain variation from zenith to azimuth, the strength
of the received signals will not separate far apart. In a code division multiple
access (CDMA) system it is desirable to have comparable signal strength from
all the received signals. Otherwise, the strong signals may interfere with the
weak ones and make them difficult to detect. Therefore, the antenna should
have uniform gain over a very wide spatial angle.

If an antenna is used to receive both the L1 (1575.42 MHz) and the L2
(1227.6 MHz), the antenna can either have a wide bandwidth to cover the
entire frequency range or have two narrow bands covering the desired frequency
ranges. An antenna with two narrow bands can avoid interference from the sig-
nals in between the two bands.

The antenna should also reject or minimize multipath effect. Multipath effect
is the GPS signal reflections from some objects that reach the antenna indi-
rectly. Multipath can cause error in the user position calculation. The reflection
of a right-handed circular polarized signal is a left-handed polarized signal. A
right-handed polarized receiving antenna has higher gain for the signals from
the satellites. It has a lower gain for the reflected signals because the polariza-
tion is in the opposite direction. In general it is difficult to suppress the mul-
tipath because it can come from any direction. If the direction of the reflected
signal is known, the antenna can be designed to suppress it. One common mul-
tipath is the reflection from the ground below the antenna. This multipath can
be reduced because the direction of the incoming signal is known. Therefore, a
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GPS antenna should have a low back lobe. Some techniques such as a specially
designed ground plane can be used to minimize the multipath from the ground
below. The multipath requirement usually complicates the antenna design and
increases its size.

Since the GPS receivers are getting smaller as a result of the advance of inte-
grated circuit technology, it is desirable to have a small antenna. If an antenna
is used for airborne applications, its profile is very important because it will be
installed on the surface of an aircraft. One common antenna design to receive a
circular polarized signal is a spiral antenna, which inherently has a wide band-
width. Another type of popular design is a microstrip antenna, sometimes also
referred to as the patch antenna. If the shape is properly designed and the feed
point properly selected, a patch antenna can produce a circular polarized wave.
The advantage of the patch antenna is its simplicity and small size.

In some commercial GPS receivers the antenna is an integral part of the
receiver unit. Other antennas are integrated with an amplifier. These antennas
can be connected to the receiver through a long cable because the amplifier
gain can compensate the cable loss. A patch antenna (M/ A COM ANP-C-114-
5) with an integrated amplifier is used in the data collection system discussed
in this chapter. The internal amplifier has a gain of 26 dB with a noise figure of
2.5 dB. The overall size of the antenna including the amplifier is diameter of
3′′ and thickness about 0.75′′. The antenna pattern is measured in an anechoic
chamber and the result is shown in Figure 6.1a. Figure 6.1b shows the frequency
response of the antenna. The beam of this antenna is rather broad. The gain in
the zenith direction is about +3.5 dBic where ic stands for isotropic circular
polarization. The gain at 10 degrees is about −3 dBic.

6.3 AMPLIFICATION CONSIDERATION(5–7,10)

In this section the signal level and the required amplification will be discussed.
The C/ A code signal level at the receiver set should be at least −130 dBm(5)

as discussed in Section 5.2. The available thermal noise power Ni at the input
of a receiver is:(6)

Ni c kTB watts (6.1)

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant (c 1.38 × 10−23 J/ 8K) T is the tempera-
ture of resistor R (R is not included in the above equation) in Kelvin, B is the
bandwidth of the receiver in hertz, Ni is the noise power in watts. The thermal
noise at room temperature where T c 2908K expressed in dBm is

Ni(dBm) c −174 dBm/ Hz or Ni(dBm) c −114 dBm/ MHz (6.2)

If the input to the receiver is an antenna pointing at the sky, the thermal noise
is lower than room temperature, such as 508K.

For the C/ A code signal, the null-to-null bandwidth is about 2 (or 2.046)
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FIGURE 6.1 Continued.

MHz, thus, the noise floor is at −111 dBm (−114 + 10 log2). Supposing that
the GPS signal is at −130 dBm, the signal is 19 dB (−130 + 111) below the noise
floor. One cannot expect to see the signal in the collected data. The amplification
needed depends on the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) used to generate the
data. A simple rule is to amplify the signal to the maximum range of the ADC.
However, this approach should not be applied to the GPS signal, because the
signal is below the noise floor. If the signal level is brought to the maximum
range of the ADC, the noise will saturate the ADC. Therefore, in this design the
noise floor rather than the signal level should be raised close to the maximum
range of the ADC.

A personal computer (PC)-based card(7) with two ADCs is used to collect
data. This card can operate at a maximum speed of 60 MHz with two 12-bit
ADCs. If both ADCs operate simultaneously, the maximum operating speed is
50 MHz. The maximum voltage to exercise all the levels of the ADC is about
100 mv and the corresponding power is:

P c

(0.1)2

2 × 50
c 0.0001 watt c 0.1 mw c −10 dBm (6.3)
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It is assumed that the system has a characteristic impedance of 50 Q . A simple
way to estimate the gain of the amplifier chain is to amplify the noise floor to
this level, thus, a net gain of about 101 dB (−10 + 111) is needed. Since in
the RF chain there are filters, mixer, and cable loss, the insertion loss of these
components must be compensated with additional gain. The net gain must be
very close to the desired value(10) of 101 dB. Too low a gain value will not
activate all the possible levels of the ADC. Too high a gain will saturate some
components or the ADC and create an adverse effect.

6.4 TWO POSSIBLE ARRANGEMENTS OF DIGITIZATION BY

FREQUENCY PLANS(8,9)

Although many possible arrangements can be used to collect digitized GPS
signal data, there are two basic approaches according to the frequency plan.
One approach is to digitize the input signal at the L1 frequency directly, which
can be referred to as direct digitization. The other one is to down-convert
the input signal to a lower frequency, called the intermediate frequency (IF),
and digitize it. This approach can be referred to as the down-converted ap-
proach.

The direct digitization approach has a major advantage; that is, in this design
the mixer and local oscillator are not needed. A mixer is a nonlinear device,
although in receiver designs it is often treated as a linear device. A mixer
usually generates spurious (unwanted) frequencies, which can contaminate the
output. A local oscillator can be expensive and any frequency error or impu-
rity produced by the local oscillator will appear in the digitized signal. How-
ever, this arrangement does not eliminate the oscillator (or clock) used for the
ADC.

The major disadvantage of direct digitization is that the amplifiers used in
this approach must operate at high frequency and they can be expensive. The
ADC must have an input bandwidth to accommodate the high input frequency.
In general, ADC operating at high frequency is difficult to build and has fewer
effective bits. The number of effective bits can be considered as the useful
bits, which are fewer than the designed number of bits. Usually, the number
of effective bits decreases at higher input frequency. In this approach the sam-
pling frequency must be very accurate, which will be discussed in Section 6.15.
Another problem is that it is difficult to build a narrow-band filter at a higher
frequency, and usually this kind of filter has relatively high insertion loss.

In the down-converted approach the input frequency is converted to an IF,
which is usually much lower than the input frequency. It is easy to build a
narrow-band filter with low insertion loss and amplifiers at a lower frequency
are less expensive. The mixer and the local oscillator must be used and they
can be expensive and cause frequency errors.

Both approaches will be discussed in the following sections. Some consid-
erations are common to both designs and these will be discussed first.
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6.5 FIRST COMPONENT AFTER THE ANTENNA(6)

The first component following the antenna can be either a filter or an ampli-
fier. If the antenna is integrated with an amplifier, the first component after the
antenna is the amplifier. Both arrangements have advantages and disadvantages,
which will be discussed in this section.

The noise figure of a receiver can be expressed as:(6)

F c F1 +
F2 − 1

G1
+

F3 − 1
G1G2

+ · · · +
FN − 1

G1G2 · · · GN1
(6.4)

where Fi and Gi (i c 1, 2, . . . N ) are the noise figure and gain of each individual
component in the RF chain.

If the amplifier is the first component, the noise figure of the receiver is
low and is approximately equal to the noise figure of the first amplifier, which
can be less than 2 dB. The overall noise figure of the receiver caused by the
second component, such as the filter, is reduced by the gain of the amplifier.
The potential problem with this approach is that strong signals in the bandwidth
of the amplifier may drive it into saturation and generate spurious frequencies.

If the first component is a filter, it can stop out-of-band signals from entering
the input of the amplifier. If the filter only passes the C/ A band, the bandwidth
is around 2 MHz. A filter with 2 MHz bandwidth with a center frequency at
1575.42 MHz is considered high Q. Usually, the insertion loss of such a filter is
relatively high, about 2–3 dB, and the filter is bulky. The receiver noise figure
with the filter as the first component is about 2–3 dB higher than the previous
arrangement. Usually, a GPS receiver without special interfering signals in the
neighborhood uses an amplifier as the first component after the antenna to obtain
a low noise figure.

6.6 SELECTING SAMPLING FREQUENCY AS A FUNCTION OF THE C/ A

CODE CHIP RATE

An important factor in selecting the sampling frequency is related to the C/ A
code chip rate. The C/ A code chip rate is 1.023 MHz and the sampling fre-
quency should not be a multiple number of the chip rate. In other words, the
sampling should not be synchronized with the C/ A code rate. For example,
using a sampling frequency of 5.115 MHz (1.023 × 5) is not a good choice. With
this sampling rate the time between two adjacent samples is 195.5 ns (1/ 5.115
MHz). This time resolution is used to measure the beginning of the C/ A
code. The corresponding distance resolution is 58.65 m (195.5 × 3 × 108 m).
This distance resolution is too coarse to obtain the desired accuracy of the user
position. Finer distance resolution should be obtained from signal processing.
With synchronized sampling frequency, it is difficult to obtain fine distance res-
olution. This phenomenon is illustrated as follows.

Figure 6.2 shows the C/ A code chip rate and the sampled data points. Fig-
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FIGURE 6.2 Relation between sampling rate and C/ A code.

ures 6.2a and 6.2b show the synchronized and the unsynchronized sampling,
respectively. In each figure there are two sets of digitizing points. The lower
row is a time-shifted version of the top row.

In Figure 6.2a, the time shift is slightly less than 195.5 ns. These two sets
of digitizing data are exactly the same as shown in this figure. This illustrates
that shifting time by less than 195.5 ns produces the same output data, if the
sampling frequency is synchronized with the C/ A code. Since the two digitized
data are the same, one cannot detect the time shift. As a result, one cannot
derive finer time resolution (or distance) better than 195.5 ns through signal
processing.

In Figure 6.2b the sampling frequency is lower than 5.115 MHz; therefore, it
is not synchronized with the C/ A code. The output data from the time-shifted
case are different from the original data as shown in the figure. Under this
condition, a finer time resolution can be obtained through signal processing
to measure the beginning of the C/ A code. This fine time resolution can be
converted into finer distance resolution.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the Doppler frequency on the C/ A code is about
±6 Hz, which includes the speed of a high-speed aircraft. Therefore, the code
frequency should be considered as in the range of 1.023 × 106 ±6 Hz. The
sampling frequency should not be a multiple of this range of frequencies. In
general, even in the sampling frequency is close to the multiple of this range
of frequencies, the time-shifted data can be the same as the original data for a
period of time. Under this condition, in order to generate a fine time resolution,
a relatively long record of data must be used, which is not desirable.
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6.7 SAMPLING FREQUENCY AND BAND ALIASING FOR REAL DATA

COLLECTION(10)

If only one ADC is used to collect digitized data from one RF channel, the
output data are often referred to as real data (in contrast to complex data). The
input signal bandwidth is limited by the sampling frequency. If the sampling
frequency is f s, the unambiguous bandwidth is f s/ 2. As long as the input signal
bandwidth is less than f s/ 2, the information will be maintained and the Nyquist
sampling rate will be fulfilled. Although for many low-frequency applications
the input signal can be limited to 0 to f s/ 2, in general, the sampling frequency
need not be twice the highest input frequency.

If the input frequency is f i, and the sampling frequency is f s, the input fre-
quency is aliased into the baseband and the output frequency f o is

f o c f i − n fs/ 2 and f o < f s/ 2 (6.5)

where n is an integer. The relationship between the input and the output fre-
quency is shown in Figure 6.3.

When the input is from n fs to (2n + 1)f s/ 2, the frequency is aliased into
the baseband in a direct transition mode, which means a lower input frequency
translates into a lower output frequency. When the input is from (2n + 1)f s/ 2
to (n + 1)f s, it is aliased into the baseband in an inverse transition mode, which
means a lower input frequency translates into a higher output frequency. Either
case can be implemented if the frequency translation is properly monitored.

If the input signal bandwidth is Df , it is desirable to have the minimum
sampling frequency f s higher than the Nyquist requirement of 2Df . Usually,
2.5Df is used because it is impractical to build a filter with very sharp skirt (or
a brick wall filter) to limit the out-of-band signals. Thus, for the C/ A code the
required minimum sampling rate is about 5 MHz. This sampling frequency is
adequately separated from the undesirable frequency of 5.115 MHz. The sam-
pling frequency must be properly selected. Figure 6.4a shows the desired fre-
quency aliasing. The input band is placed approximately at the center of the

FIGURE 6.3 Input versus output frequency of band aliasing.
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FIGURE 6.4 Frequency aliasing for real data collection.

output band and the input and output bandwidths are equal.
Figure 6.4b shows improper frequency aliasing. In Figure 6.4b, the center

frequency of the input signal does not alias to the center of the baseband. The
frequency higher than (2n + 1)f s/ 2 and the portion of the frequency lower than
(2n + 1)f s/ 2 are aliased on top of each other. Therefore, portion of the output
band contains an overlapping spectrum, which is undesirable. When there is a
spectrum overlapping in the output, the output bandwidth is narrower than the
input bandwidth.

In order to alias the input frequency near the center of the baseband, the
following relation must hold,

f o c f i − n( f s/ 2) ≈ f s/ 4 and f s > 2Df (6.6)

where Df is the bandwidth of input signal. The first part of this equation is to put
the aliasing signal approximately at the center of the output band. The second
part states that the Nyquist sampling requirement must hold. If the frequency
of the input signal f i is known, this equation can be used to find the sampling
frequency. Examples will be presented in Sections 6.8 and 6.9.
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6.8 DOWN-CONVERTED RF FRONT END FOR REAL DATA

COLLECTION(8–10)

In this section a down-converted approach to digitize the signal will be dis-
cussed. The IF and sampling frequency will be determined, followed by some
general discussion. A set of hardware to collect data for user location calcula-
tion will be presented.

In this approach the input signal is down converted to an IF, then digitized
by an ADC. In Equation (6.6) there are three unknowns: n, f i, and f s; therefore,
the solutions are not unique. Many possible solutions can be selected to build
a receiver. In the hardware design, the sampling frequency of f s c 5 MHz is
selected. From Equation (6.6) f i c IF c 5n + 1.25 MHz, where n is an integer.
The value of n c 4 is arbitrarily selected and the corresponding IF c 21.25 MHz,
which can be digitized by an ADC.

Of course, one can choose n c 0 and down convert the input frequency to 1.25
MHz directly. In this approach the mixer generates more spurious frequencies.
The input signal is down-converted to from 0.25 to 2.25 MHz, which covers
more than an octave bandwidth. An octave bandwidth means that the highest
frequency in the band is equal to twice the lowest frequency in the band. A
common practice in receiver design is to keep the IF bandwidth under an octave
to avoid generation of in-band second harmonics.

There are many different ways to build an RF front end. The two important
factors are the total gain and filter installations. Filters can be used to reject
out-of-band signals and limit the noise bandwidth, but they add insertion loss.
If multiple channels are used, such as in the I-Q channels, filters may increase
the difficulty of amplitude and phase balancing. The locations of filters in a
receiver affect the performance of the RF front end.

The personal computer–based ADC card discussed in Section 6.3 is used as
the ADC. It requires about 100 mv input voltage or −10 dBm to activate all the
bits. A net gain of 101 dB is required to achieve this level. If a digital scope
is used as the ADC(8,9) because of the built-in amplifiers in the scope, it can
digitize a rather weak signal. In this kind of arrangement, only about 90 dB
gain is used.

Two RF front-end arrangements are shown in Figure 6.5. The major differ-
ence between Figures 6.5a and b is in the amplifiers. In Figure 6.5a amplifiers
2, 3, and 4 operate at IF, which costs less than amplifiers operating at RF. Fil-
ter 1 is used to limit the input bandwidth. Filter 2 is used to limit the spurious
frequencies generated by the mixer, and filter 3 is used to limit noise gener-
ated by the three amplifiers. Although Figure 6.5a is the preferred approach, in
actual laboratory experiments Figure 6.5b is used because of the availability of
amplifiers.

In Figure 6.5b, the M/ A COM ANP-C-114-5 antenna with amplifier is used.
Amplifier 1 is an integrated part of the antenna with a 26 dB gain and a 2.5
dB noise figure. The bias T is used to supply 5-volt dc to the amplifier at the
antenna. Filter 1 is centered at 1575.42 MHz with a 3 dB bandwidth of 3.4 MHz,
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FIGURE 6.5 Two arrangements of data collection.

which is wider than the desired value of 2 MHz. Amplifiers 2 and 3 provide a
total of 60 dB gain. The frequency of the local oscillator is at 1554.17 MHz.
The mixer-down converts the input frequency from 1575.42 to 21.25 MHz.
In this frequency conversion, high input frequency transforms to high output
frequency. The attenuator placed between the mixer and the oscillator is used to
improve impedance matching and it reduces the power to the mixer. After the
mixer an IF amplifier with 24 dB of gain is used to further amplify the signal.
Finally, filter 2 is used to reject spurious frequencies generated by the mixer
and limit the noise bandwidth. Filter 2 has a center frequency of 21.25 MHz
and bandwidth of 2 MHz. If filter 2 is not used all the noise will alias into the
output band and be digitized by the ADC as shown in Figure 6.3. The overall
gain from the four amplifiers is 110 dB (26 + 30 + 30 + 24). Subtracting the
insertion losses from the filters, bias T , and mixer, the gain is slightly over 100
dB. There is no filter after the mixer because it is not available.
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6.9 DIRECT DIGITIZATION FOR REAL DATA COLLECTION(8,9)

Direct digitization at RF is a straightforward approach. The only components
required are amplifiers and two filters. The amplifiers must provide the desired
RF gain. One filter is used after the first amplifier to limit out-of-band signal
and the second filter is placed in front of the ADC to limit the noise bandwidth.
A direct digitization arrangement is shown in Figure 6.6. In this arrangement
the second filter is very important. Without this filter the noise in the collected
data can be very high and it will affect signal detection.

In the direct sampling case, the frequency of the input signal is fixed; one
must find the correct sampling frequency f s to avoid band overlapping in the
output. In this approach there are two unknowns: f s and n, in Equation (6.6).
An exact solution is somewhat difficult to obtain. However, the problem can
be easily solved if the approximate sampling frequency is known.

Let us use an example to illustrate the operation. In this example, the input
GPS L1 signal is at 1575.42 MHz, and the sampling frequency is about 5 MHz.
First use Equation (6.5) with f o c 1.25 MHz, f i c 1575.42 MHz, and f s c

5 MHz to find n c 629.66. Round off n c 630 and use f o c f s/ 4 in Equation
(6.6). The result is f s c 5.009 MHz and the center is aliased to 1.252 MHz.

In one arrangement a scope is used to collect digitized data because the
personal computer–based ADC card cannot accommodate the frequency of the
input signal. The scope has a specified bandwidth of dc-1000 MHz, but it can
digitize a signal at 1600 MHz with less sensitivity. The scope can operate at
5 MHz, but the sampling frequency cannot be fine-tuned. If 5 MHz is used to
sample the input frequency, the center frequency will be aliased to 420 KHz.
Since the bandwidth of the C/ A code is 2 MHz, there is band overlapping with
the center frequency at 420 KHz as shown in Figure 6.7.

Actual GPS data were collected through this arrangement. Although there
is band overlapping, the data could still be processed, because the overlapping
range is close to the edge of the signal where the spectrum density is low. In
this arrangement, the overall amplification is reduced because the scope can
digitize weak signals.

In another arrangement, an experimental ADC built by TRW is used. The
ADC can sample only between approximately 80 to 120 MHz, limited by the
circuit around the ADC. In order to obtain digitized data at 5 MHz, the output

FIGURE 6.6 Arrangement for Direct Digitization.
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FIGURE 6.7 Band aliasing for direct sampling of the L1 frequency at 5 MHz.

from the ADC is decimated. For example, if the ADC operates at 100 MHz
and one data point is kept out of every 20 data points, the equivalent sampling
rate is 5 MHz. The actual sampling frequency is selected to be 5.161 MHz; the
input signal is aliased to 1.315 MHz, which is close to the center of the output
band at about 1.29 (5.161/ 4) MHz.

With today’s technology, it is easier to build a down-converted approach, but
the direct digitization is attractive for its simplicity. There is another advantage
for direct digitization, which is to alias more than one desired signal into the
baseband. This approach will be discussed in Section 6.11.

6.10 IN-PHASE (I) AND QUADRANT-PHASE (Q) DOWN

CONVERSION(10)

In many commercial GPS receivers, the input signal is down converted into
I-Q channels. The data collected through this approach are complex and the
two sets of data are often referred to as real and imaginary. Since there are two
channels, the Nyquist sampling is f s c Df . A common practice is to choose
f s > 1.25Df to accommodate the skirt of the filter. The relation between the
input and the output frequencies is

f o c f i − n fs and f o < f s (6.7)

where n is a positive integer. The relation between the input and output band
is shown in Figure 6.8. In the I-Q channel digitization, as long as Df < f s there
is no spectrum overlapping in the output baseband.
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FIGURE 6.8 Frequency aliasing for complex data collection.

A common frequency selection is shown in Figure 6.8. The center of the
output frequency is placed at zero. This approach usually can be achieved only
through a down-converted design, and the input frequency f i is usually set to
zero or to a multiple of the sampling frequency f s. In this arrangement, the
input frequency is divided into two equal bands. The lower input frequency is
aliased to a higher frequency in the baseband and the higher input frequency is
aliased to a lower frequency as shown in Figure 6.8. This phenomenon affects
the data conversion procedure discussed in Section 6.14.

There are two ways to build an I-Q down converter as shown in Figure 6.9.
In Figure 6.9a, a 90-degree phase shift is introduced in the input circuit. In Fig-
ure 6.9b, the 90-degree phase shift is introduced in the oscillator circuit. Both
approaches are popularly used. If one wants the output frequency to be zero, the
local oscillator is often selected as the input signal or at 1575.42 MHz. For a wide-
band receiver the I-Q approach can double the input bandwidth with the same
sampling frequency. Since the GPS receiver bandwidth is relatively narrow, this
approach is not needed to improve the bandwidth. This approach uses more hard-
ware because one additional channel is required. The amplitude and phase of the
two outputs are difficult to balance accurately. From the software receiver point
of view, there is no obvious advantage of using an I-Q channel down converter.

Actual complex data with zero center frequency have been collected. Since
the acquisition and tracking programs used in this book can process only real
data, the complex data are converted into real data through software. The details
will be presented in Section 6.14.

6.11 ALIASING TWO OR MORE INPUT BANDS INTO A BASEBAND(8,9)

If one desires to receive signals from two separate bands, the straightforward
way is to use two mixers and two local oscillators to covert the two input bands
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FIGURE 6.9 I and Q down converter.

into desired IF ranges such as adjacent bands, combine, and digitize them. if
direct digitization is used and the correct sampling frequency is selected, two
input bands can be aliased into a desired output band. Figure 6.10 shows the
arrangement of aliasing two input bands into the baseband for a real data col-
lection system.

The aliased signals in the baseband can be either overlapped or separated.
In Figure 6.10 the two signals in the baseband are separated. Separated bands
have better signal-to-noise ratio because the noise in the two bands is separated.
Separated spectra occupy a wider frequency range and require a higher sampling
rate. The overlapped bands have lower signal-to-noise ratio because the noise of
two bands is added together. Overlapped spectra occupy a narrower bandwidth
and require a lower sampling rate. The aliasing scheme can be used to fold more
than two input bands together and it also applies to complex data collection.
Before the input bands can be folded together, analog filters must be used to
properly filter the desired input bands.

FIGURE 6.10 Aliasing two input bands to baseband.
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FIGURE 6.11 Aliasing of L1 and L2 bands to baseband.

Let us use three examples to illustrate the band aliasing idea. In the first
example the two P code channels from both L1 and L2 frequencies are aliased
into two separated bands in the baseband. Since the P code has a bandwidth of
approximately 20 MHz, two P code bands will occupy 40 MHz. The minimum
sampling frequency to cover these bands is about 100 MHz (40 × 2.5), if 2.5
rather than the Nyquist sampling rate of 2 is used as the minimum required
sampling rate. The two input frequency ranges are 1565.42–1585.42 MHz and
1217.6–1237.6 MHz for L1 and L2 bands, respectively. It is tedious to solve
the desired sampling frequency. It is easier to solve the sampling frequency
f s through trial and error. The output frequency can be obtained from Equa-
tion (6.5) by increasing the sampling frequency in 100 KHz steps starting from
100 MHz. When the two output frequency ranges are properly aliased into the
baseband, the sampling frequency is the desired one. There are many sampling
frequencies that can fulfill this requirement. One of the lower sampling fre-
quencies is arbitrarily selected, such as f s c 107.8 MHz. With this sampling
frequency, the L1 band is aliased to 2.32–22.32 MHz, and the L2 band is aliased
to 31.8–51.8 MHz. These two bands are not overlapped and they are within the
baseband of 0–53.9 ( f s/ 2) MHz. Figure 6.11 shows such an arrangement.

In the second example, the same two bands are allowed to partially overlap
after they are aliased into the baseband. The sampling frequency can be found
through the same approach. The output bandwidth can be as narrow as 20 MHz,
when the input bands are totally overlapped. Therefore, the minimum sampling
frequency is about 50 MHz. if the sampling frequency f s c 57.8 MHz, the L1
frequency aliases to 3.8–23.8 MHz and L2 aliases to 4.82–24.82 MHz and they
are partially overlapped. The output bandwidth is from 0 to 28.9 ( f s/ 2) MHz.

The third example is to alias the C/ A band of the GPS signal and Russia’s
GLONASS signal into separate bands in the baseband. The GLONASS is Rus-
sia’s standard position system, which is equivalent to the GPS system of the
United States. The GLONASS uses bi-phase coded signals with 24 channels
at frequencies 1602 + 0.5625 n where n is an integer representing the chan-
nel number. A future plan to revise the frequency channels used will eliminate
a number of the upper channels. Therefore, only the 1–12 channels will be
considered. The center frequency of these 12 channels is at 1605.656 (1602 +
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0.5625 × 6.5) MHz. The total bandwidth is 7.3125 (0.5625 × 13) MHz. For sim-
plicity let us use a 7.5 MHz bandwidth, the signal frequency is approximately
1601.9–1609.4 MHz. Including the C/ A code of the GPS signal, the overall
bandwidth is about 9.5 MHz. The minimum sampling frequency can be 23.75
(9.5 × 2.5) MHz. If f s c 35.1 MHz, the GPS channel is aliased to 12.47–14.47
MHz, the GLONASS to 4.8–12.35 MHz, and both signals are within the 0 to
17.55 ( f s/ 2) MHz baseband. Hardware has been built to test this idea. The
collected data contain both the GPS and the GLONASS signals.

6.12 QUANTIZATION LEVELS(11–13)

As discussed in Section 5.3, GPS is a CDMA signal. In order to receive the
maximum of signals, it is desirable to have comparable signal strength from all
visible satellites at the receiver. Under this condition, the dynamic range of a
GPS receiver need not be very high. An ADC with a few bits is relatively easy
to fabricate and may operate at high frequency. Another advantage of using
fewer bits is that it is easier to process the digitized data, especially when they
are processed through hardware. The disadvantage of using fewer bits is the
degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio. Spilker(11) indicated that a 1-bit ADC
degrades the signal-to-noise ratio by 1.96 dB and a 2-bit ADC degrades the
signal-to-noise by 0.55 dB. Many commercial GPS receivers use only 1- or
2-bit ADCs.

Chang(12) claims that the degradation due to the number of bits of the ADC
is a function of input signal-to-noise ratio and sampling frequency. Low signal-
to-noise ratio signal sampled at a higher frequency causes less degradation in a
receiver. The GPS signal should belong to the low signal-to-noise ratio because
the signal is below the noise. At a Nyquist sampling rate, the minimum degra-
dation is about 3.01 and 0.72 dB for 1- and 2-bit quantizers, respectively. At
five times the Nyquist sampling rate, the minimum degradation is 2.18 and .60
dB for 1- and 2-bit quantizers, respectively. These values are slightly higher
than the results in reference 11.

The only time that a high number of bits in ADC is required in a GPS
receiver is to build a receiver with antijamming capability. Usually, the jam-
ming signal is much stronger than the desired GPS signals. An ADC with a
small number of bits will be easily saturated by the jamming signal. Under this
condition, the GPS signals might be masked by the jamming signal and the
receiver cannot detect the desired signals. If an ADC with a large number of
bits is used, the dynamic range of the receiver is high. Under this condition,
the jamming signal can still disturb the operation; however, the weak GPS sig-
nals are preserved in the digitized data. If proper digital signal processing is
applied, the GPS signals should be recovered. This problem can be considered
in the frequency domain. Assume that there are two signals, a strong one and a
weak one, and they are close in frequency. In order to receive both signals, the
receiver must have enough instantaneous dynamic range, which is defined as
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the capability to receive strong and weak signals simultaneously. If the ADC
does not have enough dynamic range, the weak signal may not be received.
Reference 12 provides more information on this subject.

6.13 HILBERT TRANSFORM(10)

In this book a single channel is used to collect data and the software is written
to process real data. If a software receiver is designed to process complex data
and only real data are available, the real data can be changed to complex data
through the Hilbert transform.(10) A detailed discussion on the Hilbert transform
will not be included. Only the procedure will be presented here.

First the Hilbert transform from Matlab will be presented. The approach is
through discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or fast Fourier transform (FFT). The
following steps are taken:

1. The DFT result can be written as:

X(k) c
N − 1

∑
n c 0

x(n)e
− j2pnk

N (6.8)

where x(n) is the input data, X(k) is the output frequency components, k
c 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, and n c 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. Since the input data are
real, the frequency components have the following properties:

X(k) c X(N − k)* for k c 1 ∼
N
2

− 1 (6.9)

where * represents complex conjugate. If the input data are complex the
relationship in this equation does not exist.

2. Find a new set of frequency components X1(k). They have the following
values:

X1(0) c
1
2

X(0)

X1(k) c X(k) for k c 1 ∼
N
2

− 1

X1 � N
2 � c

1
2

X � N
2 �

X1(k) c 0 for k c

N
2

+ 1 ∼ N − 1 (6.10)
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These new frequency components also have N values from k c 0 to N − 1.

3. The new data x1(n) in time domain can be obtained from the inverse DFT
of the X1(k) as:

x1(n) c
1
N

N − 1

∑
k c 0

X1(k)e
j2pnk

N (6.11)

From this approach, if there are N points of real input data, the result will be N
points of complex data. Obviously, additional information is generated through
this operation. This is caused by padding the X1(k) values with zeros as shown
in Equation (6.10). Padding with zeros in the frequency domain is equivalent
to interpolating in the time domain.(10)

The above method generates N points of complex data from N points of real
data. The new data may increase the processing load without gaining significant
receiver performance improvement. Therefore, another approach is presented,
which is similar to the above Matlab approach, but generates only N/ 2 points
of complex data. In taking real digitized data the sampling frequency f s ≈ 2.5
Df is used and the input signal is aliased close to the center of the baseband.
Under this condition, the frequency component X(N/ 2) should be very small.
The following steps can be taken to obtain complex data:

1. The first step is the same as step 1 (Equation 6.8) in the Matlab approach
to take the FFT of the input signal.

2. The new X1(k) can be obtained as

X1(k) c X(k) for k c 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
N
2

− 1 (6.12)

Therefore, only half of the frequency components are kept.
3. The new data in time domain can be obtained as

x1(n) c
2
N

N
2 − 1

∑
k c 0

X1(k)e
j4pnk

N (6.13)

The final results are N/ 2 points of complex data in the time domain and they
contain the same information as the N points of real data. These data cover the
same length of time; therefore, the equivalent sampling rate of the complex data
is f s1 c f s/ 2. The argument is reasonable because for complex data the Nyquist
sampling rate is f s1 c Df .
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6.14 CHANGE FROM COMPLEX TO REAL DATA

In this section changing complex data to real data will be discussed. The
approach basically reverses the operation in Section 6.13. However, the IF of
the down conversion is very important in this operation. The detail operation
depends on this frequency. One of the common I-Q converter designs is to make
the IF at zero frequency as shown in Figure 6.8. Under this condition, the cen-
ter frequency of the input signal is determined by the Doppler shift. For this
arrangement the following steps can be taken:

1. Take the DFT of x(n) to generate X(k) as shown in Equation (6.8),

X(k) c
N − 1

∑
n c 0

x(n)e
− j2pnk

N (6.14)

where x(n) is complex, k c 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, and n c 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1.
2. Generate a new set of frequency components X1(k) from X(k) as

X1(k) c X � N
2

+ k� for k c 0 ∼
N
2

− 1

X1(k) c X � − N
2

+ k� for k c

N
2

∼ N − 1 (6.15)

In Figure 6.8, the lower input frequency is converted into a higher output
frequency and the higher frequency is converted into a lower frequency.
This operation puts the two separate bands in Figure 6.8 into the correct
frequency range as the input signals. Or one can consider that it shifts
the center of the input signal from zero to f s/ 2. If the IF is not at zero
frequency a different shift is required. If the IF of the I-Q channels is at
f s/ 2, no shift is required and this step can be omitted, because the input
signal will not split into two separate bands.

3. Generate additional frequency components for X1(k) as

X1(N ) c 0

X1(N + k) c X1(N − k)* for k c 1 ∼ N − 1 (6.16)

Including the results from Equation (6.15) there are total 2N frequency
components from k c 0 ∼ 2N − 1.

4. The final step is to find the new data in the time domain through inverse
FFT as
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x1(n) c
1

2N

2N − 1

∑
k c 0

X1(k)e
jpnk

N (6.17)

The N points of complex data generate 2N points of real data and they
contain the same amount of information. These 2N points cover the same
time period; therefore, the equivalent sampling frequency is doubled or
f s1 c 2f s.

Actual complex data are collected from satellites with I-Q channels of zero IF
from Xetron Corporation. The sampling frequency is 3.2 MHz and the Nyquist
bandwidth is also 3.2 MHz. The operations from Equations (6.14) to (6.17)
are used to change these data to real data with IF c 1.6 MHz. The number of
real data is double the number of complex data and the equivalent sampling
frequency is 6.4 MHz. These data are processed and the user position has been
found.

6.15 EFFECT OF SAMPLING FREQUENCY ACCURACY

Although the sampling frequency discussed in this chapter is given a certain
mathematical value, the actual frequency used in the laboratory usually has
limited accuracy. The effect of this inaccuracy will be discussed as follows.

The first impact to be discussed is on the center frequency of the digitized
signal. For the down-converted approach, the sampling frequency inaccuracy
causes a small error in the output frequency. For example, if the IF is at 21.25
MHz and the sampling frequency is at 5 MHz, the digitized output should be at
1.25 MHz. This value can be found from Equation (6.5) and the corresponding n
c 4. If the true sampling frequency f s c 5,000,100 Hz, there is an error frequency
of 100 Hz. The center frequency of the digitized signal is at 1,249,600 Hz.
The error frequency is 400 Hz, which is four times the error in the sampling
frequency because in this case n c 4. This frequency error will affect the search
range of the acquisition procedure.

For a direct digitization system, the error in the sampling frequency will
create a larger error in the output frequency. As discussed in Section 6.9, if
the sampling frequency f s c 5,161,000 Hz, with the input signal at 1575.42
MHz, the output will be 1.315 MHz with n c 305 from Equation (6.5). If f s c

5,161,100 Hz, which is off by 100 Hz from the desired value, the input will be
aliased to 1,284,500 Hz, which is off by 30,500 Hz because n c 305. The fre-
quency error will have a severe impact on the acquisition procedure. Therefore,
for the direct digitization approach the accuracy of the sampling frequency is
rather important.

The second impact of inaccurate sampling frequency is on the processing of
the signal. In a software receiver, both the acquisition and tracking programs
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take the sampling frequency as input. If the actual sampling frequency is off
by too much the acquisition program might not cover the anticipated frequency
range and would not find the signal. For a small error in sampling frequency, it
will not have a significant effect on the acquisition and the tracking programs.
For example, the sampling frequency of 3.2 MHz used to collect the complex
data must be off slightly because all the Doppler frequencies calculated are of
one sign. If the correct sampling frequency is used in the program, the Doppler
frequency should have both positive and negative values because the receiving
antenna is stationary. From these experimental results, no obvious adverse effect
on the acquisition and tracking is discovered due to the slight inaccuracy of the
sampling frequency.

The most important effect of sampling frequency inaccuracy may be the
pseudorange measured. The differential pseudorange is measured by sampling
time, which will be discussed in Section 9.9. If the sampling frequency is not
accurate, the sampling time will be off. The inaccuracy in the pseudorange will
affect the accuracy of the user position measured.

6.16 SUMMARY

This chapter discusses the front end of a GPS receiver. The antenna should
have a broad beam to receive signals from the zenith to the horizon. It should
be right handed circularly polarized to reduce reflected signals. The overall gain
of the amplifier chain depends on the input voltage of the ADC. Usually the
overall gain is about 100 dB. The input signal can either be down converted
and then digitized or directly digitized without frequency translation. Although
direct digitization seems to have some advantages, with today’s technology a
down conversion approach is simpler to build. It appears that I-Q channel down
conversion does not have much advantage over a single channel conversion for
a software GPS receiver. Direct digitization can be used to alias several narrow
input signals into the same baseband. Several experimental setups to collect
data are presented. The number of quantization bits is discussed. One or two
bits may be enough for GPS application with degradation of receiver sensitivity.
If antijamming is of concern, a large number of bits needed. The conversion of
data from real to complex and from complex to real are discussed. Finally, the
impact of sampling frequency accuracy is discussed.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Acquisition of GPS C/ A Code
Signals

7.1 INTRODUCTION

In order to track and decode the information in the GPS signal, an acquisition
method must be used to detect the presence of the signal. Once the signal is
detected, the necessary parameters must be obtained and passed to a tracking
program. From the tracking program information such as the navigation data
can be obtained. As mentioned in Section 3.5, the acquisition method must
search over a frequency range of ±10 KHz to cover all of the expected Doppler
frequency range for high-speed aircraft. In order to accomplish the search in
a short time, the bandwidth of the searching program cannot be very narrow.
Using a narrow bandwidth for searching means taking many steps to cover
the desired frequency range and it is time consuming. Searching through with
a wide bandwidth filter will provide relatively poor sensitivity. On the other
hand, the tracking method has a very narrow bandwidth; thus high sensitivity
can be achieved.

In this chapter three acquisition methods will be discussed: conventional, fast
Fourier transform (FFT), and delay and multiplication. The concept of acquir-
ing a weak signal using a relatively long record will also be discussed. The
FFT method and the conventional method generate the same results. The FFT
method can be considered as a reduced computational version of the conven-
tional method. The delay and multiplication method can operate faster than
the FFT method with inferior performance, that is, lower signal-to-noise ratio.
In other words, there is a trade-off between these two methods that is speed
versus sensitivity. If the signal is strong, the fast, low-sensitivity acquisition
method can find it. If the signal is weak, the low-sensitivity acquisition will
miss it but the conventional method will find it. If the signal is very weak,
the long data length acquisition should be used. A proper combination of these
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approaches should achieve fast acquisition. However, a discussion on combin-
ing these methods is not included in this book.

Once the signals are found, two important parameters must be measured.
One is the beginning of the C/ A code period and the other one is the carrier
frequency of the input signal. A set of collected data usually contains signals of
several satellites. Each signal has a different C/ A code with a different starting
time and different Doppler frequency. The acquisition method is to find the
beginning of the C/ A code and use this information to despread the spectrum.
Once the spectrum is despread, the output becomes a continuous wave (cw)
signal and its carrier frequency can be found. The beginning of the C/ A code
and the carrier frequency are the parameters passed to the tracking program.

In this and the following chapters, the data used are collected from the down-
converted system. The intermediate frequency (IF) is at 21.25 MHz and sam-
pling frequency is 5 MHz. Therefore, the center of the signal is at 1.25 MHz.
The data are collected through a single-channel system by one analog-to-digi-
tal converter (ADC). Thus, the data are considered real in contrast to complex
data. The hardware arrangement is discussed in the previous chapter.

7.2 ACQUISITION METHODOLOGY

One common way to start an acquisition program is to search for satellites that
are visible to the receiver. If the rough location (say Dayton, Ohio, U.S.A.)
and the approximate time of day are known, information is available on which
satellites are available, such as on some Internet locations, or can be computed
from a recently recorded almanac broadcast. If one uses this method for acqui-
sition, only a few satellites (a maximum of 11 satellites if the user is on the
earth’s surface) need to be searched. However, in case the wrong location or
time is provided, the time to locate the satellites increases as the acquisition
process may initially search for the wrong satellites.

The other method to search for the satellites is to perform acquisition on
all the satellites in space; there are 24 of them. This method assumes that one
knows which satellites are in space. If one does not even know which satellites
are in space and there could be 32 possible satellites, the acquisition must be
performed on all the satellites. This approach could be time consuming; a fast
acquisition process is always preferred.

The conventional approach to perform signal acquisition is through hardware
in the time domain. The acquisition is performed on the input data in a contin-
uous manner. Once the signal is found, the information will immediately pass
to the tracking hardware. In some receivers the acquisition can be performed
on many satellites in parallel.

When a software receiver is used, the acquisition is usually performed on a
block of data. When the desired signal is found, the information is passed on
to the tracking program. If the receiver is working in real time, the tracking
program will work on data currently collected by the receiver. Therefore, there
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is a time elapse between the data used for acquisition and the data being tracked.
If the acquisition is slow, the time elapse is long and the information passed
to the tracking program obtained from old data might be out-of-date. In other
words, the receiver may not be able to track the signal. If the software receiver
does not operate in real time, the acquisition time is not critical because the
tracking program can process stored data. It is desirable to build a real-time
receiver; thus, the speed of the acquisition is very important.

7.3 MAXIMUM DATA LENGTH FOR ACQUISITION

Before the discussion of the actual acquisition methods, let us find out the length
of the data used to perform the acquisition. The longer the data record used the
higher the signal-to-noise ratio that can be achieved. Using a long data record
requires increased time of calculation or more complicated chip design if the
acquisition is accomplished in hardware. There are two factors that can limit
the length of the data record. The first one is whether there is a navigation data
transition in the data. The second one is the Doppler effect on the C/ A code.

Theoretically, if there is a navigation data transition, the transition will spread
the spectrum and the output will no longer be a cw signal. The spectrum spread
will degrade the acquisition result. Since navigation data is 20 ms or 20 C/ A
code long, the maximum data record that can be used is 10 ms. The reasoning
is as follows. In 20 ms of data at most there can be only one data transition. If
one takes the first 10 ms of data and there is a data transition, the next 10 ms
will not have one.

In actual acquisition, even if there is a phase transition caused by a navigation
data in the input data, the spectrum spreading is not very wide. For example,
if 10 ms of data are used for acquisition and there is a phase transition at 5
ms, the width of the peak spectrum is about 400 Hz (2/ (5 × 10−3)). This peak
usually can be detected, therefore, the beginning of the C/ A code can be found.
However, under this condition the carrier frequency is suppressed. Carrier fre-
quency suppression is well known in bi-phase shift keying (BPSK) signal. In
order to simplify the discussion let us assume that there is no navigation data
phase transition in the input data. The following discussion will be based on
this assumption.

Since the C/ A code is 1 ms long, it is reasonable to perform the acquisition
on at least 1 ms of data. Even if only one millisecond of data is used for acqui-
sition, there is a possibility that a navigation data phase transition may occur
in the data set. If there is a data transition in this set of data, the next 1 ms of
data will not have a data transition. Therefore, in order to guarantee there is no
data transition in the data, one should take two consecutive data sets to perform
acquisition. This data length is up to a maximum of 10 ms. If one takes two
consecutive 10 ms of data to perform acquisition, it is guaranteed that in one
data set there is no transition. In reality, there is a good probability that a data
record more than 10 ms long does not contain a data transition.
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The second limit of data length is from the Doppler effect on the C/ A code.
If a perfect correlation peak is 1, the correction peak decreases to 0.5 when a
C/ A code is off by half a chip. This corresponds to 6 dB decrease in ampli-
tude. Assume that the maximum allowed C/ A code misalignment is half a chip
(0.489 us) for effective correlation. The chip frequency is 1.023 MHz and the
maximum Doppler shift expected on the C/ A code is 6.4 Hz as discussed in
Section 3.6. It takes about 78 ms (1/ (2 × 6.4)) for two frequencies different
by 6.4 Hz to change by half a chip. This data length limit is much longer than
the 10 ms; therefore, 10 ms of data should be considered as the longest data
used for acquisition. Longer than 10 ms of data can be used for acquisition, but
sophisticated processing is required, which will not be included.

7.4 FREQUENCY STEPS IN ACQUISITION

Another factor to be considered is the carrier frequency separation needed in
the acquisition. As discussed in Section 3.5, the Doppler frequency range that
needs to be searched is ±10 KHz. It is important to determine the frequency
steps needed to cover this 20 KHz range. The frequency step is closely related
to the length of the data used in the acquisition. When the input signal and
the locally generated complex signal are off by 1 cycle there is no correlation.
When the two signals are off less than 1 cycle there is partial correlation. It is
arbitrarily chosen that the maximum frequency separation allowed between the
two signals is 0.5 cycle. If the data record is 1 ms, a 1 KHz signal will change
1 cycle in the 1 ms. In order to keep the maximum frequency separation at 0.5
cycle in 1 ms, the frequency step should be 1 KHz. Under this condition, the
furthest frequency separation between the input signal and the correlating signal
is 500 Hz or 0.5 Hz/ ms and the input signal is just between two frequency bins.
If the data record is 10 ms, a searching frequency step of 100 Hz will fulfill
this requirement. A simpler way to look at this problem is that the frequency
separation is the inverse of the data length, which is the same as a conventional
FFT result.

The above discussion can be concluded as follows. When the input data used
for acquisition is 1 ms long, the frequency step is 1 KHz. If the data is 10 ms
long, the frequency is 100 Hz. From this simple discussion, it is obvious that
the number of operations in the acquisition is not linearly proportional to the
total number of data points. When the data length is increased from 1 ms to
10 ms, the number of operations required in the acquisition is increased more
than 10 times. The length of data is increased 10 times and the number of
frequency bins is also increased 10 times. Therefore, if the speed of acquisition
is important, the length of data should be kept at a minimum. The increase in
operation depends on the actual acquisition methods, which are discussed in
the following sections.
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7.5 C/ A CODE MULTIPLICATION AND FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM

(FFT)

The basic idea of acquisition is to despread the input signal and find the carrier
frequency. If the C/ A code with the correct phase is multiplied on the input
signal, the input signal will become a cw signal as shown in Figure 7.1. The
top plot is the input signal, which is a radio frequency (RF) signal phase coded
by a C/ A code. It should be noted that the RF and the C/ A code are arbitrarily
chosen for illustration and they do not represent a signal transmitted by a satel-
lite. The second plot is the C/ A code, which has values of ±1. The bottom plot
is a cw signal representing the multiplication result of the input signal and the
C/ A code, and the corresponding spectrum is no longer spread, but becomes
a cw signal. This process is sometimes referred to as stripping the C/ A code
from the input.

Once the signal becomes a cw signal, the frequency can be found from the
FFT operation. If the input data length is 1 ms long, the FFT will have a fre-
quency resolution of 1 KHz. A certain threshold can be set to determine whether
a frequency component is strong enough. The highest-frequency component
crossing the threshold is the desired frequency. If the signal is digitized at 5
MHz, 1 ms of data contain 5,000 data points. A 5,000-point FFT generates
5,000 frequency components. However, only the first 2,500 of the 5,000 fre-
quency components contain useful information. The last 2,500 frequency com-
ponents are the complex conjugate of the first 2,500 points. The frequency res-
olution is 1 KHz; thus, the total frequency range covered by the FFT is 2.5

FIGURE 7.1 C/ A coded input signal multiplied by C/ A code.
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MHz, which is half of the sampling frequency. However, the frequency range
of interest is only 20 KHz, not 2.5 MHz. Therefore, one might calculate only 21
frequency components separated by 1 KHz using the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) to save calculation time. This decision depends on the speed of the two
operations.

Since the beginning point of the C/ A code in the input data is unknown, this
point must be found. In order to find this point, a locally generated C/ A code
must be digitized into 5,000 points and multiply the input point by point with
the input data. FFT or DFT is performed on the product to find the frequency.
In order to search for 1 ms of data, the input data and the locally generated
one must slide 5,000 times against each other. If the FFT is used, it requires
5,000 operations and each operation consists of a 5,000-point multiplication
and a 5,000-point FFT. The outputs are 5,000 frames of data and each con-
tains 2,500 frequency components because only 2,500 frequency components
provide information and the other 2,500 components provide redundant infor-
mation. There are a total of 1.25 × 107 (5,000 × 2,500) outputs in the frequency
domain. The highest amplitude among these 1.25 × 107 outputs can be consid-
ered as the desired result if it also crosses the threshold. Searching for the high-
est component among this amount of data is also time consuming. Since only
21 frequencies of the FFT outputs covering the desired 20 KHz are of interest,
the total outputs can be reduced to 105,000 (5,000 × 21). From this approach
the beginning point of the C/ A code can be found with a time resolution of
200 ns (1/ 5 MHz) and the frequency resolution of 1 KHz.

If 10 ms of data are used, it requires 5,000 operations because the signal
only needs to be correlated for 1 ms. Each operation consists of a 50,000-point
multiplication and a 50,000 FFT. There are a total of 1.25 × 108 (5,000 ×
25,000) outputs. If only the 201 frequency components covering the desired 20
KHz are considered, one must sort through 1,005,000 (5,000 × 201) outputs.
The increase in operation time from 1 ms to 10 ms is quite significant. The time
resolution for the beginning of the C/ A code is still 200 ns but the frequency
resolution improves to 100 Hz.

7.6 TIME DOMAIN CORRELATION

The conventional acquisition in a GPS receiver is accomplished in hardware.
The hardware is basically used to perform the process discussed in the previ-
ous section. Suppose that the input data is digitized at 5 MHz. One possible
approach is to generate a 5,000-point digitized data of the C/ A code and multi-
ply them with the input signal point by point. The 5,000-point multiplication is
performed every 200 ns. Frequency analysis such as a 5,000-point FFT is per-
formed on the products every 200 ns. Figure 7.2 shows such an arrangement.
If the C/ A code and the input data are matched, the FFT output will have a
strong component. As discussed in the previous section, this method will gen-
erate 1.25 × 107 (5,000 × 2,500) outputs. However, only the outputs within the
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FIGURE 7.2 Acquisition with C/ A code and frequency analysis.

proper frequency range of ±10 KHz will be sorted. This limitation simplifies
the sorting processing.

Another way to implement this operation is through DFT. The locally gen-
erated local code is modified to consist of a C/ A code and an RF. The RF is
complex and can be represented by e jqt . The local code is obtained from the
product of the complex RF and the C/ A code, thus, it is also a complex quan-
tity. Assume that the L1 frequency (1575.42 MHz) is converted to 21.25 MHz
and digitized at 5 MHz; the output frequency is at 1.25 MHz as discussed in
Section 6.8. Also assume that the acquisition programs search the frequency
range of 1,250 ± 10 KHz in 1 KHz steps, and there are a total of 21 frequency
components. The local code lsi can be represented as

lsi c Cs exp( j2pf it) (7.1)

where subscript s represents the number of satellites and subscript i c 1, 2, 3 . . .
21, Cs is the C/ A code of satellite S, f i c 1,250 − 10, 1,250 − 9, 1,250 − 8, . . .
1250 + 10 KHz. This local signal must also be digitized at 5 MHz and produces
5,000 data points. These 21 data sets represent the 21 frequencies separated by
1 KHz. These data are correlated with the input signal. If the locally generated
signal contains the correct C/ A code and the correct frequency component, the
output will be high when the correct C/ A phase is reached.

Figure 7.3 shows the concept of such an acquisition method. The operation
of only one of these 21 sets of data will be discussed because the other 20
have the same operations. The digitized input signal and the locally generated
one are multiplied point by point. Since the local signal is complex, the prod-
ucts obtained from the input and the local signals are also complex. The 5,000
real and imaginary values of the products are squared and added together and
the square root of this value represents the amplitude of one of the output fre-
quency bins. This process operates every 200 ns with every new incoming input
data point. After the input data are shifted by 5,000 points, one ms of data are
searched. In 1 ms there are 5,000 amplitude data points. Since there are 21
local signals, there are overall 105,000 (5,000 × 21) amplitudes generated in 1
ms. A certain threshold can be set to measure the amplitude of the frequency
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FIGURE 7.3 Acquisition through locally generated C/ A and RF code.

outputs. The highest value among the 105,000 frequency bins that also crosses
the threshold is the desired frequency bin. If the highest value occurs at the kth
input data point, this point is the beginning of the C/ A code. If the highest peak
is generated by the f i frequency component, this frequency component repre-
sents the carrier frequency of the input signal. Since the frequency resolution
is 1 KHz, this resolution is not accurate enough to be passed to the tracking
program. More accurate frequency measurement is needed, and this subject will
be discussed in Section 7.10.

The above discussion is for one satellite. If the receiver is designed to per-
form acquisition on 12 satellites in parallel, the above arrangements must be
repeated 12 times.

7.7 CIRCULAR CONVOLUTION AND CIRCULAR CORRELATION(1)

This section provides the basic mathematics to understand a simpler way to per-
form correlation. If an input signal passes through a linear and time-invariant
system, the output can be found in either the time domain through the convo-
lution or in the frequency domain through the Fourier transform. If the impulse
response of the system is h(t), an input signal x(t) can produce an output y(t)
through convolution as

y(t) c ∫
∞

−∞
x(t − t)h(t)dt c ∫

∞

−∞
x(t)h(t − t)dt (7.2)
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The frequency domain response of y(t) can be found from the Fourier transform
as

Y( f ) c ∫
∞

−∞ ∫
∞

−∞
x(t)h(t − t)dte− j2pf td t

c ∫
∞

−∞
x(t) �∫

∞

−∞
h(t − t)e− j2pf td t� dt (7.3)

Changing the variable by letting t − t c u, then

Y( f ) c ∫
∞

−∞
x(t) �∫

∞

−∞
h(u)e− j2pf udu� e−2pftdt

c H( f ) ∫
∞

−∞
x(t)e− j2pftdt c H( f )X( f ) (7.4)

In order to find the output in the time domain, an inverse Fourier transform on
Y( f ) is required. The result can be written as

y(t) c x(t) ∗ h(t) c F −1[X( f )H( f )] (7.5)

where the * represents convolution and F −1 represents inverse Fourier trans-
form.

A similar relation can be found that a convolution in the frequency domain
is equivalent to the multiplication in the time domain. These two relationships
can be written as

x(t) ∗ h(t) ↔ X( f )H( f )

X( f ) ∗ H( f ) ↔ x(t)h(t) (7.6)

This is often referred to as the duality of convolution in Fourier transform.
This concept can be applied in discrete time; however, the meaning is dif-

ferent from the continuous time domain expression. The response y(n) can be
expressed as

y(n) c
N − 1

∑
m c 0

x(m)h(n − m) (7.7)

where x(m) is an input signal and h(n − m) is system response in discrete time
domain. It should be noted that in this equation the time shift in h(n − m) is
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circular because the discrete operation is periodic. By taking the DFT of the
above equation the result is

Y(k) c
N − 1

∑
n c 0

N − 1

∑
m c 0

x(m)h(n − m)e(− j2pkn)/ N

c
N − 1

∑
m c 0

x(m) [ N − 1

∑
n c 0

h(n − m)e(− j2p(n − m)k)/ N] e(− j2pmk)/ N

c H(k)
N − 1

∑
m c 0

x(m)e(− j2pmk)/ N c X(k)H(k) (7.8)

Equations (7.7) and (7.8) are often referred to as the periodic convolution (or
circular convolution). It does not produce the expected result of a linear con-
volution. A simple argument can illustrate this point. If the input signal and the
impulse response of the linear system both have N data points, from a linear
convolution, the output should be 2N − 1 points. However, using Equation (7.8)
one can easily see that the outputs have only N points. This is from the periodic
nature of the DFT.

The acquisition algorithm does not use convolution; it uses correlation,
which is different from convolution. A correlation between x(n) and h(n) can
be written as

z(n) c
N − 1

∑
m c 0

x(m)h(n + m) (7.9)

The only difference between this equation and Equation (7.7) is the sign before
index m in h(n + m). The h(n) is not the impulse response of a linear system
but another signal. If the DFT is performed on z(n) the result is

Z(k) c
N − 1

∑
n c 0

N − 1

∑
m c 0

x(m)h(n + m)e(− j2pkn)/ N

c
N − 1

∑
m c 0

x(m) [ N − 1

∑
n c 0

h(n + m)e(− j2p(n + m)k)/ N] e( j2pmk)/ N

c H(k)
N − 1

∑
m c 0

x(m)e( j2pmk)/ N c H(k)X−1(k) (7.10)
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where X−1(k) represents the inverse DFT. The above equation can also be
written as

Z(k) c
N − 1

∑
n c 0

N − 1

∑
m c 0

x(n + m)h(m)e(− j2pkn)/ N c H−1(k)X(k) (7.11)

If the x(n) is real, x(n)* c x(n) where * is the complex conjugate. Using this
relation, the magnitude of Z(k) can be written as

|Z(k) | c |H*(k)X(k) | c |H(k)X *(k) | (7.12)

This relationship can be used to find the correlation of the input signal and the
locally generated signal. As discussed before, the above equation provides a
periodic (or circular) correlation and this is the desired procedure.

7.8 ACQUISITION BY CIRCULAR CORRELATION(2)

The circular correlation method can be used for acquisition and the method is
suitable for a software receiver approach. The basic idea is similar to the dis-
cussion in Section 7.6; however, the input data do not arrive in a continuous
manner. This operation is suitable for a block of data. The input data are sam-
pled with a 5 MHz ADC and stored in memory. Only 1 ms of the input data are
used to find the beginning point of the C/ A code and the searching frequency
resolution is 1 KHz.

To perform the acquisition on the input data, the following steps are taken.

1. Perform the FFT on the 1 ms of input data x(n) and convert the input into
frequency domain as X(k) where n c k c 0 to 4999 for 1 ms of data.

2. Take the complex conjugate X(k) and the outputs become X(k)*.
3. Generate 21 local codes lsi(n) where i c 1, 2, . . . 21, using Equation (7.1).

The local code consists of the multiplication of the C/ A code satellite s
and a complex RF signal and it must be also sampled at 5 MHz. The
frequency f i of the local codes are separated by 1 KHz.

4. Perform FFT on lsi(n) to transform them to the frequency domain as Lsi(k).
5. Multiply X(k)* and Lsi(k) point by point and call the result Rsi(k).
6. Take the inverse FFT of Rsi(k) to transform the result into time domain

as rsi(n) and find the absolute value of the |rsi(n) | . There are a total of
105,000 (21 × 5,000) of |rsi(n) | .

7. The maximum of |rsi(n) | in the nth location and ith frequency bin gives
the beginning point of C/ A code in 200 ns resolution in the input data
and the carrier frequency in 1 KHz resolution.
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FIGURE 7.4 Illustration of acquisition with periodic correlation.

The above operation can be represented in Figure 7.4. The result shown in this
figure is in the time domain and only one of the 21 local codes is shown. One can
consider that the input data and the local data are on the surfaces of the two cylin-
ders. The local data is rotated 5,000 times to match the input data. In other words,
one cylinder rotates against the other one. At each step, all 5,000 input data are
multiplied by the 5,000 local data point by point and results are summed together.
It takes 5,000 steps to cover all the possible combinations of the input and the local
code. The highest amplitude will be recorded. There are 21 pairs of cylinders (not
shown). The highest amplitude from the 21 different frequency components is the
desired value, if it also crosses a certain threshold.

Computer program (p7 1) will show the above operation with fine frequency
information in Section 7.13. The determination and setting a specific threshold
are not included in this program, but the results are plotted in time and fre-
quency domain. One can determine the results from the plots.

7.9 MODIFIED ACQUISITION BY CIRCULAR CORRELATION(4)

This method is the same as the one above. The only difference is that the length
of the FFT is reduced to half. In step 3 of the circular correlation method in
the previous section the local code lsi(n) is generated. Since the lsi(n) is a com-
plex quantity, the spectrum is asymmetrical as shown in Figure 7.5. From this
figure it is obvious that the information is contained in the first-half spectrum
lines. The second-half spectrum lines contain very little information. Thus the
acquisition through the circular correlation method can be modified as follows:
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FIGURE 7.5 Spectrum of the locally generated signal.

1. Perform the FFT on the 1 ms of input data x(n) and convert the input into
frequency domain as X(k) where n c k c 0 to 4,999 for 1 ms of data.

2. Use the first 2,500 X(k) for k c 0 to 2,499. Take the complex conjugate
and the outputs become X(k)*.

3. Generate 21 local codes lsi(n) where i c 1, 2, . . . 21, using Equation (7.1)
as discussed in the previous section. Each lsi(n) has 5,000 points.

4. Perform the FFT on lsi(n) to transform them to the frequency domain as
Lsi(k).

5. Take the first half of Lsi(k), since the second half of Lsi(k) contains very
little information. Multiply Lsi(k) and X(k)* point by point and call the
result Rsi(k) where k c 0 ∼ 2499.

6. Take the inverse FFT of Rsi(k) to transform the result back into time
domain as rsi(n) and find the absolute value of the |rsi(n) | . There are a
total of 52,500 (21 × 2,500) of |rsi(n) | .

7. The maximum of |rsi(n) | is the desired result, if it is also above a pre-
determined threshold. The ith frequency gives the carrier frequency with
a resolution of 1 KHz and the nth location gives the beginning point of
C/ A code with a 400 ns time resolution.

8. Since the time resolution of the beginning of the C/ A code with this
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method is 400 ns, the resolution can be improved to 200 ns by comparing
the amplitudes of nth location with (n − 1) and (n + 1) locations.

In this approach from steps 5 through 7 only 2,500 point operations are per-
formed instead of the 5,000 points. The sorting process in step 7 is simpler
because only half the outputs are used. Step 8 is very simple. Therefore, this
approach saves operation time. Simulated results show that this method has
slightly lower signal-to-noise ratio, about 1.1 dB less than the regular circular
correction method. This might be caused by the signal loss in the other half of
the frequency domain.

7.10 DELAY AND MULTIPLY APPROACH(3–5)

The main purpose of this method is to eliminate the frequency information in the
input signal. Without the frequency information one need only use the C/ A code
to find the initial point of the C/ A code. Once the C/ A is found, the frequency
can be found from either FFT or DFT. This method is very interesting from
a theoretical point of view; however, the actual application for processing the
GPS signal still needs further study. This method is discussed as follows. First
let us assume that the input signal s(t) is complex, thus

s(t) c Cs(t)e
j2pf t (7.13)

where Cs(t) represents the C/ A code of satellite s. The delayed version of this
signal can be written as

s(t − t) c Cs(t − t)e j2pf (t − t) (7.14)

where t is the delay time. The product of s(t) and the complex conjugate of
the delayed version s(t − t) is

s(t)s(t − t)* c Cs(t)Cs(t − t)*e j2pf te − j2pf (t − t) ≡ Cn(t)ej2pft (7.15)

where

Cn(t) ≡ Cs(t)Cs(t − t) (7.16)

can be considered as a “new code,” which is the product of a Gold code and its
delayed version. This new “new code” belongs to the same family as the Gold
code.(5) Simulated results show that its autocorrelation and the cross correlation
can be used to find its beginning point of the “new code.” The beginning point
of the “new code” is the same as the beginning point of the C/ A code. The
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interesting thing about Equation (7.15) is that it is frequency independent. The
term e j2pft is a constant, because f and t are both constant. The amplitude of
ej2pft is unity. Thus, one only needs to search for the initial point of the “new
code.” Although this approach looks very attractive, the input signal must be
complex. Since the input data collected are real, they must be converted to com-
plex. This operation can be achieved through the Hilbert transform discussed
in Section 6.13; however, additional calculations are required.

A slight modification of the above method can be used for a real signal.(4)

The approach is as follows. The input signal is

s(t) c Cs(t) sin(2pf t) (7.17)

where Cs(t) represents the C/ A code of satellite s. The delayed version of the
signal can be written as

s(t − t) c Cs(t − t) sin[2pf (t − t)] (7.18)

The product of s(t) and the delayed signal s(t − t) is

s(t)s(t − t) c Cs(t)Cs(t − t) sin(2pf t) sin[2pf (t − t)]

≡
Cn(t)

2
{cos(2pft) − cos[2pf (2t − t)]} (7.19)

where Cn(t) is defined in Equation (7.16). In the above equation there are two
terms: a dc term and a high-frequency term. Usually the high frequency can
be filtered out. In order to make this equation usable, the | cos(2pft) | must be
close to unity. Theoretically, this is difficult to achieve, because the frequency
f is unknown. However, since the frequency is within 1250 ± 10 KHz, it is
possible to select a delay time to fulfill the requirement. For example, one can
chose 2 × p × 1,250 × 103t c p, thus, t c 0.4 × 10−6 s c 400 ns. Since the
input data are digitized at 5 MHz, the sampling time is 200 ns (1/ 5 MHz). If
the input signal is delayed by two samples, the delay time t c 400 ns. Under
this condition | cos(2pft) | c | cos(p) | c 1. If the frequency is off by 10 KHz,
the corresponding value of | cos(2pft) | c | cos(2p × 1,260 × 103 × 0.4 × 10−6) |
c 0.9997, which is close to unity. Therefore, this approach can be applied to
real data. The only restriction is that the delay time cannot be arbitrarily chosen
as in Equation (7.15). Other delay times can also be used. For example, delay
times of a multiple of 0.4 us can be used, if the delay line is not too long. For
example, if t c 1.6 us, when the frequency is off by ±10 KHz, the | cos(2pft) |
c 0.995. One can see that | cos(2pft) | decreases faster if a long delay time is
used for a frequency off the center value of 1,250 KHz. If the delay time is too
long the | cos(2pft) | may no longer be close to unity.

The problem with this approach is that when two signals with noise are mul-
tiplied together the noise floor increases. Because of this problem one cannot
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FIGURE 7.6 Effect of phase transition on the delay and multiplication method.

search for 1 ms of data to acquire a satellite. Longer data are needed for acquir-
ing a certain satellite.

One interesting point is that a navigation data change does not have a sig-
nificant effect on the correlation result. Figure 7.6 shows this result. In Figure
7.6a there is no phase shift due to navigation data. The “new code” created
by the multiplication of the C/ A code and its delayed version will be repeti-
tive every millisecond as the original C/ A code. If there are two phase shifts
by the navigation data, the only regions where the original C/ A code and the
delayed C/ A code have a different code are shown in Figure 7.6b. The rest of
the regions generate the same “new code.” If there are 5,000 data points per
C/ A code, delaying two data points only degrades the performance by 2/ 5,000,
caused by a navigation transition. Therefore, using this acquisition method one
does not need to check for two consecutive data sets to guarantee that there
is no phase shift by the navigation data in one of the sets. One can choose a
longer data record and the result will improve the correlation output.

Experimental results indicate that 1 ms of data are not enough to find any
satellite. The minimum data length appears to be 5 ms. Sometimes, one single
delay time of 400 ns is not enough to find a desired signal. It may take several
delay times, such as 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 us, together to find the signals. A few
weak signals that can be found by the circular correlation method cannot be
found by this delay and multiplication method. With limited results, it appears
that this method is not suitable to find weak signals.
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7.11 NONCOHERENT INTEGRATION

Sometimes using 1 ms of data through the circular correlation method cannot
detect a weak signal. Longer data records are needed to acquire a weak signal.
As mentioned in Sections 7.4 and 7.5, an increase in the data length can require
many more operations. One way to process more data is through noncoherent
integration. For example, if 2 ms of data are used, the data can be divided into
two 1 ms blocks. Each 1 ms of data are processed separately and the results are
summed together. This operation basically doubles the number of operations,
except for the addition in the last stage. In this operation, the signal strength
is increased by a factor of 2 but the noise is increased by a factor of

f
2,

thus, the signal-to-noise ratio increases by
f

2 (or 1.5 dB). The improvement
obtained by this method is less than with the coherent method but there are
fewer operations.

Another advantage of this latter method is the ability to keep performing
acquisition on successive 1 ms of data and summing the results. The final
result can be compared with a certain threshold. Whenever the result crosses
the threshold, the signal is found. A maximum data length can be chosen. If
a signal cannot be found within the maximum data length, this process will
automatically stop. Using this approach, strong signals can be found from 1
ms of data, but weak signals will take a longer data length. If there is phase
shift caused by the navigation data, only the 1 ms of data with the phase shift
will be affected. Therefore, the phase shift will have minimum impact on this
approach. Conventional hardware receivers often use this approach.

7.12 COHERENT PROCESSING OF A LONG RECORD OF DATA(6)

This section presents the concept of processing a long record of data coher-
ently with fewer operations. The details are easy to implement, thus they will
not be included. The common approach to find a weak signal is to increase the
acquisition data length. The advantage of this approach is the improvement in
signal-to-noise ratio. One simple explanation is that an FFT with 2 ms of data
produces a frequency resolution of 500 Hz in comparison with 1 KHz resolution
of 1 ms of data. Since the signal is narrow band after the spectrum despread, the
signal strength does not reduce by the narrower frequency resolution. Reducing
the resolution bandwidth reduces the noise to half; therefore, the signal-to-noise
ratio improves by 3 dB. If 10 ms of data are to be processed, the circular cor-
relation method may not be practical because of the computational complexity
as discussed in Section 7.5.

The idea here is to perform FFT with fewer points. Let us use 10 ms of data
(or 50,000 points) as an example to illustrate the idea. The center frequency of
data is at 1.25 MHz. If one multiplies these data with a complex cw signal of
1.25 MHz, the input signal will be converted into a baseband and a high-fre-
quency band at 2.5 MHz. If the high-frequency component is filtered out, only
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the baseband signal will be processed. Let us assume that the high frequency
signal is filtered out. The baseband signal is a down-converted version of the
input with the C/ A code. One can multiply this signal by the C/ A code point
by point. If the correct phase of the C/ A code is achieved, the output is a cw
signal and the maximum frequency range is ±10 KHz, caused by the Doppler
frequency shift. Since the bandwidth of this signal is 20 KHz, one can sample
this signal at 50 KHz, which is 2.5 times the bandwidth. With this sampling
frequency there are only 500 data points in 10 ms. However, the signal is sam-
pled at 5 MHz and there are 50,000 data points. One can average 100 points
to make one data point. This averaging is equivalent to a low-pass filter; there-
fore, it eliminates the high-frequency components created by the multiplication
of the 1.25 MHz cw signal as well as noise in the collected signal. Since the
data are 10 ms long, the frequency resolution from the FFT is 100 Hz.

This approach is stated as follows by using 10 ms of data as an example:

1. Multiply 10 ms of the input signal by a locally generated complex cw
signal at 1.25 MHz and digitized at 5 MHz. Let us refer to this output
as the low-frequency output because the maximum frequency is 10 KHz.
The high-frequency components at about 2.5 MHz will be filtered out
later, thus, they will be neglected in this discussion. A total of 50,000
points of data will be obtained.

2. Multiply these output data by the desired 10 C/ A codes point by point
to obtain a total of 50,000 points.

3. Average 100 adjacent points into one point. This process filters out the
high frequency at approximately 2.5 MHz.

4. Perform 500-point FFT to find a high output in the frequency domain.
This operation generates only 250 useful frequency outputs.

5. Shift one data point of local code with respect to the low-frequency output
and repeat steps 3 and 4. Since the C/ A repeats every ms, one needs to
perform this operation 5,000 times instead of 50,000 times.

6. There are overall 1.25 × 106 (250 × 5,000) outputs in the frequency
domain. The highest amplitude that crosses a certain threshold will be
the desired value. From this value the beginning of the C/ A code and the
Doppler frequency can be obtained. The frequency resolution obtained is
100 Hz.

Although the straightforward approach is presented above, circular correla-
tion can be used to achieve the same purpose with fewer operations.

7.13 BASIC CONCEPT OF FINE FREQUENCY ESTIMATION(7)

The frequency resolution obtained from the 1 ms of data is about 1 KHz, which
is too coarse for the tracking loop. The desired frequency resolution should be
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within a few tens of Hertz. Usually, the tracking loop has a width of only a
few Hertz. Using the DFT (or FFT) to find fine frequency is not an appropriate
approach, because in order to find 10 Hz resolution, a data record of 100 ms is
required. If there are 5,000 data points/ ms, 100 ms contains 500,000 data points,
which is very time consuming for FFT operation. Besides, the probability of
having phase shift in 100 ms of data is relatively high.

The approach to find the fine frequency resolution is through phase relation.
Once the C/ A code is stripped from the input signal, the input becomes a cw
signal. If the highest frequency component in 1 ms of data at time m is Xm(k), k
represents the frequency component of the input signal. The initial phase vm(k)
of the input can be found from the DFT outputs as

vm(k) c tan−1 � Im(Xm(k))
Re(Xm(k)) � (7.20)

where Im and Re represent the imaginary and real parts, respectively. Let us
assume that at time n, a short time after m, the DFT component Xn(k) of 1 ms
of data is also the strongest component, because the input frequency will not
change that rapidly during a short time. The initial phase angle of the input
signal at time n and frequency component k is

vn(k) c tan−1 � Im(Xn(k))
Re(Xn(k)) � (7.21)

These two phase angles can be used to find the fine frequency as

f c vn(k) − vm(k)
2p(n − m)

(7.22)

This equation provides a much finer frequency resolution than the result
obtained from DFT. In order to keep the frequency unambiguous, the phase
difference vn − vm must be less than 2p. If the phase difference is at the maxi-
mum value of 2p, the unambiguous bandwidth is 1/ (n − m) where n − m is the
delay time between two consecutive data sets.

7.14 RESOLVING AMBIGUITY IN FINE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

Although the basic approach to find the fine frequency is based on Equation
(7.22), there are several slightly different ways to apply it. If one takes the kth
frequency component of the DFT every millisecond, the frequency resolution
is 1 KHz and the unambiguous bandwidth is also 1 KHz. In Figure 7.7a five
frequency components are shown and they are separated by 1 KHz. If the input
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FIGURE 7.7 Ambiguous ranges in frequency domain.

signal falls into the region between two frequency components as shown in
Figure 7.7b, the phase may have uncertainty due to noise in the system.

One approach to eliminate the uncertainty is to speed up the DFT operation.
If the DFT is performed every 0.5 ms, the unambiguous bandwidth is 2 KHz.
With a frequency resolution of 1 KHz and an unambiguous bandwidth of 2
KHz, there will be no ambiguity problem in determining the fine frequency.
However, this approach will double the DFT operations.

The second approach is to use an amplitude comparison scheme without dou-
bling the speed of the DFT operations, if the input is a cw signal. As shown in
Figure 7.7b, the input signal falls in between two frequency bins. Suppose that
the amplitude of X(k) is slightly higher than X(k − 1); then X(k) will be used
in Equations (7.21) and (7.22) to find the fine frequency resolution. The differ-
ence frequency should be close to 500 Hz. The correct result is that the input
frequency is about 500 Hz lower than X(k). Due to noise the 500 Hz could be
assessed as higher than X(k); therefore, a wrong answer can be reached. How-
ever, for this input frequency the amplitudes of X(k) and X(k − 1) are close
together and they are much stronger than X(k + 1). Thus, if the highest-fre-
quency bin is X(k) and the phase calculated is in the ambiguous range, which is
close to the centers between X(k − 1) and X(k) or between X(k) and X(k +1), the
amplitude of X(k − 1) and X(k +1) will be compared. If X(k − 1) is stronger than
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FIGURE 7.8 Phase difference of less than 2p/ 5 will not cause frequency error.

X(k + 1), the input frequency is lower than X(k); otherwise, the input frequency
is higher than X(k). Under this condition, the accuracy of fine frequency is
determined by the phase but the sign of the difference frequency is determined
by the amplitudes of two frequency components adjacent to the highest one.

However, the problem is a little more complicated than this, because it is
possible that there is a 180-degree phase shift between two consecutive data
sets due to navigation data. If this condition occurs, the input can no longer be
treated as a cw signal. This possibility limits the ambiguous bandwidth to 250
Hz for 1 ms time delay. If the frequency is off by ±250 Hz, the corresponding
angle is ±p/ 2. If the frequency is off by +250 Hz, the angle should be +p/ 2.
However, a p phase shift due to the navigation will change the angle to −p/ 2
(+p/ 2 − p), which corresponds to a −250 KHz change. If the phase transition
is not taken account of in finding the fine frequency, the result will be off by
500 KHz.

In order to avoid this problem, the maximum frequency uncertainty must be
less than 250 Hz. If the maximum frequency difference is ±200 Hz, which is
selected experimentally, the corresponding phase angle difference is ±2p/ 5 as
shown in Figure 7.8. If there is a p phase shift, the magnitude of the phase differ-
ence is 3p/ 5 [| ±(2p/ 5)

±
p | ], which is greater than 2p/ 5. From this arrangement,

the phase difference can be used to determine the fine frequency without cre-
ating erroneous frequency shift. If the phase difference is greater than 2p/ 5, p
can be subtracted from the result to keep the phase difference less than 2p/ 5. In
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FIGURE 7.9 Difference angle obtained from two angles.

order to keep the frequency within 200 KHz, the maximum separation between
the k values in X(k) will be 400 KHz. If the input is in the middle of two
adjacent k values, the input signal is 200 KHz from both of the k values. In
the following discussion, let us keep the maximum phase difference at 2p/ 5,
which corresponds to a frequency difference of 200 KHz.

The last point to be discussed is converting the real and imaginary parts
of X(k) into an angle. Usually, the phase angle measured is between ±p. The
two angles in Equations (7.20) and (7.21) will be obtained in this manner. The
difference angle between the two angles can be any value between 0 and 2p
as shown in Figure 7.9. Since the maximum allowable difference angle is 2p/ 5
for 200 KHz, the difference angle must be equal or less than 2p/ 5. If the result
is greater than 2p/ 5, 2p can be either added or subtracted from the result, and
the absolute value of the angle must be less than 2p/ 5. If noise is taken into
consideration, the 2p/ 5 threshold can be extended slightly, such as using 2.3p/ 5,
which means the difference must be equal to or less than this value. If the final
value of the adjusted phase difference is still greater than this threshold, it means
that there is a phase shift between the two milliseconds of data and p should
be subtracted from the result. Of course, the final angle should also be adjusted
by adding or subtracting 2p to obtain the final result of less than the threshold.
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From the above discussion, the following steps are required to find the begin-
ning of the C/ A code and the carrier frequency of a certain satellite:

1. Perform circular correlation on 1 ms of data; the starting point of a certain
C/ A code can be found in these data and the carrier frequency can be
found in 1 KHz resolution.

2. From the highest-frequency component X(k), perform two DFT opera-
tions on the same 1 ms of data: one is 400 KHz lower and the other one
is 400 KHz higher than k in X(k). The highest output from the three out-
puts [X(k − 1), X(k), X(k + 1)] will be designated to be the new X(k) and
used as the DFT component to find the fine frequency.

3. Arbitrarily choose five milliseconds of consecutive data starting from the
beginning of the C/ A code. Multiply these data with 5 consecutive C/ A
codes; the result should be a cw signal of 5 ms long. However, it might
contain one p phase shift between any of the 1 ms of data.

4. Find Xn(k) on all the input data, where n c 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Then find the
phase angle from Equation (7.20). The difference angle can be defined as

Dv c vn + 1 − vn (7.23)

5. The absolute value of the difference angle must be less than the threshold
(2.3p/ 5). If this condition is not fulfilled, 2p can be added or subtracted
from Dv . If the result is still above the threshold, p can be added or sub-
tracted from Dv to adjust for the p phase shift. This result will also be
tested against the 2.3p/ 5 threshold. If the angle is higher than the thresh-
old, 2p can be added or subtracted to obtain the desired result. After these
adjustments, the final angle is the desired value.

6. Equation (7.22) can be used to find the fine frequency. Since there are
5 ms of data, there will be 4 sets of fine frequencies. The average value
of these four fine frequencies will be used as the desired fine frequency
value to improve accuracy.

Program (p7 1) listed at the end of this chapter can be used to find the
initial point of the C/ A code as well as the fine frequency. This program calls
the digitizg.m, which generates digitized C/ A code. The digitizg.m in turn calls
codegen.m, which is a modified version of program (p5 2), and generates the
C/ A code of the satellites. These programs just provide the basic idea. They can
be modified to solve certain problems. For example, one can add a threshold
to the detection of a certain satellite. If the signal is weak, one can use several
milliseconds of data and add them incoherently.
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7.15 AN EXAMPLE OF ACQUISITION

In this section the acquisition computer program (p7 1) is used to find the ini-
tial point of a C/ A code and the fine frequency. The computer program will
operate on actual data collected. The experimental setup to collect the data is
similar to Figure 6.5b. The data were digitized at 5 MHz. The data contain 7
satellites, numbers 6, 10, 17, 23, 24, 26, and 28. Most of the satellites in the
data are reasonably strong and they can be found from 1 ms of data. However,
this is a qualitative discussion, because no threshold is used to determine the
probability of detection. Satellite 24 is weak; in order to confirm this signal
several milliseconds of data need to be added incoherently.

The input data in the time domain are shown in Figure 7.10. As expected, the
data look like noise. The frequency plot of the input can be found through the
FFT operation as shown in Figure 7.11. The bandwidth is 2.5 MHz as expected.
The spectrum shape resembles the shape of the filter in the RF chain. After the
circular correlation, the beginning of the C/ A code of satellite 6 is shown in
Figure 7.12. The beginning of the C/ A code is at 2884. The amplitudes of the
21 frequency components separated by 1 KHz are shown in Figure 7.13. The
highest component occurs at k c 7. From Figures 7.12 and 7.13, one can see that

FIGURE 7.10 Input data.
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FIGURE 7.11 FFT of input data.

FIGURE 7.12 Beginning of C/ A code of satellite 6.
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FIGURE 7.13 Frequency component of the despread signal of satellite 6.

the initial point of the C/ A code and the frequency are clearly shown. Since
the data are actually collected, the accuracy of the fine frequency is difficult
to determine because the Doppler frequency is unknown. The fine frequency
also depends on the frequency accuracy of the local oscillator used in the down
conversion and the accuracy of the sampling frequency.

One way to get a feeling of the calculated fine frequency accuracy is to
use different portions of the data. Six fine frequencies are calculated from dif-
ferent portions of the input data. The data used are 1–25000, 5001–30001,
10001–35001, 15001–40001, 20001–45001, 25001–50001. These data are five
milliseconds long and the starting points are shifted by 1 ms. Between two adja-
cent data sets four out of the five milliseconds of data are the same. Therefore,
the calculated fine frequency should be close. The fine frequency differences
between these six sets are −2.4, 9.0, −8.2, 5.4, and 2.3 Hz. These data are col-
lected at a stationary set. The frequency change per millisecond should be very
small as discussed in Chapter 3. Thus, the frequency difference can be con-
sidered as the inaccuracy of the acquisition method. When the signal strength
changes, the difference of the fine frequency also changes. For a weak signal
the frequency difference can be in tens of Hertz, if the same calculation method
is used.
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FIGURE 7.14 Beginning of C/ A code of satellite 24.

The acquisition performed on a weak signal (satellite 24) is shown in Figures
7.14 and 7.15. From these figures, it is difficult to assess whether the beginning
point of the C/ A code and the frequency are the correct values. The beginning
of the C/ A code and the fine frequency can be found by adding more calcula-
tions incoherently. The correct results are different from the maximum shown
in Figures 7.14 and 7.15.

7.16 SUMMARY

The concept of signal acquisition is discussed in this section. The circular corre-
lation method can provide fast acquisition without sacrificing detection sensitiv-
ity. Although there are methods that can operate at a faster speed than the circu-
lar correlation method, they usually have lower detection sensitivity. It appears
that the circular correction method using 1 ms of data is able to acquire signals
from most satellites. The delay and multiplication method must use more than
1 ms of data to acquire a signal because of the high noise level created. The
acquisition provides the beginning of the C/ A code and a coarse frequency. The
fine frequency can be found through phase comparison to within a few tens of
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FIGURE 7.15 Frequency component of the despread signal of satellite 24.

Hertz. To speed up the operation of the acquisition process is always desirable
in software GPS receivers.
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% p7 1.m performs acquisition on collected data

clear

% ***** initial condition *****

svnumcinput(’enter satellite number c ’);
intodatc10001; %input(’enter initial pt into data (multiple of n) c
’);
fsc5e6; % *** sampling freq
tsc1/fs; % *** sampling time
ncfs/1000; % *** data pt in 1 ms
nnc[0:n-1]; % *** total no. of pts
fcc1.25e6; % *** center freq without Doppler
nsatclength(svnum); % *** total number of satellites to be processed

% ***** input data file *****

fidcfopen(’d:/gps/Big data/srvy1sf1.dat’, ’r’);
fseek(fid,intodat-1, ’bof’);
x2cfread(fid,6*n, ’schar’);

yy c zeros(21,n);

% ***** start acquisition *****

codecdigitizg(n,fs,0,svnum); % digitize C/A code
xf c fft(x2(1:n)’);
for i c [1:21]; % *** find coarse freq 1 KHz resolution

frcfc-10000+(i-1)*1000;
lcccode.* exp(j*2*pi*fr*ts*nn); % generate local code
lcfcfft(lc);
yy(i,:)cifft(xf .* conj(lcf)); % circular correlation

end
[amp crw]cmax(max(abs(yy’))); % find highest peak
[amp ccn]cmax(max(abs(yy)));

pt initcccn; % initial point
cfrqcfc+1000*(crw-11); % coarse freq

% ***** gerenate 5 ms data by stripping C/A code *****

z5cx2(pt init:pt init+5*n-1); % take 5 ms data starting with C/A code
za5cz5’ .* [code code code code code];% create cw from 5 sets of data
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% ***** find medium freq resolution 400 KHz apart *****

for i c [1:3];
frccfrq-400+(i-1)*400;
mfrq0(i)csum(za5(1:5000) .* exp(j*2*pi*fr*ts*nn));
mfrq1(i)cabs(mfrq0(i));

end
[mamp mrw] c max(mfrq1); % find highest peak
mfrqccfrq+200*(mrw-2);
frcmfrq; % medium freq

% ***** find fine freq *****

zb5cza5 .* exp(j*2*pi*fr*ts*[0:5*n-1]); % one DFT component
zc5cdiff(-angle(sum(reshape(zb5,n,5)))); % find difference angle
zc5fixczc5;

% ***** Adjust phase and take out possible phase shift *****

thresholdc2.3*pi/5;
for ic1:4;

if abs(zc5(i))>threshold;% for angle adjustment
zc5(i)czc5fix(i)-2*pi;
if abs(zc5(i))>threshold;

zc5(i)czc5fix(i)+2*pi; % end
if abs(zc5(i))>2.2*pi/5; % for pi phase shift correction

zc5(i)czc5fix(i)-pi;
if abs(zc5(i))>threshold;

zc5(i)czc5fix(i) - 3*pi;
if abs(zc5(i))>threshold;

zc5(i)czc5fix(i)+pi; %end
end

end
end

end
end

end

dfrqcmean(zc5)*1000/(2*pi);
frrcfr+dfrq;% fine freq

plot(abs(yy(crw,1:n)))
title([’GPS c ’ num2str(svnum)’ max at ’ num2str(pt init)])
figure
plot(abs(yy):,ccn)), ’*’)
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% title([’GPS c ’ num2str(svnum) ’ Freq c ’ num2str(frr)])
format
pt init
format long e
frr

% digitizg.m This prog generates the C/A code and digitizes it
function code2 c digitizg(n,fs,offset,svnum);

% code - gold code
% n - number of samples
% fs - sample frequency in Hz;
% offset - delay time in seconds must be less than 1/fs cannot shift
left
% svnum - satellite number;

gold rate c 1.023e6; %gold code clock rate in Hz.
tsc1/fs;
tcc1/gold rate;

cmd1 c codegen(svnum); % generate C/A code
code inccdm1;

% ***** creating 16 C/A code for digitizing *****

code a c [code in code in code in code in];
code ac[code a code a];
code ac[code a code a];

% ***** digitizing *****

b c [1:n];
c c ceil((ts*b+offset)/tc);
code c code a(c);

% ***** adjusting first data point *****

if offset>c0;
code2c[code(1) code(1:n-1)];

else
code2c[code(n) code(1:n-1)];

end

% codegen.m generates one of the 32 C/A codes written by D.Akos modified
by J. Tsui
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function [ca used]ccodegen(svnum);

% ca used : a vector containing the desired output sequence
% the g2s vector holds the appropriate shift of the g2 code to generate
% the C/A code (ex. for SV#19 - use a G2 shift of g2s(19)c471)
% svnum: Satellite number

gs2 c [5;6;7;8;17;18;139;140;141;251;252;254;255;256;257;258;
469;470;471; ... 472;473;474;509;512;513;514;515;516;
859;860;861;862];

g2shiftcg2s(svnum,1);

% ***** Generate G1 code *****

% load shift register
reg c -1*ones(1,10);

for i c 1:1023,
g1(i) c reg(10);
save1 c reg(3)*reg(10);
reg(1,2:10) c reg(1:1:9);
reg(1) c save1;

end,

% ***** Generate G2 code *****
% load shift register

reg c -1*ones(1,10);
for i c 1:1023,

g2(i) c reg(10);
save2 c reg(2)*reg(3)*reg(6)*reg(8)*reg(9)*reg(10);
reg(1,2:10) c reg(1:1:9);
reg(1) c save2;

end

% ***** Shift G2 code *****
g2tmp(1,1:g2shift)cg2(1,1023-g2shift+1:1023);
g2tmp(1,g2shift+1:1023)cg2(1,1:1023-g2shift);
g2 c g2tmp;

% ***** Form single sample C/A code by multiplying G1 and G2

ss ca c g1.*g2;
ca usedc-ss ca;
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Tracking GPS Signals

8.1 INTRODUCTION

One might think that the basic method of tracking a signal is to build a narrow-
band filter around an input signal and follow it. In other words, while the fre-
quency of the input signal varies over time, the center frequency of the filter
must follow the signal. In the actual tracking process, the center frequency of the
narrow-band filter is fixed, but a locally generated signal follows the frequency
of the input signal. The phases of the input and locally generated signals are
compared through a phase comparator. The output from the phase comparator
passes through a narrow-band filter. Since the tracking circuit has a very narrow
bandwidth, the sensitivity is relatively high in comparison with the acquisition
method.

When there are phase shifts in the carrier due to the C/ A code, as in a GPS
signal, the code must be stripped off first as discussed in Section 7.5. The track-
ing process will follow the signal and obtain the information of the navigation
data. If a GPS receiver is stationary, the expected frequency change due to satel-
lite movement is very slow as discussed in Chapter 3. Under this condition, the
frequency change of the locally generated signal is also slow; therefore, the
update rate of the tracking loop can be low. In order to strip off the C/ A code
another loop is needed. Thus, to track a GPS signal two tracking loops are
required. One loop is used to track the carrier frequency and is referred to as
the carrier loop. The other one is used to track the C/ A code and is referred to
as the code loop.

In this chapter the basic loop concept will be discussed first. Two tracking
methods will be discussed. The first one is the conventional tracking loop. The
only unique point of this method is that the tracking loop will be presented
in digital form and the tracking will be accomplished in software. The second
method is referred to as the block adjustment of synchronizing signal (BASS)
method. The BASS method is also implemented in software and the perfor-
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mance might be slightly sensitive to noise. The details of the two methods will
be presented.

8.2 BASIC PHASE-LOCKED LOOPS(1–4)

In this section the basic concept of the phase-locked loop will be described,
which includes the transfer function, the error transfer function, the noise band-
width, and two types of input signals.

The main purpose of a phase-locked loop is to adjust the frequency of a
local oscillator to match the frequency of an input signal, which is sometimes
referred to as the reference signal. A basic phase-locked loop is shown in Figure
8.1.

Figure 8.1a shows the time domain configuration and Figure 8.1b shows
the s-domain configuration, which is obtained from the Laplace transform. The
input signal is v i(t) and the output from the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO)
is v f (t). The phase comparator ∑ measures the phase difference of these two
signals. The amplifier k0 represents the gain of the phase comparator and the
low-pass filter limits the noise in the loop. The input voltage Vo to the VCO
controls its output frequency, which can be expressed as

q2(t) c q0 + k1u(t) (8.1)

where q0 is the center angular frequency of the VCO, k1 is the gain of the
VCO, and u(t) is a unit step function, which is defined as

u(t) c { 0 for t < 0
1 for t > 0

(8.2)

The phase angle of the VCO can be obtained by integrating Equation (8.1) as

FIGURE 8.1 A basic phase-locked loop.
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∫
t

0
q2(t)dt c q0t + v f (t) c q0t + ∫

t

0
k1u(t)dt

where v f (t) c ∫
t

0
k1u(t)dt (8.3)

The Laplace transform of v f (t) is

v f (s) c k1

s
(8.4)

From Figure 8.1b the following equations can be written.

Vc(s) c k0e(s) c k0[v i(s) − v f (s)] (8.5)

Vo(s) c Vc(s)F (s) (8.6)

v f (s) c Vo(s)
k1

s
(8.7)

From these three equations one can obtain

e(s) c v i(s) − v f (s) c Vc(s)
k0

c Vo(s)
k0F (s)

c sv f (s)
k0k1F (s)

or

v i(s) c v f (s) �1 +
s

k0k1F (s) � (8.8)

where e(s) is the error function. The transfer function H(s) of the loop is defined
as

H(s) ≡
v f (s)
v i(s)

c k0k1F (s)
s + k0k1F (s)

(8.9)

The error transfer function is defined as

He(s) c e(s)
v i(s)

c v i(s) − v f (s)
v i(s)

c 1 − H(s) c s
s + k0k1F (s)

(8.10)

The equivalent noise bandwidth is defined as(1)
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Bn c ∫
∞

0
|H( jq) | 2d f (8.11)

where q is the angular frequency and it relates to the frequency f by q c 2pf .
In order to study the properties of the phase-locked loops, two types of input

signals are usually studied. The first type is a unit step function as

v i(t) c u(t) or v i(s) c 1
s

(8.12)

The second type is a frequency-modulated signal

v i(t) c Dqt or v i(s) c Dq

s2
(8.13)

These two types of signals will be discussed in the next two sections.

8.3 FIRST-ORDER PHASE-LOCKED LOOP(1–4)

In this section, the first-order phase-locked loop will be discussed. A first-order
phase-locked loop implies the denominator of the transfer function H(s) is a
first-order function of s. The order of the phase-locked loop depends on the
order of the filter in the loop. For this kind of phase-locked loop, the filter
function is

F(s) c 1 (8.14)

This is the simplest phase-locked loop. For a unit step function input, the cor-
responding transfer function from Equation (8.9) becomes

H(s) c k0k1

s + k0k1
(8.15)

The denominator of H(s) is a first order of s.
The noise bandwidth can be found as

Bn c ∫
∞

0

(k0k1)2d f
q2 + (k0k1)2

c (k0k1)2

2p ∫
∞

0

dq

q2 + (k0k1)2

c (k0k1)2

2pk0k1
tan−1 � q

k0k1
�

∞

0

c k0k1

4
(8.16)
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With the input signal v i(s) c 1/ s, the error function can be found from Equa-
tion (8.10) as

e(s) c v i(s)He(s) c 1
s + k0k1

(8.17)

The steady-state error can be found from the final value theorem of the Laplace
transform, which can be stated as

lim
t r ∞

y(t) c lim
s r 0

sY(s) (8.18)

Using this relation, the final value of e(t) can be found as

lim
t r ∞

e(t) c lim
s r 0

se(s) c lim
s r 0

s
s + k0k1

c 0 (8.19)

With the input signal v i(s) c Dq/ s2, the error function is

e(s) c v i(s)He(s) c Dq

s
1

s + k0k1
(8.20)

The steady-state error is

lim
t r ∞

e(t) c lim
s r 0

se(s) c lim
s r 0

Dq

s + k0k1
c Dq

k0k1
(8.21)

This steady-state phase error is not equal to zero. A large value of k0k1 can make
the error small. However, from Equation (8.15) the 3 dB bandwidth occurs at
s c k0k1. Thus, a small final value of e(t) also means large bandwidth, which
contains more noise.

8.4 SECOND-ORDER PHASE-LOCKED LOOP(1–4)

A second-order phase-locked loop means the denominator of the transfer func-
tion H(s) is a second-order function of s. One of the filters to make such a
second-order phase-locked loop is

F (s) c st2 + 1
st1

(8.22)

Substituting this relation into Equation (8.9), the transfer function becomes
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H(s) c
k0k1t2s

t1
+

k0k1

t1

s2 +
k0k1t2s

t1
+

k0k1

t1

≡
2zqns + q2

n

s2 + 2zqns + q2
n

(8.23)

where qn is the natural frequency, which can be expressed as

qn c
i

k0k1

t1
(8.24)

and z is the damping factor, which can be shown as

2zqn c k0k1t2

t1
or z c qnt2

2
(8.25)

The denominator of H(s) is a second order of s.
The noise bandwidth can be found as(1)

Bn c ∫
∞

0
|H(q) | 2d f c qn

2p ∫
∞

0

1 + �2z
q

qn
�

2

[1 − � q

qn
�

2] 2

+ �2z
q

qn
�

2
dq

c qn

2p ∫
∞

0

1 + 4z2 � q

qn
�

2

�
q

q �
4

+ 2(2z2 − 1) � q

qn
�

2

+ 1

dq c qn

2 �z +
1
4z �

(8.26)

This integration can be found in the appendix at the end of this chapter.
The error transfer function can be obtained from Equation (8.10) as

He(s) c 1 − H(s) c s2

s2 + 2zqns + q2
n

(8.27)

When the input is v i(s) c 1/ s, the error function is
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e(s) c s
s2 + 2zqns + q2

n
(8.28)

The steady-state error is

lim
t r ∞

e(t) c lim
s r 0

se(s) c 0 (8.29)

When the input is v i(s) c 1/ s2, the error function is

e(s) c 1
s2 + 2zqns + q2

n
(8.30)

The steady-state error is

lim
t r ∞

e(t) c lim
s r 0

se(s) c 0 (8.31)

In contrast to the first-order loop, the steady-state error is zero for the frequency-
modulated signal. This means the second-order loop tracks a frequency-mod-
ulated signal and returns the phase comparator characteristic to the null point.
The conventional phase-locked loop in a GPS receiver is usually a second-order
one.

8.5 TRANSFORM FROM CONTINUOUS TO DISCRETE SYSTEMS(5,6)

In the previous sections, the discussion is based on continuous systems. In order
to build a phase-locked loop in software for digitized data, the continuous sys-
tem must be changed into a discrete system. This discussion is based on refer-
ence 5. The transfer from the continuous s-domain into the discrete z-domain
is through bilinear transform as

s c 2
ts

1 − z−1

1 + z−1
(8.32)

where ts is the sampling interval. Substituting this relation in Equation (8.22)
the filter is transformed to

F(z) c C1 +
C2

1 − z−1
c (C1 + C2) − C1z−1

1 − z−1
(8.33)

where
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FIGURE 8.2 Loop filter.

C1 c 2t2 − ts

2t1

C2 c ts

t1
(8.34)

This filter is shown in Figure 8.2.
The VCO in the phase-locked loop is replaced by a direct digital frequency

synthesizer and its transfer function N(z) can be used to replace the result in
Equation (8.7) with

N(z) c v f (z)
Vo(z)

≡
k1z−1

1 − z−1
(8.35)

Using the same approach as Equation (8.8), the transfer function H(z) can be
written as

H(z) c v f (z)
v i(z)

c k0F(z)N(z)
1 + k0F(z)N(z)

(8.36)

Substituting the results of Equations (8.33) and (8.35) into the above equation,
the result is

H(z) c k0k1(C1 + C2)z−1 − k0k1C1z−2

1 + [k0k1(C1 + C2) − 2]z−1 + (1 − k0k1C1)z−2
(8.37)

By applying bilinear transform in Equation (8.32) to Equation (8.23), the result
can be written as,
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H(z) c [4zqn + (qnts)2] + 2(qnts)2z−1 + [(qnts)2 − rzqnts]z−2

[4 + 4zqnts + (qnts)2] + [2(qnts)2 − 8]z−1 + [4 − 4zqnts + (qnts)2]z−2

(8.38)

By equating the denominator polynomials in the above two equations, C1 and
C2 can be found as

C1 c 1
k0k1

8zqnts

4 + 4zqnts + (qnts)2

C2 c 1
k0k1

4(qnts)2

4 + 4zqnts + (qnts)2
(8.39)

The applications of these equations will be discussed in the next two sections.
In reference 6 a third-order phase-locked loop is also implemented. The filter

is implemented in digital format and the result can be used for phase-locked
loop designs, but it is not included in this book.

8.6 CARRIER AND CODE TRACKING(4)

Before discussing the usage of the above equations, let us concentrate on the
tracking of GPS signals. The input to a conventional phase-locked loop is usu-
ally a continuous wave (cw) or frequency-modulated signal and the frequency
of the VCO is controlled to follow the frequency of the input signal. In a GPS
receiver the input is the GPS signal and a phase-locked loop must follow (or
track) this signal. However, the GPS signal is a bi-phase coded signal. The car-
rier and code frequencies change due to the Doppler effect, which is caused by
the motion of the GPS satellite as well as from the motion of the GPS receiver
as discussed in Chapter 3. In order to track the GPS signal, the C/ A code infor-
mation must be removed. As a result, it requires two phase-locked loops to track
a GPS signal. One loop is to track the C/ A code and the other one is to track
the carrier frequency. These two loops must be coupled together as shown in
Figure 8.3.

In Figure 8.3, the C/ A code loop generates three outputs: an early code, a
late code, and a prompt code. The prompt code is applied to the digitized input
signal and strips the C/ A code from the input signal. Stripping the C/ A code
means to multiply the C/ A code to the input signal with the proper phase as
shown in Figure 7.1. The output will be a cw signal with phase transition caused
only by the navigation data. This signal is applied to the input of the carrier
loop. The output from the carrier loop is a cw with the carrier frequency of
the input signal. This signal is used to strip the carrier from the digitized input
signal, which means using this signal to multiply the input signal. The output
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FIGURE 8.3 Code and carrier tracking loops.

is a signal with only a C/ A code and no carrier frequency, which is applied to
the input of the code loop.

The acquisition program determines the beginning of the C/ A code. The code
loop generates early and late C/ A codes and these two codes are the C/ A code
time shifted typically by approximately one-half-chip time of 0.489 us (1/ 2 ×
1.023 × 106) or less. The early and late codes correlate with the input C/ A codes
to produce two outputs. Each output passes through a moving average filter and
the output of the filter is squared. The two squared outputs are compared to
generate a control signal to adjust the rate of the locally generated C/ A code
to match the C/ A code of the input signal. The locally generated C/ A code is
the prompt C/ A code and this signal is used to strip the C/ A code from the
digitized input signal.

The carrier frequency loop receives a cw signal phase modulated only by
the navigation data as the C/ A code is stripped off from the input signal. The
acquisition program determines the initial value of the carrier frequency. The
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) generates a carrier frequency according to
the value obtained from the acquisition program. This signal is divided into two
paths: a direct one and one with a 90-degree phase shift. These two signals are
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correlated with the input signal. The outputs of the correlators are filtered and
their phases are compared against each other through an arctangent comparator.
The arctangent operation is insensitive to the phase transition caused by the
navigation data and it can be considered as one type of a Costas loop. A Costas
loop is a phase-locked loop, which is insensitive to phase transition. The output
of the comparator is filtered again and generates a control signal. This control
signal is used to tune the oscillator to generate a carrier frequency to follow
the input cw signal. This carrier frequency is also used to strip the carrier from
the input signal.

8.7 USING THE PHASE-LOCKED LOOP TO TRACK GPS SIGNALS(6,7)

In this section, the application of the equations derived in Sections 8.3 through
8.5 will be discussed. A tracking program using the phase-locked loop will be
discussed. The input data to the tracking loop are collected from actual satel-
lites. In this discussion second-order phase-locked loops will be used. Several
constants must be determined such as the noise bandwidth, the gain factors of
the phase detector, and the VCO (or the digital frequency synthesizer). These
constants are determined through trial and error and are by no means optimized.
This tracking program is applied only on limited data length. Although it gener-
ates satisfactory results, further study might be needed if it is used in a software
GPS receiver designed to track long records of data. The following steps can
be applied to both the code loop and the carrier loop:

1. Set the bandwidths and the gain of the code and carrier loops. The loop
gain includes the gains of the phase detector and the VCO. The bandwidth
of the code loop is narrower than the carrier loop because it tracks the
signal for a longer period of time. Choose the noise bandwidth of the code
loop to be 1 Hz and the carrier loop to be 20 Hz. This is one set of several
possible selections that the tracking program can operate or function.

2. Select the damping factor in Equation (8.25) to be z c .707. This z value
is often considered close to optimum.

3. The natural frequency can be found from Equation (8.26).

4. Choose the code loop gain (k0k1) to be 50 and the carrier loop gain to
be 4p × 100. These values are also one set of several possible selections.
The constants C1 and C2 of the filter can be found from Equation (8.39).

These four steps provide the necessary information for the two loops. Once
the constants of the loops are known, the phase of the code loop and the phase
of the carrier frequency can be adjusted to follow the input signals. In this
approach, the loops usually update every millisecond, because the C/ A code
is one millisecond long. At every millisecond the C/ A code must be regener-
ated and the initial phase of the C/ A code must be continuous from the previous
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FIGURE 8.4 Outputs from conventional tracking method of sv17.

one. This initial code phase can be related to fine time resolution. The phase of
carrier frequency is updated from the output of the arctangent phase comparator.
The output is obtained from the in-phase channel of the carrier loop as shown
in Figure 8.3. A typical output data set is shown in Figure 8.4. In this figure,
the amplitude changes with time; this is the transit effect of the tracking loop.
Finally, the amplitude reaches a steady state.

8.8 CARRIER FREQUENCY UPDATE FOR THE BLOCK ADJUSTMENT OF

SYNCHRONIZING SIGNAL (BASS) APPROACH(8,9)

The purpose of introducing the BASS method is to present a different tracking
program from the conventional method. This program is used for the software
GPS receiver discussion in the next chapter. In this program, once the C/ A
code is generated it is used all the time. No initial phase adjustment is required
such as in the conventional phase-locked loop discussed in previous sections.
The fine time resolution can be obtained from the early and the late outputs of
the code loop, which will be discussed in Sections 8.11 and 8.12.

This discussion is based on reference 8. The operation is on 1 ms of data for
simplicity; however, other data lengths can be used. The concept is based on
discrete Fourier transform (DFT). If the digitized input signal is x(n), the DFT
output X(k) can be written as

X(k) c N − 1

∑
n c 0

x(n)e− j2pnk/ N (8.40)
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where k represents a certain frequency component and N is the total number of
data points. If x(n) is obtained from digitizing a sinusoidal wave, the highest
amplitude |X(ki) | represents the frequency of the input signal. The real (Re)
and imaginary (Im) parts of X(k1) can be used to obtain phase angle v as

v c tan−1 � Im[X(ki)]
Re[X(ki)] � (8.41)

where v presents the initial phase of the sine wave with respect to the Kernel
function. If k is an integer, the initial phase of the Kernel function is zero. In
general, if the frequency of the input signal is an unknown quantity, all the
components of k (k c 0 ∼ N − 1) must be calculated. However, only half of
the k values (k c 0 ∼ N/ 2 − 1) provide useful information as discussed in
Section 6.13. The highest component X(ki) can be found by comparing all the
X(k) values. For this operation, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is often used
to save calculation time.

If the frequency of the input signal can be found within a frequency resolu-
tion cell, which is equal to 1/ Nts (where ts is the sampling time), the desired
X(k) can be found from one component of the DFT. It should be noted that to
calculate one component of X(k), the k value need not be an integer as in the
case of FFT. Since the input frequency is estimated from the acquisition method,
the X(k) can be found from one k value of Equation (8.40). The purpose of this
operation is to find the fine frequency of the input signal.

The phase angle v can be used to find the fine frequency of the input signal as
discussed in Section 7.13. Figure 8.5 shows that the data points are divided into
two different time domains. In each time domain, the same X(ki) are calculated.
The corresponding phase angles are vn and vn + m and they are separated by time
m. The fine frequency can be obtained as

f c dv

m
≡

vn + m − vn

m
(8.42)

This relation can provide much finer frequency resolution than the DFT result.
The frequency resolution depends on the angle resolution measured.(9) The dif-
ference angle dv must be less than 2p/ 5 as discussed in Section 7.14 and this

FIGURE 8.5 Phase angle from two consecutive data sets.
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requirement limits the time between the two consecutive DFT calculations.
Since the frequency k is very close to the input frequency, which changes slowly
with time, the unambiguous frequency range is not a problem. This approach
is used to find the correct frequency and update it accordingly.

8.9 DISCONTINUITY IN KERNEL FUNCTION

In conventional DFT operation the k value in Equation 8.40 is an integer. How-
ever, in applying Equation (8.40) to the tracking program the k value is usually a
noninteger, because in using an integer value of k, the frequency generated from
the kernel function e− j2pnk/ N can be too far from the input frequency. If the k value
is far from the input signal, the amplitude of X(k) obtained from Equation (8.40)
will be small, which implies that the sensitivity of the processing is low. In order
to avoid this problem, the k value should be kept as close to the input frequency
as possible. A k value close to the input frequency can also reduce the frequency
ambiguity. Under this condition, the k value is usually no longer an integer.

When the k value is an integer, the initial phase of the Kernel function
e− j2pnk/ N is zero and the values obtained from two consecutive sets are con-
tinuous. The beginning point of the first set is n c 0 and the beginning point of
the second set is n c N. It is easily shown that

e− j2pnk/ N | n c 0 c e− j2pnk/ N | n cN if k c integer (8.43)

If k is not an integer this relation no longer holds. The following example is used
to illustrate this point. Assume that N c 256, and n c 0 ∼ 255. For any integer
value of k, 256 data points can be generated from e− j2pnk/ N for n c 0 ∼ 255.
Two sets of the same 256 data points are placed in cascade to generate a total
of 512 data points. There is no discontinuity from data point 256, the last data
point of the first set, to data point 257, the beginning of the second set. Since
the values generated from e− j2pnk/ N are complex, the continuity can be shown
graphically only in real and imaginary parts of e− j2pnk/ N . Figure 8.6a shows the
real and imaginary results of k c 20. In this figure only the points from 240
to 270 are plotted and there is no discontinuity. Figure 8.6b shows the results
of k c 20.5 and there is a discontinuity between point 256 and 257 in both
the real and imaginary portions of e− j2pnk/ N . The discontinuity will affect the
application of Equation (8.42).

Figure 8.7 shows a cw input signal and two sections of the real part of
e− j2pnk/ N . If e− j2pnk/ N is continuous, the two sets of DFT can be considered
as the correlation of the input signal with one complex cw signal. Under this
condition, Equations (8.41) and (8.42) can be used to find the fine frequency.
If the kernel function has a discontinuity, the two sets of DFT are the input
signal correlated with two sets of kernel functions. Under this condition there
is a phase discontinuity in the phase relation. In order to use Equation (8.42),
the phase discontinuity must be taken into consideration.
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FIGURE 8.6 Real and imaginary plot of e− j2pnk/ N with N c 256, n c 0 ∼ 255.
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FIGURE 8.7 An input signal and two sections of the real part of e− j2pnk/ N .

This discontinuity can be found by calculating the phase angle at n c N. In the
previous example, N c 256 and n c 0 ∼ 255 are used to generate the values of
the kernel function. In order to generate a continuous kernel function, the value
of e− j2pnk/ N c e− j2pk (n c 256) must equal e−0 (or zero degree). If k is an integer,
this relation is true. If k is not an integer, this relation does not hold and the phase
difference between e− j2pk and e−0 is the phase discontinuity. This phase must be
subtracted from the phase angle before Equation (8.42) can be properly used.

If the difference phase from the Kernel function is subtracted at the end of
each millisecond, two situations can occur between the two adjacent millisec-
onds. One is that there is no phase change and the other one is that there is
a p phase change due to the navigation data. Since there is noise in the input
data, the phase change will not exactly equal the desired values of 0 to ±p.
For example, if the phase shift is close to 0 or 2p, it is considered that there
is no phase shift. If the phase shift is close to ±p, it is considered that there
is a p phase shift. In general, a threshold can be set at ±p/ 2. In Figure 8.8,
the thresholds are set at p/ 2 and 3p/ 2. If the absolute value of the difference
angle is within the range p/ 2 and 3p/ 2, it can be classified as a p phase shift.
Otherwise, there is no phase shift. The p phase shift cannot occur within 20 ms
and it occurs only at a multiple of 20 ms.

8.10 ACCURACY OF THE BEGINNING OF C/ A CODE MEASUREMENT

The input signal is digitized at 5 MHz, or every data point is separated by 200
ns. With this time resolution, the corresponding distance resolution is about 60
m (3 × 108 × 200 × 10−9), which is not accurate enough to solve for a user
position. Since the GPS signal and digitizing clock of the receiver cannot be
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FIGURE 8.8 Thresholds of a phase shift.

synchronized, it is not likely to match a data point with the true beginning
of the C/ A code. Under the worst condition, the digitized beginning of the
C/ A code can be 100 ns away from the true value, when the true beginning
of the C/ A code falls at the middle of two digitizing points. The acquisition
program can only measure the accuracy of the beginning of the C/ A code to
the digitized resolution. It is desirable to measure the beginning of the C/ A
code very accurately.

In the conventional tracking loop discussed in Section 8.7, the locally gen-
erated C/ A code is updated every millisecond. The purpose of the updating is
to generate a C/ A code to match the C/ A code in the input signal and gener-
ate a carrier frequency to match the carrier frequency in the input signal. Only
the matching of the C/ A code will be discussed here. For example, if the true
beginning of the C/ A code is exactly at the middle of two digitizing points,
it is desirable to generate the local C/ A code to match exactly at the same
point. However, noise in the signal will prevent this from occuring. The locally
generated code can only be close to the desired value. One can measure the
beginning of the locally generated C/ A code to find fine time resolution.
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FIGURE 8.9 Input signal, prompt, early, and late codes.

In the BASS tracking program, the locally generated C/ A code is a fixed
one. The first data point always starts from the true beginning of the C/ A code
and this same code is used all the time. Under the worst condition, this locally
generated C/ A code and the digitized input can be 100 ns apart. Two approaches
can be used to find the true starting point of the C/ A code in the input signal
with better time resolution.

One method uses three signals: a prompt, an early signal, and a late signal.
The locally generated C/ A code can be considered as the prompt code. From
this signal early and late signals will be generated at a fixed chip spacing. Dig-
itizing the C/ A code at 5 MHz generates the prompt code. Since the C/ A code
is 1 ms long, it produces 5,000 data points. The early and late codes can be
obtained by shifting the prompt data.

Figure 8.9 shows the prompt C/ A code, which starts from data point 1 to
5,000. The early code is generated by shifting two points that are arbitrarily
chosen, 4,999 and 5,000, to the front; thus, the early code has the data points
in the sequence of 4,999, 5,000, 1, 2 . . . 4,998. Shifting points 1 and 2 to the
end generates the late code; thus, the late code has the sequence of 3, 4, . . .
5,000, 1, 2. All three codes are correlated with the input signal.

The other approach uses five signals: one prompt, two early, and two late
signals. Shifting the prompt signal by 4 points generates the additional early
and late signals. Both approaches use approximations. A detailed discussion
will be presented in the following sections.

8.11 FINE TIME RESOLUTION THROUGH IDEAL CORRELATION

OUTPUTS(8)

As discussed in Section 5.7, the correlation peak of the C/ A code is 1,023. If
the C/ A code is off by more than one chip, the correlation has three values:
63, −1, 65. The first method assumes that the correlation value is 0 if the two
signals are off by more than one chip for simplicity. Figure 8.10 shows the
correlation within one chip.
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FIGURE 8.10 Correlation output of a C/ A code.

Each chip is 977.5 ns (1,000 us/ 1023) long without considering the Doppler
effect; let us refer this as the chip time. The three correlation values are: yp

from the prompt C/ A code, ye from the early code, and yl from the late code.
The time d is measured from the prompt to the early or to the late in units of
chip time. For this special case, the time between the early and prompt or late
and prompt is 400 ns, which can be written in units of chip time as d c .4092
(400/ 977.5). Suppose that yp is x seconds from the ideal peak. This method
uses the values of ye and yl to find the value of x, which can be either positive
or negative.

The value of x can be found from the following equations as

yp c 1023(1 − |x | )
yl c 1023(1 − x − d )

ye c 1023(1 + x − d ) (8.44)

The units of x and d are measured in chip time at 977.5 ns. The ratio of yl and
ye can be written as

r ≡
yl

ye
c 1 − x − d

1 + x − d
or

x c (1 − r)(1 − d )
1 + r

(8.45)

The value x can be found from this equation once r and d are calculated. The
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FIGURE 8.11 Digitized input signal and prompt code are 100 ns off.

value of r can be found from yl and ye, as shown in the first portion of Equation
8.45. The above calculations are performed every 5,000 data points (1 ms), or
approximately 1 C/ A code when Doppler shift is taken into consideration.

Now let us find the amplitude of yp under the worst mismatched condi-
tion. This information can show the sensitivity degradation of this approach.
Under the worst mismatched condition, the closest digitized point is 100 ns
from the beginning of the C/ A code as shown in Figure 8.11. Since x c ±100
ns and d c 400 ns, after normalizing x to the chip time, one can find that
yp ≈ 1023 × (1 − 100/ 977.5) c 918.35 from Equation (8.44), which is about−0.94 dB (20 × log(918.35/ 1023)) below the ideal correlation peak. There-
fore, the worst situation is that the correlation peak is about 1 dB less than
the ideal case. Occasionally, the C/ A loop will be off more than d/ 4, because
the update is not performed every millisecond and the noise in the data may
cause error. In the conventional tracking loop the C/ A code is generated every
millisecond with the initial phase properly adjusted. Therefore, the locally gen-
erated C/ A code can better match the input signal with slightly higher peak
than the BASS method. In general, the acquisition program has less sensitivity
than the tracking program. From experimental results it appears that as long
as the acquisition program can find a signal, the tracking program can track it
without any difficulty.

In Equation (8.45), when x > 100 ns or x < −100 ns, the prompt code
and the input data are misaligned by more than half the sampling time. Under
this condition, the input data should be shifted one sample to align better with
the code as shown in Figure 8.12. In this figure, before the data shifting the x is
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FIGURE 8.12 Shift the input data relative to the three codes.

larger than d/ 4 (or half the sampling time). All three codes, the prompt, early,
and late, move to the left, which is equivalent to shifting the input data to the
right as shown in Figure 8.12. After the shifting of input data, x is smaller than
d/ 4.

When x c 100 ns, r c 0.705 calculated from Equation (8.45). When x c−100 ns, r c 1.419(1/ 0.705). These two r values (0.705 and 1.419) can be
considered as a threshold. If the r value is less than 0.705 or larger than 1.419,
this means x > 100 ns of x < −100 ns. Under both conditions, the input data
should be shifted one sample to better align with the locally generated code.
It is impractical to use the r value from 1 ms of data to determine whether
to make a shift of the input data because of the noise. It usually takes 10 or
20 ms of data to make a decision. From Section 3.6 and considering a 10 KHz
Doppler frequency shift on the carrier, it takes approximately 16 ms to shift the
C/ A code by half the sampling time of 100 ns, which can justify this update
rate.

In the actual tracking program used, the update is performed every 10 ms.
The r value is calculated every millisecond, but ten r values are averaged and
the averaged value is compared with the threshold to determine whether a shift
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FIGURE 8.13 Correlation Output with Limited Bandwidth.

in input data is needed. The x value calculated from the averaged r value
through Equation (8.45) is considered as the fine time resolution.

8.12 FINE TIME RESOLUTION THROUGH CURVE FITTING

The discussion in the previous section is based on an ideal correlation of the
C/ A code. The correlation output is triangle shaped with values varying from
0 to 1,023. The actual correlation of the C/ A signal does not start from zero
and the shape is not a triangle. In an actual receiver, since the bandwidth is
limited, the correlation does not have a sharp peak as shown in Figure 8.10,
but is a smooth one as shown in Figure 8.13. The top of the correlation output is
rounded due to the limited bandwidth. To take this shape of correlation function
into consideration, a quadratic equation can be used to model it. In order to
perform the curve fitting, the correlation data must contain the highest value
and the two values on either side of it. If this situation does not occur, a wrong
result can be drawn. In order to guarantee that this situation occurs, usually
more than three correlation values are needed. In general, five correlation peaks
with two early and two late codes should be sufficient. The two early and late
codes are obtained by shifting the prompt code by ±d and ±2d. The highest y
value and its two adjacent neighbors are used in the following equation. The
quadratic equation to model the correlation peak can be written as

y c ax2 + bx + c (8.46)
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where y represents the correlation value and x represents the x-axis, which uses
time d as a unit. This equation can be solved to obtain a, b, and c with three
sets of x and y values as
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y3
] c 
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1 x1 1
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2 x2 1
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3 x3 1
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2 x2 1

x2
3 x3 1






A c [ a
b
c ] (8.47)

The solution can be written as

A c X −1Y (8.48)

where X −1 is the inverse of a matrix. Once a, b, c from Equation (8.48) are
found, the maximum value of y can be found by taking the derivative of y with
respect to x and setting the result to zero. The result is

dy
dx

c 2ax + b c 0 or

x c −b
2a

(8.49)

Thus, x is the desired result. If x > 100 ns (d/ 2) or x < −100 ns (−d/ 2), it is
required to shift the input data with respect to the locally generated C/ A code
as discussed in the previous section.

In actual application, every millisecond five y values are generated. Every
10 milliseconds the y values are averaged to generate five averaged y values.
The highest averaged y value and its two adjacent neighbors are used to find
the desired x value. This x value is considered as the fine time resolution and
used to determine whether a shift in input data is needed.
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This method and the method discussed in Section 8.11 are both used in
the BASS tracking program. The differences between these two programs are
insignificant. The results from the method discussed in Section 8.11 are used
in Chapter 9.

8.13 OUTPUTS FROM THE BASS TRACKING PROGRAM

Besides the phase angles measured through the BASS program, two additional
outputs are important for calculating user position. One is the beginning of the
C/ A code and the other is the fine time resolution. Since the update is performed
every 10 ms, the shift of the beginning of the C/ A code is checked at this rate.
If the misalignment between the locally generated C/ A code and the input data
is more than 100 ns, the input data must be shifted either to the right or to the
left one data point to better match the local generated code. The actual starting
points (reference to the input data points) of the C/ A code for every 10 ms
must be kept. They will be used in the next chapter to find the beginning of
the subframes.

The C/ A code beginning points of 6 satellites for 81 ms of data are listed in
Table 8.1. These values are the input data points that represent the beginning of
a C/ A code. For each satellite the data points are separated by 10 ms. The first
starting point is obtained from the acquisition method. If there is no shifting
of input data points, the difference between numbers of the same row should
be 50,000, which represents 10 ms of data. Sometimes the starting points are
slightly different from the values obtained from the tracking program.

In satellites 6, 10, and 26 there are no input data point shifts. However, the
first starting points of satellites 6 and 10 are off by 1 point from the rest of the
data. For satellite 17 the last data point has a shift. For satellite 23 the second
data point shifts 2 points then shifts back one point and for satellite 28 the data
points shift back and forth and these effects are caused by noise.

The values of the beginning of the C/ A code keep increasing every 10 ms
as shown in Table 8.1. Each value is about 50,000 points more than the pre-
vious one. In a long record of data these values can become extremely large. It is

TABLE 8.1 C/ A Code Beginning Points

Starting
SV # Point Beginning of C/ A Code

6 2884 52885 102885 152885 202885 252885 302885 352885 402885
10 3814 53815 103815 153815 203815 253815 303815 353815 403815
17 0469 50470 100470 150470 200470 250470 300470 350470 400469
23 2200 52202 102201 152201 202201 252201 302201 352201 402201
26 2664 52664 102664 152664 202664 252664 302664 352664 402664
28 3269 53269 103270 153270 203270 253269 303269 353269 403269
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inconvenient to store these values. However, these values need not be so large.
The reason for keeping these large values is easier to explain in the next chapter.
In actual programming these values are kept between 1 and 5,000. For example,
the beginning of the C/ A code for satellite 6 will have the same value of 2,885
instead of the values listed in the table. The beginning of the C/ A code is used
to find the beginning of the subframes, which can be located within 1 ms of
input data. This topic will be discussed in the next chapter. Since within 1 ms
the beginning of the C/ A code is from 1 to 5,000, a value within this range is
sufficient to locate the beginning of the first subframe.

The time resolution in the above data is 200 ns, determined by the sampling
frequency of 5 MHz, thus, the beginning of the C/ A code can be measured with
this time resolution. With each value of the beginning of the C/ A code there is
a fine time x calculated by Equations (8.45) or (8.49), which is not included in
Table 8.1. These fine times can be used to improve the overall time resolution.

8.14 COMBINING RF AND C/ A CODE

In Sections 8.8 to 8.12 the BASS tracking method is discussed. In order to track
the input signals for each satellite, two quantities are locally generated: a complex
RF frequency and the C/ A code. Once the C/ A is generated, it is used all the time.
The locally generated complex RF signal is updated at most every 10 ms because
the carrier frequency changes very slowly for a stationary receiver as discussed
in Chapter 3. The locally generated C/ A code and RF signal can correlate with
the input signal simultaneously. One convenient approach is to combine the C/ A
code and the Rf signal through point-by-point multiplication to generate a new
code. This new code can be used as the prompt code. This prompt code is shifted
two data points to the left and right to obtain the early and late codes. These three
codes consisting of the C/ A code and RF signals are used to correlate with the
input signal. The phase of the RF in the prompt signal is important because it is
used to find the fine frequency and the phase transition in the navigation data. The
amplitudes of the early and late codes are used only to determine the fine time res-
olution; therefore, the phase of RF signals in the early and late codes is not impor-
tant. The fine frequency is calculated from Equation (8.42) and the new frequency
is used in generating the local RF signal for the next 10 ms of data. The phase dis-
continuity in the Kernel function must be calculated and necessary adjustments
must be made as discussed in Section 8.9.

The outputs from the BASS method are the phase angles obtained from
the prompt code. The phase angles are calculated every millisecond. After the
phase adjustment discussed in Section 8.9, the phase should either be contin-
uous between two milliseconds of data or changing by p. The absolute values
of the phase angle are not very important because it depends on the initial sam-
pling point. The difference angle is defined as the phase difference between two
adjacent milliseconds. If the difference angle is within ±p/ 2, it is considered as
no phase shift. If the difference is outside the range of ±p/ 2, there is a p phase
shift. The p phase shift should happen in multiples of 20 ms.
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8.15 TRACKING OF LONGER DATA AND FIRST PHASE TRANSITION

The BASS tracking program discussed in this chapter is based on tracking
1 ms of input data. If the signal is weak, it is possible to track more than 1 ms
of data to improve sensitivity. It seems that the maximum data length that can
be tracked coherently is 20 ms without very sophisticated processing because
the navigation data is 20 ms long. The input data must be properly selected
and there should not be a phase transition within the selected 20 ms of data.
Under this condition, the sensitivity is improved by 13 dB (10 log (20/ 1)) over
tracking 1 ms of data. If the data length is longer than 20 ms, it may contain a
phase transition due to the navigation data. The phase transition will disturb the
operation of the tracking program. If multiples of 20 ms of data are used, the
tracking process must cover all the possible combinations of phase transition.
The tracking program can be rather complicated and calculation intensive.

In order to track 20 ms of data without a navigation data phase transition,
one must find a phase transition in the data. This requirement puts an additional
restraint on the acquisition program. The acquisition is not only required to find
the beginning of the C/ A code and the carrier frequency, it must also find a
phase transition. If the phase transition cannot be found, it is impractical to track
20 ms of data. Therefore, finding the phase transition becomes an important
requirement to process weak signals.

8.16 SUMMARY

In this chapter the concept of tracking a GPS signal is discussed. Two
approaches are presented: the conventional and the BASS methods. A general
discussion on the conventional phase-locked loop is presented and its applica-
tion to GPS receiver is discussed. In addition, a BASS method is presented in
detail. This method needs to generate the C/ A code only once; thus it may save
calculation time for software receiver design. Theoretically, the BASS method
at worst case may lose about 1 dB of sensitivity with 5 MHz sampling rate due
to the potential misalignment between the input signal and the locally gener-
ated signal. Two methods of generating fine time resolution are discussed. The
outputs from the tracking are also discussed. These outputs will be used in the
next chapter to find the user position.

APPENDIX(10)

Equation (8.26) can be written as

Bn c qn

2p ∫
∞

0

1 + 4z2x
x4 + 2(2z2 − 1)x + 1

dx c qn

2p
I1 +

qn

2p
4z2I2 (8A.1)

where
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I1 c ∫
∞

0

dx
x4 + 2(2z2 − 1)x2 + 1

(8A.2)

I2 c ∫
∞

0

x2dx
x4 + 2(2z2 − 1)x2 + 1

(8A.3)

These integrals can be found from(11)

∫
∞

0

xm − 1dx
(b + x2)(g+ x2)

c p

2
gm/ 2 − 1 − bm/ 2 − 1

b − g
csc

mp

2
(8A.4)

with the condition that

|arg b | < p, | arg g | < p 0 < real m < 4

The values of b and g in Equation (8A.4) can be found by comparing this equa-
tion with Equation (8A.3) or (8A.2) as

bgc 1

b + gc 2(z2 − 1) (8A.5)

Solving for b and g, the results are

b c (z +
f

z2 − 1)2

gc (z − fz2 − 1)2 (8A.6)

To obtain the result of I1 where m c 1 is

I1 c p

2
g1/ 2 − 1 − b1/ 2 − 1

b − g
csc

p

2
c p

4z
(8A.7)

The result of I2 can be obtained with m c 3 as

I2 c p

2
g3/ 2 − 1 − b3/ 2 − 1

b − g
csc

3p

2
c p

4z
(8A.8)

Interestingly, the two integrals provide the same results. Substituting these val-
ues into Equation (8A.1), the result is
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Bn c qn

2 �z +
1
4z � (8A.9)

which is the desired result.
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CHAPTER NINE

GPS Software Receivers

9.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter can be considered as a summary of all the previous chapters. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, this book does not follow the signal path of a GPS
receiver but rather follows the design concept of the GPS. Therefore, the pre-
vious chapters are presented in the following order. The user position can be
found from the known positions of at least four satellites and the distances
to them. In Chapters 2 to 4 the satellite constellation and the earth-centered,
earth-fixed coordinate system are introduced and the equations to calculate the
user position are presented. The structure of the GPS signal and the acquisi-
tion and tracking of the signal are discussed in Chapters 5, 7, and 8, respec-
tively. Although this approach should give a better understanding of the overall
concepts associated with GPS, the discussion may not flow smoothly from a
receiver design perspective.

In this chapter the GPS receiver is discussed following the actual signal flow
through the receiver. The input signal will be digitized first followed by acqui-
sition and tracking. Once the tracking is achieved, the output will be converted
into navigation data through subframe matching and parity checking. From the
subframes the ephemeris data such as the week number can be found. The posi-
tion of the satellite can be determined from the ephemeris data. The pseudo-
ranges between the receiver and the satellites can also be determined. Once all
the necessary information is obtained, satellite positions and the user position
can be calculated. Finally, the user position is put in the desired coordinate
system. The presentation in this chapter follows this order, which is shown
in Figure 1.1. The block adjustment of synchronized signal (BASS) is used
for the tracking program. The conventional approach will provide very similar
results.
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9.2 INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM TRACKING RESULTS

As previously discussed, assume that the input GPS signal is down converted
to 21.25 MHz, filtered to about 2 MHz bandwidth, and digitized at 5 MHz. The
minimum requirement for the collected data is that they must contain the first
three subframes. The information in these three subframes is used to find the
satellite position and the user position as discussed in Chapter 5. The results
from the conventional tracking program are shown in Figure 9.1, which plots the
amplitude of the output signal. Each data point is obtained from 1 millisecond of
digitized data. The signal from satellite 6 is relatively strong and the signal from
satellite 28 is relatively weak, which can be observed from the two amplitude
scales.

The same signal is tracked by the BASS method and the results are shown
in Figure 9.2. The vertical scale in Figure 9.2 shows the angle separation rather
than the signal amplitude. Since the difference in angle is always p for a phase
change, the scales stay the same for both plots. In this figure, the stronger signal
shows a tighter groups than the weak one.

In addition to the output signal, the conventional approach will output the
initial phase of the locally generated C/ A code. This initial phase of the C/ A

FIGURE 9.1 Tracking results from conventional phase-locked loop.
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FIGURE 9.2 Tracking results from the BASS method.

represents the fine time resolution in the tracking loop. In the BASS method,
the C/ A code is repeatedly used and the initial phase stays constant. As men-
tioned in Chapter 8, fine time resolution x can be obtained from the ratio of
the correlations of the early and late C/ A codes. These x values are calculated
every 10 ms and the results are shown in Figure 9.3. The data should be close
to a straight line. One can see that the results are fairly noisy, even though every
point is generated from averaging 10 ms of data. Once the x value is greater
than 100 ns or less than −100 ns, the next set of input data point is shifted by
200 ns. This effect causes the discontinuities in the plots. In Figure 9.3a, both
the 18th and 20th points are greater than 100 ns but point 19 is smaller than
−100 ns. This indicates that the input data point shifts back and forth from 18
to 19 and back to 20, then to point 21 again. Among these four points of data
the input shifts three times. The cause of this shifting back and forth is noise.
In Figure 9.3b, the first data point is much less than −200 ns. The reason is that
the initial point is obtained from the acquisition program and the result might
not be as accurate.

In Figure 9.3a the slope of the plot is positive and in Figure 9.3b the slope
is negative. These represent the positive and negative Doppler frequency shift.
The slopes of the plots represent the magnitude of the Doppler frequency shift.

From these plots one can decide that 1 ms of data should not be used to
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FIGURE 9.3 Fine time obtained from BASS method.

determine the input data point shift because it is very noisy. The tracking pro-
gram reports these fine times every 10 ms and also reports the beginning of the
C/ A code as discussed in Section 8.12. These fine times are used to estimate
the pseudorange. Even the fine time calculated from 10 ms of data is some-
what noisy and if an individual point is used to calculate the user position, the
accuracy may not be very good. A smoothing method such as the least mean
square fit should be used to find the fine time from a relatively long record of
data such as many tens of milliseconds of data points. These methods should
improve the accuracy of the fine time, which should provide better accuracy in
the calculated user position.

9.3 CONVERTING TRACKING OUTPUTS TO NAVIGATION DATA

The next step is to change the output data (every 20 ms) as shown in Figures
9.1 and 9.2 into +1 and −1 (or 0) values. There are several ways to accomplish
this. One common way is to find the difference between adjacent millisecond
outputs. If the difference is beyond a certain threshold, there is a data transition.
For the conventional tracking program, the threshold is usually obtained from
the minimum anticipated amplitude of the output. Since strong and weak sig-
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nals produce different amplitudes as shown in Figure 9.1, the minimum values
should be used as the threshold. For the BASS method the threshold is at ±p/ 2
as discussed in Section 8.9.

From these transitions, it is easy to change the tracking results into navigation
data. The navigation data transition points must correspond to individual points in
the collected input data, which have a time resolution of 200 ns. This time reso-
lution can be used to find the relative time difference between different satellites.
The following steps can be applied to accomplish this goal. This method repre-
sents only one way to solve the problem and is by no means the optimum one.
This method is presented because it might be easier to understand. The following
steps are used to convert phase transition to navigation data:

1. Find all the navigation data transitions. The beginning of the first naviga-
tion data should be within the first 20 ms of output data because the navigation
data are 20 ms long. However, there might not be a phase transition within 20
ms of data. The first phase transition can be used to find the beginning of the
first navigation data. The first phase transition detected in the output data is the
beginning of the navigation data. If the first phase transition is within the first
20 ms of data, this point is also the beginning of the first navigation data. If the
first phase transition occurs at a later time, a multiple number of 20 ms should
be subtracted from it. The remainder is the beginning of the first navigation
data. For simplicity let us just call it the first navigation data point instead of
the beginning of the first navigation data. This information will be stored and
used to find the coarse pseudorange discussed in Section 9.6. The first naviga-
tion data point can be padded with data points of the same sign to make the first
navigation data point always occur at 21 ms. This approach creates one naviga-
tion data point at the beginning of the data from partially obtained information.
For example, if the first phase transition occurs at 97 ms, by subtracting 80 ms
from this value, the first navigation data point occurs at 17 ms. These 17 ms of
data are padded with 4 ms of data of the same sign to make the first navigation
data 20 ms long. This process makes the first navigation data point at 21 ms.
This operation also changes the rest of the beginnings of the navigation data
by 4 ms. Thus, the navigation data points occur at 21, 41, 61, and so on.

Figure 9.4 illustrates the above example. The upper part of Figure 9.4 shows
the output data from the tracking program and the bottom part shows the result
padded with additional data. The adjusted first navigation data point at 21 ms
is stored. If the first phase transition occurs at 40 ms, by subtracting 40, the
adjusted first navigation data point occurs at 0 ms. Twenty-one ms of data with
either + or − can be added in front of the first navigation data point to make
it occur at 21 ms.

2. Once the navigation data points are determined, the validity of these tran-
sitions must be checked. These navigation data points must be separated by
multiples of 20 ms. If these navigation data points do not occur at a multiple
of 20 ms, the data contain errors and should be discarded.
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FIGURE 9.4 Adjustment of the first navigation data point.

3. After the navigation data points pass the validity check, these outputs are
converted into navigation data. Every 20 outputs (or 20 ms) convert into one
navigation data bit. The signs of these navigation data are arbitrarily chosen.
The navigation data are designated as +1 and −1. The parity check process can
put the navigation data in the correct polarity.

9.4 SUBFRAME MATCHING AND PARITY CHECK

After the outputs from the tracking are converted into navigation data, the next
step is to find the subframes in these data. As discussed in Section 5.9 and
Figure 5.7, a subframe will start with the preamble of pattern (10001011) in
the first word (the telemetry). In the second word HOW (the hand over word),
bits 20–22 are the subframe ID and last two bits (29,30) are the parity code (00).
However, simply searching for these data does not guarantee that the beginning
of a subframe will be found. One can search for more than one subframe at a
time. If matches are found for more than one subframe, it has a better probability
of being correct.

It is important to notice that the polarities of the words in a subframe may
change. Therefore, one should perform correlation on only one word (30 navi-
gation data bits) at a time. In other words, each word should be separately cor-
related. The code to match the preamble can be written as (1 −1 −1 −1 1 −1 1
1). Since the polarity of the word is not known, the matched result can be ±8.
Once a match is found, 300 data points (1 subframe) later there should be another
preamble match. If a match is not found, the first match is not a preamble. One
can repeat this method to find the beginning of several subframes. More matches
can improve the confidence level. The last two bits in the HOW can also be used
for subframe matching. Once a subframe is found, the subframe number can be
found from bits 20–22 of the HOW. The subframe numbers must be from 1 to 5
and they must be properly ordered from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1, and so forth.
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The parity check has been discussed in detail in Section 5.11. The procedure
will not be repeated here. Two programs (p9 1) and (p9 2) are listed at the end
of this chapter. They are used to match subframes and check parity.

The subframe-finding program matches three consecutive preambles. If all
three are correctly matched, this declares that the beginning of a subframe is
found. The search of three consecutive preambles is arbitrarily chosen. First the
preamble from 360 data points is searched. This data length is one subframe
plus two words, which should have at least one preamble match (there could
be more than one). If multiple matches are found only one of them will be the
preamble. If a match is found, two more preambles 300 data points after the
beginning of the first match are sought. If the search of the two preambles fails,
the first match is not a preamble but some other data with that pattern. If both
preambles are matched, all three preambles are considered as the beginnings of
three consecutive subframes.

The next step is to check the polarity of the last two bits in the HOW. These
two bits should both be negative, thus, the sum of these two bits should be −2.
However, the sum of these two bits could be either +2 or −2. If the sum is zero,
there is a mistake and the beginnings of the three subframes must be wrong.
This can be considered as an additional check. If the sum is −2 the sign of the
HOW word is correct and the subframe number can be found from bits 20–22
of the HOW. If the sum is +2, the polarity of the HOW must be inverted first;
then find the subframe number. From the subframe number one can search for
the beginning of subframes 1, 2, and 3, because they contain the information
to calculate the user position.

9.5 OBTAINING EPHEMERIS DATA FROM SUBFRAME 1

Once the beginning of subframe 1 is found, the following information can be
obtained. The navigationd data are in two forms: the binary and the two’s com-
plement as discussed in Section 5.12 and Table 5.8. For the convenience of
calculations, most of these data are converted into decimal form:

1. WN: The week number has 10 bits from 61–70 in binary form. These
data are converted into decimal form. As discussed in Section 5.12, this
number starts from midnight January 5/ morning January 6, 1980 and a
rollover of 1,023 weeks must be taken care of. The decoded time must
match the data collection time.

2. TGD: The estimated group delay differential has 8 bits from 197–204 in
two’s complementary form. These data are converted into decimal form.

3. toc: the satellite clock corrections have 16 bits from 219–234 in binary
form. These data are converted into decimal form.

4. af 2: The satellite clock corrections have 8 bits from 241–248 in two’s
complementary form. These data are converted into decimal form.
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5. af 1: The satellite clock corrections have 16 bits from 249–264 in two’s
complementary form. These data are converted into decimal form.

6. af 0: The satellite clock corrections have 22 bits from 271–292 in two’s
complementary form. These data are converted into decimal form.

7. IODC: The issue of data, clock has 10 bits. Bits 83–84 are the most sig-
nificant bits (MSB) and bits 211–218 are the least significant bits (LSB).
As discussed in Section 5.13, the LSB of the IODC will be compared
with the issue of data, ephemeris (IODE) of subframes 2 and 3. When-
ever these three data sets are not matched, a data set cutover has occured
and new data must be collected.

8. TOW: The time of the week has 17 bits from 31–47 in binary form. These
data are converted into decimal form and the time resolution is 6 seconds
as shown in Figures 5–7 and 5–8. In order to convert to seconds the data
are multiplied by 6. Another important factor is that the TOW is the next
subframe, not the present subframe as discussed in Section 5.10. In order
to obtain the time of the present subframe 6 seconds must be subtracted
from the results.

9.6 OBTAINING EPHEMERIS DATA FROM SUBFRAME 2

The data from subframe 2 can be obtained and converted into decimal form in
a similar manner as discussed in the previous section. Referencing Figure 5.9b,
the following sets of navigation data can be obtained from subframe 2:

1. IODE: The issue of data, ephemeris has 8 bits from 61–68. This bit pattern
is compared with the 8 least significant bits (LSB) of the issue of data,
clock (IODC) in subframe 1, and the IODE in subframe 3. If they are
different, a data set cutover has occurred and these data cannot be used
and new data should be collected.

2. Crs: The amplitude of the sine harmonic correction term to the orbit radius
has 16 bits from 69–84 in two’s complementary form. These data are
converted into decimal form.

3. Dn: The mean motion difference from computed value has 16 bits from
91–106 in two’s complementary form. These data are converted into dec-
imal form. The unit is in semicircles/ sec, thus, the data are multiplied by
p to change to radians.

4. Mo: The mean anomaly at reference time has 32 bits in two’s comple-
mentary form. These data are divided into two parts, the 8-bit MSB from
107–114 and 24-bit LSB from 121–144, and are converted into decimal
form. The unit is in semicircles, thus, the data are multiplied by p to
change to radians.

5. Cuc: The amplitude of the cosine harmonic correction term to the argu-
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ment of latitude has 16 bits from 151–166 in two’s complementary form.
These data are converted into decimal form.

6. es: The eccentricity of satellite orbit has 32 bits in binary form. These
data are divided into two parts, the 8-bit MSB from 167–174 and 24-bit
LSB from 181–204, and converted into decimal form.

7. Cus: The amplitude of the sine harmonic correction term of the argument
of latitude has 16 bits from 211–226 in two’s complementary form. These
data are converted into decimal form.

8.
f

as: The square root of the semi-major axis of the satellite orbit has 32
bits in binary form. These data are divided into two parts, the 8-bit MSB
from 227–234 and 24-bit LSB from 241–264, and converted into decimal
form.

9. toe: The reference time ephemeris has 16 bits from 271–286 in binary
form. These data are converted into decimal form.

9.7 OBTAINING EPHEMERIS DATA FROM SUBFRAME 3

The data from subframe 3 will be obtained in a similar way. Referencing Figure
5.9c, the following data can be obtained from subframe 3:

1. Cic: The amplitude of the cosine harmonic correction term to the angle of
inclination has 16 bits from 61–76 in two’s complementary form. These
data are converted into decimal form.

2. Q 0: The longitude of the ascending node of orbit plane at weekly epoch
has 32 bits in two’s complementary form. These data are divided into
two parts, the 8-bit MSB from 77–84 and 24-bit LSB from 91–114, and
converted into decimal form. The unit is in semicircles, thus, the data are
multiplied by p to change to radians.

3. Cis: The amplitude of the sine harmonic correction term to the angle of
inclination has 16 bits from 121–126 in two’s complementary form. These
data are converted into decimal form.

4. i0: The inclination angle at reference time has 32 bits in two’s comple-
mentary form. These data are divided into two parts, the 8-bit MSB from
137–144 and 24-bit LSB from 151–174, and converted into decimal form.
The unit is in semicircles, thus, the data are multiplied by p to change to
radians.

5. Crc: The amplitude of the cosine harmonic correction term to the orbit
radius has 16 bits from 181–196 in two’s complementary form. These
data are convered into decimal form.

6. q: The argument of perigee has 32 bits in two’s complementary form.
These data are divided into two parts, the 8-bit MSB from 197–204 and
24-bit LSB from 211–234, and converted into decimal form. The unit is
in semicircles, thus, the data are multiplied by p to change to radians.
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7. Q̇ : The rate of right ascension has 24 bits from 241–264 in two’s com-
plementary form. These data are converted into decimal form. The unit
is in semicircles, thus, the data are multiplied by p to change to radians.

8. IODE: The issue of data, ephemeris has 8 bits from 271–278. This bit
pattern is compared with the 8 least significant bits (LSB) of the issue of
data, clock (IODC) in subframe 1, and the IODE in subframe 2. If they
are different, a data set cutover has occurred and these data cannot be
used and new data should be collected.

9. idot: The rate of inclination angle has 14 bits from 279–292 in two’s com-
plementary form. These data are converted into decimal form. The unit
is in semicircles, thus, the data are multiplied by p to change to radians.

It should be noted that the TOWs from subframes 2 and 3 are not decoded
because the TOW from subframe 1 will provide the necessary information. All
the data from subframes 1, 2, and 3 are decoded and converted to decimal form
and have the desired units. The following steps are to calculate the satellite
positions and user position.

Three computer program (p9 3), (p9 4), and (p9 5) are listed at the end of
this chapter and they are used to obtain the navigation data from subframes 1,
2, and 3.

9.8 TYPICAL VALUES OF EPHEMERIS DATA

Some of the ephemeris data are user located dependent. Others are somewhat
user location independent, such as the inclination angle. Some of the ephemeris
data that are user location independent are listed in Table 9.1 as a reference.
These data are from three different satellites and most of the values have about
the same order of magnitude.

9.9 FINDING PSEUDORANGE

In collecting the digitized data there is no absolute time reference and the only
time reference is the sampling frequency. As a result, the pseudorange can be
measured only in a relative way as shown in Figure 9.5, because the clock
bias of the receiver is an unknown quantity. In this figure the points repre-
sent individual input digitized data and they are separated by 200 ns because
the sampling rate is 5 MHz. The relative pseudorange is the distance (or time)
between two reference points. In this figure the beginning point of subframe
1 is used as the reference point. All the beginning points of subframe 1 from
different satellites are transmitted at the same time except for the clock cor-
rection terms of each satellite. As a result one can consider that the subframes
from different satellites are transmitted at the same time. Since the beginnings
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TABLE 9.1 Typical Ephemeris Data

Dn 5.117713173295686e−009 5.055924885279763e−009 4.529831542808932e−009f
as 5.153714639663696e+003 5.153681760787964e+003 5.153659612655640e+003

i0 9.560779626333219e−001 9.478276108359106e−001 9.581404971861649e−001
Q̇ −8.277844805462636e−009 −8.656432003710486e−009 −7.999618930523888e−009
idot −6.393123442109902e−011 7.857470152313846e−011 −6.468126566291079e−010
es 4.112668684683740e−003 1.435045502148569e−003 9.771452634595335e−003
crs −1.375000000000000e+000 1.093750000000000e+001 −1.453125000000000e+001
cuc −1.583248376846314e−007 5.904585123062134e−007 −7.711350917816162e−007
cus 4.576519131660461e−006 1.367181539535523e−006 1.043826341629028e−005
cic 2.048909664154053e−008 2.793967723846436e−008 −1.471489667892456e−007
cis −8.940696716308594e−008 3.725290298461914e−009 1.862645149230957e−007
crc 2.872500000000000e+002 3.436875000000000e+002 1.749375000000000e+002
af 0 6.267381832003593e−005 5.940999835729599e−005 3.222310915589333e−004
af 1 1.136868377216160e−012 3.410605131648481e−012 6.662048690486699e−011
af 2 0 0 0
toc 4.032000000000000e+005 4.031840000000000e+005 4.032000000000000e+005
tgd 4.656612873077393e−010 1.396983861923218e−009 1.396983861923218e−009

of subframe 1 from different satellites are received at different times, this dif-
ference time represents the time (or distance) difference from the satellite to the
receiver. Therefore, it represents the relative pseudorange. Subframe 1 occurs
every 30 seconds and the maximum time difference between two satellites is
about 19 ms as discussed in Chapter 3. From this information it is guaranteed
that the subframe 1’s transmitted at the same time from different satellites are
compared. In other words, if the difference time between two satellites is in
the tens of milliseconds range, the two subframe 1’s must be transmitted at the
same time and they cannot be separated by 30 seconds.

Now the digitized input data point corresponding to the beginning of sub-
frame 1 must be found. This information can be obtained from three input data:
(1) the beginning points of the C/ A code obtained from the tracking program
with a time resolution of 10 ms and accuracy of 200 ns as discussed in Section
8.12; (2) the beginning of the first navigation data (simplified as the first nav-
igation data point) obtained from Section 9.3; (3) the beginning of subframe
1 obtained through subframe matching as discussed in Section 9.4 with a time

FIGURE 9.5 Relative pseudorange.
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FIGURE 9.6 Relations among the beginning of the C/ A code, first navigation data
point, and beginning of subframe 1.

resolution of 20 ms.
Figure 9.6 illustrates the relations among these three quantities. In Figures

9.6a, b, and d the results are obtained from actual collected data, but Figure 9.6c
is artificially created for illustration. The upper part of the figure represents the
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FIGURE 9.6 Continued.

original input data with the first beginning of the C/ A code in the first 5,000
digitized input data points obtained from the acquisition program. The rest of
the beginnings of the C/ A code are obtained from the tracking program. In the
bottom of the figure, the beginning of subframe 1 is given. These figures are
used to help find the beginning of subframe 1 in terms of the beginning of the
C/ A code.
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The following four examples are used to illustrate this operation. These four
cases include the first phase transitions occurring at 0, 7(<10), 10, and 17(>10),
which covers all the possible cases.

In Figure 9.6a the first phase transition occurs at 0 point and the data are
padded with 21 points. The first p phase shift determines the first navigation
data point. The beginning of subframe 1 is at the 100th navigation data point
(20 ms resolution). The corresponding beginning of the C/ A code is at 196
(10 ms resolution). Thus, the navigation data point at 196 is lined up with the
beginning of subframe 1. This relation can be obtained from the beginnings
of the C/ A code labeled (1), (2), (3), . . . and the beginnings of navigation data
labeled 1, 2, 3, . . . at the bottom of the figure. The corresponding data point can
be found from beginning of the C/ A code as 9802893. This number 9802893
is obtained from the tracking program. This is the beginning of the C/ A code
with index of 196 and obtained from the tracking program.

In Figure 9.6b the first navigation data point occurs at 7 ms and the data
are padded with 14 points at the beginning. The beginning of the subframe 1
is at the 100th navigation data point. The beginning of the C/ A code in front
of the beginning of subframe 1 is 196. The corresponding beginning of the
C/ A code is 9803828. However, this point does not align with the beginning
of subframe 1. In order to align with the beginning of subframe 1, 7 ms will
be added. These 7 ms come from the first navigation data point at 7 ms shown
at the top of the figure. Since each millisecond contains 5,000 digitized data,
5,000 must be multiplied by this 7 ms to obtain the beginning of subframe 1
in terms of the digitized input data points. Thus, the beginning of subframe 1
is at 9803828 + 7 × 5000 c 9838828.

In Figure 9.6c the first phase transition is at 10 ms and the data are padded
with 11 points at the beginning. The beginning of subframe 1 is at the 100th
navigation data point. The beginning of the C/ A code is aligned with the begin-
nin of subframe 1 at 197. The corresponding beginning of the C/ A code is
9850115.

In Figure 9.6d the first navigation data point is at 17 ms and the data are
padded with 4 points at the beginning. The beginning of the subframe 1 is at the
99th navigation data point. The beginning of the C/ A code in front of subframe
1 is at 195. The corresponding beginning of the C/ A code with index of 195
is 9752661. However, in order to align with the beginning of subframe 1, 7 ms
will be added. This 7 ms comes from the first navigation data point at 17 ms.
Since the beginning of the C/ A code has a time resolution of 10 ms, 10 ms are
subtracted from the 17 ms to obtain 7 ms. The final value is 9752661 + 7 ×
5000 c 9787661.

From the above discussion, one can see that it takes two steps to find the
beginning of subframe 1 in terms of the actual digitized input data points. The
first step is to find the index of the beginning of the C/ A code just before
subframe 1. The second step is to find the time between the desired beginning of
the C/ A code to the beginning of subframe 1. The first step can be accomplished
through the following equation:
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TABLE 9.2 Coarse Relative Pseudorange (time)

Sat nav 1* sfb 1** ind difms bca(ind)*** dat diff of dat

a 0 100 196 0 9802893 9802893 0
b 7 100 196 7 9803828 9838828 35935
c 10 100 197 0 9850115 9850115 47222
d 17 99 195 7 9752661 9787661 −15232

*Obtained from tracking program and adjusted to a value less than 20.
**Obtained from subframe 1 matching program.
***Obtained from tracking program.

ind c 2(sfb1 − 2) + integer(nav1/ 10) (9.1)

where ind is the index of the desired beginning of the C/ A code; sfb1 is the
beginning of subframe 1; nav1 is the first navigation data point and integer
means takes the integer part of the result.

The second step is to find the difference in milliseconds (difms), which can
be written as

difms c rem(nav1/ 10) (9.2)

where rem means to take the remainder of the value in the parenthesis. The
desired input point corresponding to the beginning of subframe 1 can be written
as

dat c bca(ind) + difms × 5000 (9.3)

where dat is the digitized input data point; bca is the beginning of the C/ A
code.

Let us use these three equations to find the desired values in Figure 9.6. The
results are listed in Table 9.2.

The satellite are designated as a, b, c, and d instead of a real satellite number
because the information in satellite c is artificially created to illustrate a special
case. The values in the second and third columns are obtained from the track-
ing and subframe matching programs. The ind and difms are calculated from
Equations (9.1) and (9.2). The values of bca(ind) are also obtained from the
tracking program. The final values of dat can be found from Equation (9.3). The
last column is the relative time difference with respect to satellite a, which can
be found by subtracting 9802893 from the dat values. In order to obtain time
resolution better than 200 ns, the fine time obtained from the tracking program
must be used. This time is calculated every 10 ms and used to determine the
beginning of the C/ A code. For simplicity, the fine time associated with index
(196, 196, 197, 195) will be used to find the fine pseudorange (time). This oper-
ation is just to add the fine time to the difference time. For better results the
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fine time value can be obtained from manipulating more data points such as a
least squares data fitting.

One can use the relative times 0, 35935, 47222, and −15232 to calculate
the pseudoranges. In this calculation, some of the pseudoranges will be neg-
ative. A consant might be added to the relative times to make them positive;
however, this is not necessary but only a convenient step. Since the time delay
from the satellites to the user is in the range of 67 to 86 ms as shown in Sec-
tion 3.3, a value between these two numbers is a reasonable choice. Although
the discussion is about pseudorange, the actual units are in time which can be
changed into distance by multiplying the speed of light. The pseudoranges r
can be found as

r c c(const + d i f f of dat + finetime) (9.4)

where c c 299792458 m/ s is speed of light; const is an arbitrarily chosen con-
stant to make all the pseudoranges positive; the relative transit time (diff of dat)
is listed in the last column of Table 9.1; and the fine time is obtained from the
tracking program.

Let us choose the const c 75 ms. For the above example, the four pseudo-
ranges (pr) can be calculated as

r1 c 299792458 × (75 × 10−3)

r2 c 299792458 × (75 × 10−3 + 35935 × 200 × 10−9)

r3 c 299792458 × (75 × 10−3 + 47222 × 200 × 10−9)

r4 c 299792458 × (75 × 10−3 − 15232 × 200 × 10−9)

In this equation the fine time is not included. For the actual calculation the
fine time must be included in the above equation. In addition, the ionospheric
correction term from Equation (5.8) or (5.9) and the tropospheric correction
term from Equation (5.19) must also be included. The result obtained from
Equation (5.19) is in meters and it must be divided by the speed of light to
change into time. It should be noted that the ionospheric correction constants
are in subframe 4. Using only the information in the first three subframes cannot
make ionospheric correction.

In the above discussion, the beginning of the C/ A code has a time resolution
of 10 milliseconds. The beginning of subframe 1 has a time resolution of 20 mil-
liseconds. The first navigation data point and the difference in milliseconds have
a time resolution of 1 millisecond. These quantities can be used to determine the
beginning of subframe 1 to within 1 millisecond. Thus, the value of the begin-
ning of the C/ A code can be limited up to 5,000 (1 ms). The large values of the
beginnings of the C/ A code 9802893, 9803828, 9850115, and 9752661 shown in
Figures 9.6a, 9.6b, 9.6c, and 9.6d are not necessary. Instead four new values can
be the remainder of these four values minus multiples of 5,000. The results are
2893, 3828, 115, and 2661. These new data are listed in Table 9.3.
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TABLE 9.3 Coarse Relative Pseudorange (time) with New Beginnings of the C/ A Code

Sat nav 1 sfb 1 inds difms bca(ind) dat diff of dat

a 0 100 196 0 2893 9802893 0
b 7 100 196 7 3828 9838828 35935
c 10 100 197 0 115 9850115 47222
d 17 99 195 7 2661 9787661 −15232

The only difference between Tables 9.3 and 9.2 is in the sixth column. The
beginnings of subframe 1 can be obtained as

dat c 10 × 5000 × ind + 5000 × difms + bca(ind) (9.5)

because dat has a time resolution of 10 ms, difms has a time resolution of 1
ms, and each millisecond has 5,000 data points. Using this equation the same
values of dat can be obtained and listed in the above table. In the actual software
receiver program, beginnings of the C/ A code with values equal to or less than
5,000 are used.

In the above discussion the main task is to find an input data point corre-
sponding to the beginning of subframe 1. The above discussion is only one of
many possible approaches to accomplish this goal.

9.10 GPS SYSTEM TIME AT TIME OF TRANSMISSION CORRECTED BY

TRANSIT TIME (tc)

Since time is a variable in the earth-centered, earth-fixed coordinate system,
to determine the user position a time must be given. All the GPS signals from
different satellites are transmitted at the same time except for the satellite clock
error. However, all the signals arrive at the receiver at different times because
of the different pseudoranges. The receiving time is equal to the transmission
time plus the transit time. The transit time is the time the signal travels from
the satellite to the user, which is equal to the pseudorange divided by the speed
of light. It is reasonable to select one time (time of receiving) to measure the
user position. Once a time of receiving is selected as a reference, the time of
transmission can be obtained by subtracting the transit time from the time of
receiving. Since the transit time for different satellites is different, the time
of transmission for different satellites is also different. This seems unreason-
able because all the times of transmission for different satellites are very close
together. These differences can be explained as that selecting a receiving time
as a reference causes the time of transmission to be different. This time of trans-
mission can be referred to as time of transmission corrected by transit time and
represented by tc. As discussed in the previous section, the transit time cannot
be measured because the user clock bias is unknown. Only the relative transit
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times among different satellites can be measured. The time tc can be found from
the relative transit time and the time of the week (TOW), which has a time res-
olution of seconds. The TOWs obtained from different satellites should have
the same values because the time resolution is 6 seconds and the transit time is
only 67–86 milliseconds. The time tc can be obtained by subtracting the relative
transit time from the TOW as shown in the following equation:

tc c TOW − relative transit time c TOW − d i f f of dat × 200 × 10−9 (9.6)

In this equation the subtracting implies that the time of transmission is before
the receiving time. The relative transit time is the same as the difference in
digitized data points (diff of dat). The factor 200 × 10−9 is the time between
digitized points.

9.11 CALCULATION OF SATELLITE POSITION

Most of the equations used to find the satellite positions are from Chapter 4. In
order to refer to these equations easily, they will be listed here again. However,
the explanations of these equations will not be included here.

Let us use the obtained data to calculate the mean motion as shown in Equa-
tion (4.33):

n c
h

m

a3
s

+ Dn (9.7)

where m c 9386005 × 108 m3/ s2 is the earth’s universal gravitational parameter,
as is the semi-major axis of the satellite orbit obtained from subframe 2 in bits
227–234 and 241–264, and Dn is the mean motion difference obtained from
subframe 2 in bits 91–106.

As discussed in Section 4.8, the correction of GPS time at time of transmis-
sion (tc) must be performed first. The correction can be made from Equation
(4.32) as follows:

if tc − toe > 302400 then tc e tc − 604800

if tc − toe < −302400 then tc e tc + 604800 (9.8)

where tc is obtained from Equation (9.6) and toe (subframe 2, bits 271–286) is
the reference time ephemeris obtained from navigation data.

Once the GPS system time at time of transmission (tc) is found, the mean
anomaly can be found from Equation (4.34)

M c M0 + n(tc − toe) (9.9)
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where M0 is the mean anomaly at reference time obtained from subframe 2
bits 107–114, 121–144. The eccentric anomaly E can be found from Equation
(4.35) as

E c M + es sin E (9.10)

where es is the eccentricity of satellite orbit obtained from subframe 2 bits
167–174 and 181–204. Since this equation is nonlinear, the iteration method
will be used to obtain E.

The relativistic correction term can be obtained from Equation (4.37)

Dtr c Fes
f

as sin E (9.11)

where F c −4.442807633 × 10−10 sec/ m1/ 2 is a constant, es, as, and E are
mentioned in Equations (9.7) and (9.10). The overall time correction term is
shown in Equation (4.38) as

Dt c af 0 + af 1(tc − toc) + af 2(tc − toc) + Dtr − TGD (9.12)

where af 0 (271–292), af 1 (249–264), af 2 (241–248), toc (219–234) are satellite
clock corrections, tGD (197–204) is the estimated group delay differential, and
all are obtained from subframe 1.

The GPS time at time of transmission can be corrected again from Equation
(4.39) as

t c tc − Dt (9.13)

The true anomaly can be found from Equation (4.41) as

n1 c cos−1 � cos E − es

1 − e2
s cos E �

n2 c sin−1 �
f

1 − e2
s sin E

1 − es cos E �
n c n1 sign(n2) (9.14)

and angle f can be found from Equation (4.42) as

p ≡ n + q (9.15)

where q is the argument of perigee (subframe 3, bits 197–204 and 211–234)
obtained from navigation data.
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The following correction terms are needed as shown in Equation (4.43):

df c Cus sin 2f + Cuc cos 2f

dr c Crs sin 2f + Crc cos 2f

di c Cis sin 2f + Cic cos 2f (9.16)

where Cus (subframe 2, bits 211–226), Cue (subframe 2, bits 151–166), Crs

(subframe 2, bits 69–84), Crc (subframe 3, bits 181–196), Cis (subframe 3, bits
121–126), and Cic (subframe 3, bits 61–76) are obtained from navigation data.
These three terms are used to correct the following terms as shown in Equations
(4.44) and (4.45):

fe f + df

r e r + dr

i e i + di + idot(t − toe) (9.17)

where idot (subframe 3, bits 279–292) is the rate of inclination angle and is
obtained from the navigation data, t is obtained from Equation (9.13).

The angle between the accenting node and the Greenwich meridian Q er can
be found from Equation (4.46) as

Q er c Q e + Q̇ (t − toe) − Q̇ iet (9.18)

The final two steps are to find the position of the satellite from Equation (4.47)
and adjust the pseudorange by the overall clock correction term as

[ x
y
z ] c [ r cos Q er cosf − r sin Q er cos i sinf

r sin Q er cosf + r cos Q er cos i sinf

r sin i sinf
]

ri e ri + cDt (9.19)

where Dt is obtained from Equation (9.12) and ri is the pseudorange to satel-
lite i.

A computer program (p9 6) is listed at the end of this chapter to illustrate
the calculation of the satellite positions.

9.12 CALCULATION OF USER POSITION IN CARTESIAN COORDINATE

SYSTEM

The calculation of user position is discussed in Chapter 2. The inputs are the
positions of the satellites and the pseudoranges. Theoretically, the user position
can be solved from Equation (2.5) as
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r1 c f(x1 − xu)2 + (y1 − yu)2 + (z1 − zu)2 + bu

r2 c f(x2 − xu)2 + (y2 − yu)2 + (z2 − zu)2 + bu

r3 c f(x3 − xu)2 + (y3 − yu)2 + (z3 − zu)2 + bu

r4 c f(x4 − xu)2 + (y4 − yu)2 + (z4 − zu)2 + bu (9.20)

However, this equation is difficult to solve. A linearized version of Equation
(2.7) can be used to solve the user position through iteration as

dri c (xi − xu)dxu + (yi − yu)dyu + (zi − zu)dzuf
(xi − xu)2 + (y1 − yu)2 + (zi − zu)2

+ dbu

c (xi − xu)dxu + (yi − yu)dyu + (zi − zu)dzu

ri − bn
+ dbn (9.21)

Following the steps in Section 2.6 and using program (p2 1) in Chapter 2, the
user position xu, yu, zu can be found in the Cartesian coordinate system.

9.13 ADJUSTMENT OF COORDINATE SYSTEM OF SATELLITES

As discussed in Section 4.10, the earth-centered, earth-fixed coordinate system
is a function of time. The time used to calculate the position of a satellite and
the time used to calculate user position are different. The time used to calculate
the satellite position should be adjusted to be the same time for calculating user
position. The following three equations are used in an iterative way to perform
the adjustment.

First the pseudorange and the transit time can be found from Equation (4.48)
as

r c f(x − xu)2 + (y − yu)2 + (z − zu)2

tt c f(x − xu)2 + (y − yu)2 + (z − zu)2/ c (9.22)

where x, y, z and xu, yu, zu are the coordinates of the satellite and the user,
respectively, c is the speed of light. Use this transit time to modify the angle
Q er in Equation (4.49) as

Q er e Q er − Q̇ iett (9.23)
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Use this new Q er in the first portion of Equation (9.19) to calculate the satellite
position x, y, z in the new coordinate system. From these satellite positions, the
user position xu, yu, zu will be calculated again from Equation (9.21).

These four equations (9.19), (9.21), (9.22), and (9.23) can be used in an
iterative way until the changes in x, y, z (or xu, yu, zu) are below a predetermined
value. The final position will be the desired user position xu, yu, zu.

9.14 CHANGING USER POSITION TO COORDINATE SYSTEM OF THE

EARTH

Once the user position xu, yu, zu in Cartesian coordinate system is found, it
should be converted into a spherical coordinate system, because the user posi-
tion on the surface of the earth is given in geodetic latitude L, longitude l, and
altitude h as shown in Equations (2.17)–(2.19):

r c gx2
u + y2

u + z2
u

Lc c tan−1 � zuf
x2

u + y2
u
�

l c tan−1 � yu

xu
� (9.24)

where Lc is the geocentric latitude. However, the surface of the earth is not
a perfect sphere; the shape of the earth must be taken into consideration. The
geodetic latitude L is used in maps and should be calculated from Lc through
Equations (2.50) or (2.51) as

L c Lc + ep sin 2L or

Li + 1 c Lc + ep sin 2Li (9.25)

where ep is the ellipticity. The second portion of the above equation is written
in iterative form. The altitude can be found from Equation (2.57) as

h c gx2
u + y2

u + z2
u − ae(1 − ep sin2 L) (9.26)

These last three values, latitude L, longitude l, and altitude h, are the desired
user position. The latitude and longitude are often expressed in degrees, min-
utes, and seconds or in degrees and minutes.

A computer program (p9 7) is listed at the end of the chapter to illustrate
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the calculation of the user position. This program integrates the user position
and the satellite position correction together.

9.15 TRANSITION FROM ACQUISITION TO TRACKING PROGRAM

The above discussion is based on data digitized and stored in memory. How-
ever, in building a real-time receiver, the information obtained from the acqui-
sition must be passed to the tracking program in a timely manner. In a software
approach, the acquisition performs on a set of data already collected and the
tracking will process the incoming data. For ordinary signal strength it takes
the acquisition program slightly less than 1 second to process 1 ms of digi-
tized data to find the signal using a 400 MHz pentium computer. Therefore,
the tracking program will process data collected about 1 second later than that
used for acquisition. Figure 9.7 shows this operation.

The question to be answered is whether the maximum acquisition time is
short enough such that the tracking program still can process the new data. This
section will present the maximum allowed time separation between the data for
acquisition and the data for tracking. These results are obtained experimentally.

Two parameters, the carrier frequency and the beginning of the C/ A code
obtained from the acquisition program, will pass to the tracking program. If
these two parameters are known, one can start to track the data. The carrier
obtained from the acquisition will be used in the tracking program but a dif-
ferent beginning of the C/ A code from the acquisition must be used in the
incoming data. Theoretically, the beginning of the C/ A code can be predicted
from the carrier frequency. However, as mentioned in Section 6.15, the sam-
pling frequency may be off from the desired value. Therefore, a set of digitized
data must first be experimentally tested. The testing procedure is to process the
collected data and find the relation between the carrier frequency and the begin-
ning of the C/ A code. This result can be obtained by tracking several satellites
in the data. Once this result is obtained, it can be used for all satellites.

The data used for this illustration are obtained from an I-Q channel digitizer.
The nominal sampling frequency is 3.2 MHz as discussed in Section 6.13. The
data are converted into real form with an equivalent sampling frequency of 6.4
MHz and a center frequency of 1.6 MHz.

Figure 9.8 shows the accumulative beginning point shift of the C/ A code ver-

FIGURE 9.7 Transition time required from acquisition to tracking.
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FIGURE 9.8 Accumulative beginning point shift of C/ A code versus time.

sus time. The results are straight lines; let us refer to them as the accumulative
shift lines. Each line contains 12,400 input points of data and is for a certain
satellite. If the sampling frequency is accurate, the lines should have both pos-
itive and negative slopes to represent the positive and negative Doppler fre-
quency shift. The results in Figure 9.8 indicate that the sampling frequency is
not at 1.6 MHz, because the slopes of the lines are all positive.

The slopes of the lines are plotted against the measured Doppler frequency
shift and the result is shown in Figure 9.9. The measured Doppler frequency is
the difference between the measured frequency through the tracking program
and the assumed center frequency of 1.6 MHz. The results are close to a straight
line. From these two figures one can determine the desired shift of the begin-
ning of the C/ A code. For example, if a certain value of Doppler frequency is
measured, from Figure 9.9 the slope of the accumulative line can be obtained.
This slope can be used to draw a line as shown in Figure 9.8. The accumulative
beginning point of the C/ A code can be found as a function of time.

This method is used to find the maximum time from the data used for acquisi-
tion to the data to be tracked. For all of the satellites the minimum time obtained
is slightly over 30 seconds. It takes only 1 second to perform the acquisition;
therefore, there is plenty of time to pass the necessary information to the track-
ing program. Therefore, the two parameters, carrier frequency and the beginning
of the C/ A code, can be used for a real-time receiver.
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FIGURE 9.9 Doppler frequency versus slopes of the accumulative lines.

9.16 SUMMARY

This chapter describes a GPS receiver by following the signal flow. Digitized
data are used as input to perform acquisition and find the signals of all the satel-
lites. Once the signals are found they will be tracked. The results of the tracking
program can be converted into navigation data. In general, 30 seconds of data
should contain the information of subframes 1, 2, and 3. The preamble words
and the subframe numbers can be used to find the subframes. Parity checking
must be performed to ensure that the data are without errors. Ephemeris data
can be found from subframes 1, 2, and 3. The GPS time at time of transmission
can be found from the beginning of subframe 1 and the time of the week. The
pseudoranges for different satellites can be found from the relative beginning
points of subframe 1. The use of subframe 1 as a reference is arbitrary. From
the data obtained, the positions of the satellites and the user position can be
obtained. Finally, it is illustrated that the transition from acquisition to tracking
in a software receiver can be achieved for real-time applications.

% p9 1.m This program finds subframes

function start sf1 c findsf1(navd)
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[nsat, n] c size(navd);
marker c [1 −1 −1 −1 1 −1 1 1];
start sf1 c zeros(1, nsat);
for m c 1:nsat,

c c xcorr(marker, navd(m, 1 : 360)); % find data bit sequences that
match preambles

indn c find(abs(c) >7.99);
pts c indn − 360 + 1;
flag c 1;
n c 1;
while flag & n <c length(pts),

pt c pts(n);
k c 1;
err c 0;

while k < 3 & ∼err, % check for preambles in next two
subframes

sfmark c navd(m, pt + (k ∗300):pt + (k ∗300) + 7);
if abs(sum(sfmark .∗marker)) < 8,

err c 1;
end
k c k + 1;

end

end HOW c sum(navd(m, pt + 58:pt + 59)); % Check parity bits at
end of HOW

if ∼end HOW | err, % if anything wrong, go to next point
n c n+ 1;

else
id c navd(m pt + 49:pt + 51); % Find subframe #
if end HOW cc 2, % Find polarity of HOW word

id c −id;
end
sf(m) c 0;
id c fliplr(id);
for k c 1:length(id),
if id(k) cc 1,

sf c sf + 2 ∧ (k − 1);
end

end
if sf(m) < 6 & sf(m) > 0, % Ensure subframe #is 1–5

flag c 0;
else

n c n + 1;
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end
end

end
if ∼flag, % Find beginning of subframe #1

if sf(m) cc 1,
start sf1(m) c pt;

else
start sf1(m) c pt + ((6 − sf(m)) ∗300);
id c navd(m, start sf1(m) + 49:start sf1(m) + 51);
if id ∼c [−1 −1 1] & id ∼c [1 1 −1],

disp([’Error in finding sat ’ num2str(m) ’ − sf1 id did not
match.’])

start sf1(m) c 0;
end

end
else

disp([’Error in finding sat ’ num2str(m)])
end

end

% This program finds subframes

function start sf1 c findsf1 (navd)

[nsat, n] c size(navd);
marker c [1 −1 −1 −1 1 −1 1 1];
start sf1 c zeros(1, nsat);
for m c 1:nsat,

c c xcorr(marker, navd(m, 1:360)); % find data bit sequences that
match preambles

indn c find(abs(c)>7.99);
pts c indn − 360 + 1;
flag c 1;
n c 1;
while flag & n <c length(pts),

pt c pts(n);
k c 1;
err c 0;
while k < 3 & ∼ error, % check for preambles in next two

subframes
sfmark c navd(m, pt + [k ∗300) :pt + (k ∗300) + 7);
if abs(sum(sfmark .∗marker)) < 8,

err c 1;
end
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k c k + 1;
end

end HOW c sum(navd(m, pt + 58:pt + 59)); % Check parity bits at
end of HOW

if ∼end HOW | err, % If anything wrong, go to next point
n c n + 1;

else
id c navd(m, pt + 49:pt + 51); % Find subframe #
if end HOW cc 2, % Find polarity of HOW word

id c −id;
end
sf(m) c 0;
id c fliplr(id);
for k c 1:length(id),
if id(k) cc 1,

sf c sf + 2 ∧ (k − 1);
end

end
if sf(m) < 6 & sf(m) > 0, % Ensure subframe #is 1–5

flag c 0;
else

n c n + 1;
end

end
end
if ∼flag, % Find beginning of subframe #1
if sf(m) cc 1,

start sf1(m) c pt;
else

start sf1(m) c pt + ((6 − sf(m)) ∗300);
id c navd(m, start sf1(m) + 49:start sf1(m) + 51);
if id ∼c [−1 −1 1] & id ∼c [1 1 −1],

disp([’Error in finding sat ’ num2str(m) ’ − sf1 id did not
match.’])

start sf1(m) c 0;
end

end
else

disp([’Error in finding sat ’ num2str(m)])
end

end

% p9 2.m This program checks the parity code
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function [pt, navd]cmatchsubf (navd);
nsat c size(navd, 1);

pt c zeros(nsat);
pt c findsf1 (navd) ’;
dlen c (floor(size(navd, 2) / 30) − 1) ∗30;

h1 c [1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0]; % from GPS Theory &
App p.131
h2 c [0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1]; % by B.W. Parkinson &
J.J. Spilker
h3 c [1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0];
h4 c [0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0];
h5 c [1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1];
h6 c [0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1];
H c [h1; h2; h3; h4; h5; h6];
for m c 1:nsat;

if pt(m)>0
for pntcpt(m) :30:dlen, %for different initial pts

D29 c navd(m, pnt−2);
D30 c navd(m, pnt−1);
navd(m, pnt:pnt+23) c D30 ∗navd(m, pnt:pnt+23);
d c navd(m, pnt:pnt+23);
Df c [D29 D30 D29 D30 D30 D29];
for k c 1:6,

temp c H(k, :) .∗d;
p(k) c prod([Df(k) temp(find(temp))]);

end
if p ∼c navd(m, pnt+24:pnt+29),

disp(’Parity check failed!’)
end

end
end

end
indcfind(pt∼c0);
ptcpt(ind);
navd c −navd;
navdc(navd+1) ./ 2;

% This program checks the parity code

function [pt, navd]cmatchsubf(navd);
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nsat c size(navd,1);
pt c zeros(nsat);
pt c findsf1(navd)’;
dlen c (floor(size(navd,2) / 30) − 1) ∗30;

h1 c [1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0]; % from GPS Theory &
App p.131
h2 c [0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1]; % by B.W. Parkinson &
J. J. Spilker
h3 c [1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0];
h4 c [0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0];
h5 c [1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1];
h6 c [0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1];
H c [h1; h2; h3; h4; h5; h6];
for mc1:nsat;

if pt(m)>0
for pntcpt(m) :30:dlen, %for different initial pts

D29 c navd(m, pnt−2);
D30 c navd(m, pnt−1);
navd(m, pnt:pnt+23) c D30 ∗navd(m, pnt:pnt+23);
d c navd(m, pnt:pnt+23);
Df c [D29 D30 D29 D30 D30 D29];
for k c 1:6,

temp c H(k, :) .∗d;
p(k) c prod([Df(k) temp(find(temp))]);

end
if p ∼c navd(m, pnt+24:pnt+29),

disp(’Parity check failed!’)
end

end
end

end
indcfind(pt∼c0);
ptcpt(ind);
navd c −navd;
navdc(navd+1) ./ 2;

% p9 3.m DECODE1.M decode navigation data in subframe 1 into
ephermeris data

function[week no, tgd, toc, af2, af1, af0, iode1,tow1]cdecode1
(points,navdata);
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nsatclength(points);
for mc1:nsat;

week no(m)cbi2de(m,points(m) −1+70:−1:points(m) −1+61));
tgd(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m) −1+204:−1:points(m) −1+197),−31);
toc(m)cbi2de(navdata(m,points(m) −1+234;−1:points(m) −1+219))

∗2∧4;
af2(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m) −1+248:−1:points(m) −1+241),−55);
af1(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m) −1+264:−1:points(m) −1+249),−43);
af0(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m) −1+292:−1:points(m) −1+271),−31);
iode1(m, :)c[navdata(m,points(m) −1+211:points(m) −1+218)];
tow1(m)cbi2de(navdata(m,points(m) −1+47:−1:points(m) −1+31))∗6;

end

% DECODE1.M decode navigation data in subframe 1 into ephemeris data

for mc1:nsat;
week no(m)cbi2de(navdata(m,points(m)−1+70:−1:points(m)−1+61));
tgd(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+204:−1:points(m)−1+197),−31);
toc(m)cbi2de(navdata(m,points(m)−1+234:−1:points(m)−1+219))∗2

∧4;
af2(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+248:−1:points(m)−1+241),−55);
af1(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+264:−1:points(m)−1+249),−43);
af0(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+292:−1:points(m)−1+271),−31);
iode1(m,:)c[navdata(m,points(m)−1+211:points(m)−1+218)];
tow1(m)cbi2de(navdata(m,points(m)−1+47:−1:points(m)−1+31))∗6-6;

end

% p9C 4.m DECODE2.M decode navigation data in subfram 2 into
ephermeris data

clear angmat navd rymkmat
load d:/ gps/ big data/ srvy8210;
angmatcang;
ptnumatctranspt;
rymkmatcfintime;
[st navd]cnavdat(angmat); ∗find naviga data (20ms) & first angle
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transition
[point, navdata]cmatsubf(navd); ∗find start pt of subfram 2 prod 0 1s

nsatclength(points);
for nc1:nsat;

iode2(m,:)cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+61:points(m)−1+68);
crs(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+84:−1:points(m)−1+69),−5);
deln(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+106:−1:points(m)−1+91),−43)∗pi;

m01cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+114:−1:points(m)−1+107);
m02cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+144:−1:points(m)−1+121);
m03c[m02 m01];
m0(m)ccomp2dec(m03, −31)∗pi;
clear m01 m02 m03;
cuc(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+166:−1:points(m)−1+151),−29);
e1cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+174:−1:points(m)−1+167);
e2cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+204:−1:points(m)−1+181);
e3c[e2 e1];
e(m)cbi2de(e3)∗2∧(−33);
clear e1 e2 e3;
cus(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+226:−1:points(m)−1+211),−29);
sa1cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+234:−1:points(m)−1+227);
sa2cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+264:−1:points(m)−1+241);
sa3c[sa2 sa1];
sa(m)cbi2de(sa3)∗2∧(−19);
clear sa1 sa2 sa3;

toe(m)cbi2de(navdata(m,points(m)−1+286:−1:points(m)−1+271))∗2∧4;
end

% DECODE2.M decode navigation data in subframe 2 into ephemeris data

for mc1:nsat;
iode2(m,:)cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+61:points(m)−1+68);
crs(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+84:−1:points(m)−1+69),−5);
deln(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+106:−1:points(m)−1+91),−43)∗pi;

m01cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+114:−1:points(m)−1+107);
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m02cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+144:−1:points(m)−1+121);
m03c[m02 m01];
m0(m)ccomp2dec(m03, −31)∗pi;
clear m01 m02 m03;
cuc(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+166:−1:points(m)−1+151),−29);
e1cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+174:−1:points(m)−1+167);
e2cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+204:−1:points(m)−1+181);
e3c[32 e1];
e(m)cbi2de(e3)∗2∧(−33);
clear e1 e2 e3;
cus(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+226:−1:points(m)−1+211),−29);
sa1cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+234:−1:points(m)−1+227);
sa2cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+264:−1:points(m)−1+241);
sa3c[sa2 sa1];
sa(m)cbi2de(sa3)∗2∧(−19);
clear sa1 sa2 sa3;
toe(m)cbi2de(navdata(m,points(m)−1+286:−1:points(m)−1+271))∗2∧4;

end

% p9 5.m DECODE3.M decode navigation data in subframe 3 into
ephermeris data

clear angmat navd rymkmat
load d:/ gps/ big data/ srvy8310;
angmatcang;
ptnumatctranspt;
rymkmatcfintime;
[st navd]cnavdat(angmat); ∗find naviga data (20ms) & first angle
transition
[points, navdata]cmatsubf(navd); ∗find start pt of subfrm 3 pro 0 1s

nsatclength(points);
for mc1:nsat;

cic(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+76:−1:points(m)−1+61),−29);
comega1cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+84:−1:points(m)−1+77);
comega2-navdata(m,points(m)−1+114:−1:points(m)−1+91);
comega3c[comega2 comega1];
comega0(m)ccomp2dec(comega3, −31)∗pi;
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clear comega1 comega2 comega3;
cis(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+136:−1:points(m)−1+121),−29);
i01cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+144:−1:points(m)−1+137);
i02cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+174:−1:points(m)−1+151);
i03c[i02 i01];
i0(m)ccomp2dec(i03, −31)∗pi;
clear i01 i02 i03;
crc(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+196:−1:points(m)−1+181),−5);
omega1cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+204:−1:points(m)−1+197);
omega2cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+234:−1:points(m)−1+211);
omega3c[omega2 omega1];
omega(m)ccomp2dec(omega3,−31)∗pi;
clear omega1 omega2 omega3;
comegadot(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+264:−1:points(m)−1+

241),−43)∗pi;
iode3(m,:)cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+271:points(m)−1+278);
idot(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+292:−1:points(m)−1+279),−43)∗pi;

end

% DECODE3.M decode navigation data in subframe 3 into ephemeris data

for mc1:nsat;
cic(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+76:−1:points(m)−1+61),−29);
comega1cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+84:−1:points(m)−1+77);
comega2cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+114:−1:points(m)−1+91);
comega3c[comega2 comega1];
comega0(m)ccomp2dec(comega3,−31)∗pi;
clear comega1 comega2 comega3;
cis(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+136:−1:points(m)−1+121),−29);
i01cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+144:−1:points(m)−1+137);
i02cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+174:−1:points(m)−1+151);
i03c[i02 i01];
i0(m)ccomp2dec(i03,−31)∗pi;
clear i01 i02 i03;
crc(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+196:−1:points(m)−1+181),−5);
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omega1cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+204:−1:points(m)−1+197);
omega2cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+234:−1:points(m)−1+211);
omega3c[omega2 omega1];
omega(m)ccomp2dec(omega3,−31)∗pi;
clear omega1 omega2 omega3;
comegadot(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+264:−1:points(m)−1+

241),−43)∗pi;
iode3(m,:)cnavdata(m,points(m)−1+271:points(m)−1+278);
idot(m)ccomp2dec(navdata(m,points(m)−1+292:−1:points(m)−1+279),−43)∗pi;

end

% p9 6.m SATPOSM.M Use ephemeris data to calculate satellite position
% modified for data generated from OUR OWN COLLECTED DATA receiver
% generat find PR from coarse PR
% JT 24 Sept 96

function[outp]cp(inpdat);
tccinpdat(1);
toecinpdat(2);
delncinpdat(3);
asqcinpdat(4);
racinpdat(5);
icinpdat(6);
wcinpdat(7);
delracinpdat(8);
Mcinpdat(9);
idotcinpdat(10);
ecinpdat(11);
crscinpdat(12);
cuccinpdat(13);
cuscinpdat(14);
ciccinpdat(15);
ciscinpdat(16);
crccinpdat(17);
af0cinpdat(18);
af1cinpdat(19);
af2cinpdat(20);
toccinpdat(21);
tgdcinpdat(22);
PRccinpdat(23);
∗∗∗∗define data

werc7.2921151467e−5;
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GMc3986005e8;
acasq∧2;
mucGM;
nc(mu/ (a∧3))∧.5+deln;

if tc−toe>302400;
tcctc−604800;

elseif tc−toe< −302400;
tcctc+604800;

end

McM+n∗(tc−toe);
EoldcM;
errorc1;
while error>1e−12;

EcM+e∗sin(Eold);
errorcabs(E−Eold);
EoldcE;

end

Fc−4.442807633e−10;
deltrcF∗e∗asq∗sin(E);
deltcaf0+af1∗(tc−toc)+af2∗(tc−toc)∧2+deltr−tgd;
tctc−delt;
v1cacos((cos(E)−e)/ (1−e∗cos(E)));
v2casin(((1−e∧2)∧.5)∗sin(E)/ (1−e∗cos(E)));
vcv1∗sign(v2);
%rca∗(1−e∧2)/ (1+e∗cos(v));

phicv+w;
delphiccus∗sin(2∗phi)+cuc∗cos(2∗phi);
delrccrc∗cos(2∗phi)+crs∗sin(2∗phi);
deliccic∗cos(2∗phi)+cis∗sin(2∗phi);

phicphi+delphi;
rca∗(1−e∗cos(E));
rcr+delr;
ici+deli+idot∗(t−toe);
omegercra+delra∗(t−toe)−wer∗t;

xcr∗cos(phi)∗cos(omeger)−r∗sin(phi)∗cos(i)∗sin(omeger);
ycr∗cos(phi)∗sin(omeger)+r∗sin(phi)∗cos(i)∗cos(omeger);
zcr∗sin(phi)∗sin(i);
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PRfcPRc+delt∗299792458;
tfct;
outpc[x y z PRf tf];
% SATPOSM.M Use ephemeris data to calculate satellite position
% modified for data generated from OUR OWN COLLECTED DATA receiver
% generat find RP from coarse PR
% JT 24 Sept 96

function[outp]cp(inpdat);
tccinpdat(1);
toecinpdat(2);
delncinpdat(3);
asqcinpdat(4);
racinpdat(5);
icinpdat(6);
wcinpdat(7);
delracinpdat(8);
Mcinpdat(9);
idotcinpdat(10);
ecinpdat(11);
crscinpdat(12);
cuccinpdat(13);
cuscinpdat(14);
ciccinpdat(15);
ciscinpdat(16);
crccinpdat(17);
af0cinpdat(18);
af1cinpdat(19);
af2cinpdat(20);
toccinpdat(21);
tgdcinpdat(22);
PRccinpdata(23):
∗∗∗∗define data

werc7.2921151467e−5;
GMc398605e8;
acasq∧2;
mucGM;
nc(mu/ (a∧3))∧.5+deln;

if tc−toe>302400;
tcctc−604800;
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elseif tc−toe< −302400;
tcctc+604800;

end

McM+n∗(tc−toe);
EoldcM;
errorc1;
while error>1e−12;

EcM+e∗sin(Eold);
errorcabs(E−Eold);
EoldcE;

end

Fc−4.442807633e−10;
deltrcF∗e∗asq∗sin(E);
deltcaf0+af1∗(tc−toc)+af2∗(tc−toc)∧2+deltr−tgd;
tctc−delt;
v1cacos((cos(E)−e)/ (1−e∗cos(E)));
v2casin(((1−e∧2)∧.5)∗sin(E)/ (1−e∗cos(E)));
vcv1∗sign(v2);
%rca∗(1−e∧2)/ (1+e∗cos(v));

phicv+w;
% p9 7.m Userpos.m use pseudorange and satellite positions to
calculate user position
% JT 30 April 96
function[upos] c userpos(inp);
[mm nn]csize(inp);
nsatcnn;
xquess c 0; yquess c 0; zquess c 0; tc c 0;
sp c inp(1:3,1:nn);
pr c inp(4,:);
qu(1) c xquess; qu(2) c yquess; qu(3) c zquess;
for j c 1:nsat

rn(j)c((qu(1)−sp(1,j))∧2+(qu(2)−sp(2,j))∧2+(qu(3)−sp(3,j))∧2)∧

.5;
end

rn0 c rn;
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h(:,4) c ones(nsat,1);
erro c 1;
while erro > 0.01;

for j c 1:nsat;
for k c 1:3;

h(j,k) c (qu(k)-sp(k,j))/ (rn(j)); ∗∗find h
end

end
dr c pr − (rn + ones(1,nsat)∗tc); ∗∗find del pr
dl c pinv(h)∗dr’;
tc c tc + dl(4):
for k c 1:3;

qu(k) c qu(k) + dl(k); ∗∗find new position
end
erro c dl(1)∧2 + dl(2)∧2 + dl(3)∧2;
for j c 1:nsat;

rn(j)c((qu(1)−sp(1,j))∧2+(qu(2)−sp(2,j))∧2+(qu(3)−sp(3,j))∧2)∧

.5; ∗∗new pr
end
inp c sat corr(inp’, qu)’; %Correct satellite position
sp c inp(1:3,1:nn);

end
xuser c qu(1); yuser c qu(2); zuser c qu(3); bias c tc;
format long
format short
rsp c (xuser∧2+yuser∧2+zuser∧2)∧.5;
Lc c atan(zuser/ (xuser∧2+yuser∧2)∧.5);
lsp c atan(yuser/ xuser)∗180/ pi;

ec1/ 298.257223563;
LtempcLc;
erro1c1;
while erro1>1e−6;

LcLc+e∗sin(2∗Ltemp);
erro1cabs(Ltemp−L);
LtempcL;

end
Lf1p-L∗180/ pi;
rec6378137;
hcrsp−re∗(1−e∗(sin(L)∧2));
upos c [xuser yuser zuser bias rsp Lflp lsp h]’;
% Userpos.m use pseudorange and satellite positions to calculate user
position
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% JT 30 April 96
function[upos] c userpos(inp);
[mm nn]csize(inp);
nsatcnn;
xquess c 0; yquess c 0; zquess c 0; tc c 0;
sp c inp(1:3,1:nn);
pr c inp(4,:);
qu(1) c xquess; qu(2) c yquess; qu(3) c zquess;
for j c 1:nsat

rn(j)c((qu(1)−sp(1,j))∧2+(qu(2)−sp(2,j))∧2+(qu(3)−sp(3,j))∧2)∧

.5;
end

rn0 c rn;
h(:,4) c ones(nsat,1);
erro c 1;
while erro > 0.01;

for j c 1:nsat;
for k c 1:3;

h(j,k) c (qu(k)−sp(k,j))/ (rn(j)); ∗∗find h
end

end
dr c pr − (rn + ones(1,nsat)∗tc); ∗∗find del pr
dl c pinv(h)∗dr’;
tc c tc + dl(4);
for k c 1:3;

qu(k) c qu(k) + dl(k); ∗∗find new position
end
erro c dl(1)∧2 + dl(2)∧2 + dl(3)∧2;
for j c 1:nsat;

rn(j)c((qu(1)−sp(1,j))∧2+(qu(2)−sp(2,j))∧2+(qu(3)−sp(3,j))∧2)∧

.5; ∗∗new pr
end
inp c sat corr(inp’, qu)’; %Correct satellite position
sp c inp(1:3,1:nn);

end
xuser c qu(1); yuser c qu(2); zuser c qu(3); bias c tc;
format long
format short
rsp c (xuser∧2+yuser∧2+zuser∧2)∧.5;
Lc c atan(zuser/ (zuser/ (xuser∧2+yuser∧2)∧.5;
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1sp c atan(yuser/ xuser)∗180/ pi;

ec1/ 298.257223563;
LtempcLc;
erro1c1;
while erro1>1e−6;

LcLc+e∗sin(2∗Ltemp);
erro1cabs(Ltemp−L);
LtempcL;

end
Lf1pcL∗180/ pi;
rec6378137;
hcrsp−re∗(1−e∗(sin(L)∧2));
upos c [xuser yuser zuser bias rsp Lflp 1sp h]’;

% p9 7 1.m This program corrects satellite position and called by
program 9 7

function outp c sat corr(satp1, userp)

[m, n] c size(satp1);
outp c satp1;
Omegadot e c 7.2921151467e−5;
C c 299792458;
for k c 1:m,

x c satp1(k, 1);
y c satp1(k, 2);
z c satp1(k, 3);
r c satp1(k, 6); %Corrected Radius
i c satp1(k, 7); %Corrected Inclination
phi c satp1(k, 8); %Argument of Latitude
omeger c satp1(k, 9);
xp c r ∗cos(phi); %In-plane x position
yp c r ∗sin(phi); %In-plane y position
xr c userp(1); yr c userp(2); zr c userp(3);
err c 1000;
where err > 1,

xold c x; yold c y; zold c z;
tprop c ((x − xr) ∧ 2 + (y − yr) ∧ 2 + (z − zr) ∧ 2) ∧ 0.5 / c;
tprop c ((x − xr) ∧ 2 + (y − yr) ∧ 2 + (z − zr) ∧ 2) ∧ 0.5 / c;
Omega p c omeger − Omegadot e ∗tprop;
x c xp ∗cos(Omega p) − yp ∗cos(i) ∗sin(Omega p);
y c xp ∗sin(Omega p) + yp ∗cos(i) ∗cos(Omega p);
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z c yp ∗sin(i);
err c ((x - xold) ∧ 2 + (y − yold) ∧ 2 + (z − zold) ∧ 2) ∧ 0.5;

end
outp(k, 1:3) c [x y z];

end
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Acquisition, 134–164, 215–217
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211–212
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Apparent solar day, 35–36
Argument of the perigee, 58–60, 201,

211–212
Ascension angle, 202
Autocorrelation, C/ A code, 84–85

B

Bias clock error, 27
Bi-phase shift keying (BPSK), 76, 135–136
Block adjustment of synchronized signal

(BASS), 40–41, 165–166, 176–178,
188–191, 194–196

C

Carrier loop, 173–175
Chip rate, 115–116
Chip time, 183–186

Circular correlation, 140–144, 185
modification acquisition, 144–146

Circular (periodic) convolution, 140–144
Clock bias error, 27–28, 70, 199–200,

209–210
Coarse/ acquisition (C/ A) code, 1, 3, 39–40,

43, 111–116, 180, 182
constellation properties, 83–84
data format, 77–78
generation of, 78–83
radio-frequency (RF) combined with, 189
signal acquisition, 133–164
signal structure, 73–108

Code division multiple access (CDMA), 76,
110

Code loop, 173–175
Coherent data processing, 149–150
Computed terms, 103
Curve fitting, 186–188

D

Data format, C/ A code, 77–78
Delay and multiply acquisition, 146–148
Dilution of precision (DOP), 27–28
Direct digitization, 114–115, 121–122,

130–131
Direction of cosine matrix, 55–57, 60–61
Discrete Fourier transform (DFT), 127–130,

138, 140, 142–144, 151–155,
176–180

Doppler frequency
average rate of exchange, 40–41
C/ A code, 135–136
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Doppler frequency (Continued)
mass rate of change, 41–42
satellite control, 32–33
user acceleration, 42–43

Doppler frequency shift, 36–40, 128–130,
216–217

orbit frame transformation, 63–64
Duality of convolution, 141–144

E

Earth-centered-earth-fixed (ECEF) system,
54–72

Earth centered inertia (ECI) frame, 61
Earth equator, 61–63
Earth geometry, 17–18
Earth rotation rate, 61–63
Eccentric anomaly, 57–60, 211–212
Eccentricity, 22–24, 45–47, 201
Elliptical relationships, 18–20
Ellipticity, 22–24, 214
Ephemeris data, 63–72, 95–102, 199–

202
Equator frame transform, 57–60
Equivalent noise bandwidth, 167–168
Estimated group delay differential, 94,

199

F

Fast Fourier transform (FFT), 127–130,
133–140, 144–146, 149–155,
177–178

Final value theorem, 1, 14–15
Fine frequency estimation, 150–155
Fine time resolution, 204–209

curve fitting, 186–188
ideal correlation outputs, 182–186

Fourier transform, 140–144

G

Geocentric latitude, 17–18, 214
Geodetic latitude, 17–18, 21–25, 214
Geometrical dilution of precision (GDOP),

27–28, 110–111
Global navigation satellite system

(GLONASS), 125–126
Gold codes, 83–84, 146–148
G2 output sequences, 79–83, 106–108
GPS time, 7–8

Gravitational constant of the earth, 44–45
Greenwich meridian, 62–63

H

Hand over word (HOW), 85–88, 198–199
Height values, 17–18, 20–24
Horizontal dilution of precision, 28

I

Ideal correlation outputs, 182–186
Inclination angle, 69, 201
In-phase and quadrature phase (I-Q)

channels, 109, 119–120, 122–123,
128–130, 215–217

Intermediate frequency (IF), 109, 114,
119–120, 128–130

Inverse Fourier transform (IFT), 129–130,
141–144

Ionospheric effect, 102–104
Ionospheric Model, 102–104
Issue of data, clock (IODC), 94, 200, 202
Issue of data, emphemeris (IODE), 95, 200,

202

K

Kepler’s equation, 45–47
Kepler’s Laws, 32, 43–45
Kernel function, 177–180, 189

L

Laplace transform, 166–171
Latitude, 20–21
L1 band, 74–76, 110–111, 124–126
L2 band, 74–76, 110–111, 124–126
Longitude, 17–18, 214

M

Maximum data length, 135–136
Maximum differential delay time, 209–210
Maximum length sequence (MLS), 78–83,

106–108
Mean anomly, 47–50, 200, 210–212
Mean motion, 65–66, 200
Modulo-2 adders, 79–83, 89–90
Multipath effect, 110–111
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N

Navigation data, 84–85, 90–102, 135–136,
196–198, 202–209

Noise bandwidth, 168–171
Noise figure, 115
Non-coherent integration, 149
Nyquist sampling rate, 117–118, 130

O

Orbit frame, 63–64
Orthogonal codes, 73–77

P

Parity bits, 88–89
Parity check algorithm, 88–90, 198–

199
Parity matrix, 89–90
P-code, 73–74, 76–77, 125–126
Perigee, 43–44, 57–60, 201
Perturbations, 64–66
Phase locked loop, 166–171, 175–176,

194–196
Position dilution of precision, 27–28
Position solution, four-satellites, 14–15
Pseudo-random noise (PRN), 76–77, 78–

83
Pseudorange, 11–12, 131, 202–209

user position solution from, 12–13, 28–
30

P(Y) code, 74–76

Q

Quantization levels, 126–127

R

Radio frequency (RF), 2–3, 73, 109,
119–120, 189–190

Rate of change of Doppler frequency, 40–
42

Receiver-generated terms, 103
Right ascension angle, 60–61, 202

S

Sampling frequency, 115–116, 130–131
Sampling time, 115–116

Satellite clock correction parameters, 94
Satellite constellation, 32–34
Satellite coordination adjustment, 69–70
Satellite health, 90, 94
Satellite orbit, equation from transform,

57–60
Satellite position, calculation, 67–70,

210–212
Satellite selection, 25–27
Satellite transmitted terms, 102
Selectivity availabilty (SA), 102, 104–

105
Semi-major axis, 17–20, 44–45, 54–55,

201
Semi-minor axis, 18–20, 44–45
Sidereal day, 35–36
Speed, DFS, 36–40
Spherical coordination system, user

position, 16–17
Standard position service (SPS), 1
Subframe, navigation data, 90–102
Subframe ID, 198–202

T

Telemetry (TLM), 85–86
Time dilution of precision, 28
Time of receiving, 209–210
Time of transmission, 66–67, 70, 209–212
Time of week (TOW), 66–67, 85–88, 200,

202, 210
Tracking, 165–192, 194–196, 215–217
Transfer function, 166, 172
Transit time, 209–210
Transmitting frequency, 75–76
Tropospheric model, 104
True anomaly, 47–50, 57–60, 68–70,

211–212

U

Unit step function, 169–171
Universal coordinated time (UTC), 86–88,

100–102
User acceleration, Doppler frequency, 42–

43
User position, 8–9

adjustment, 213–214
Cartesian coordinates, 212–213
equations, 10–11
estimation, 25–27
from pseudoranges, 12–13
satellite coordinates, 69–70
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User position (Continued)
signal strength, 50–52
spherical coordinate system, 16–17

User range accuracy, 90

V

Velocity computation, 38–40
Vernal equinox, 60–61
Vertical dilution of precision, 28

Voltage controlled oscillator (VCO),
166–168, 170–176

W

Week number (WN), 88, 90, 199

Z

Z-count, 86–88






